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Abstract
The next generation of space observatories will use larger mirrors while meeting tighter op-
tical performance requirements than current space telescopes. The spacecraft designs must
satisfy the drive for low-mass, low-cost systems, and be robust to uncertainty since design
validation will be based on analysis instead of pre-launch tests. Analytical techniques will
be required to identify which technologies or structural architectures are most appropriate
to meet conflicting system requirements, but traditionally, model-based dynamic analysis
would only take place after a single point design is chosen. The challenges facing future
space telescopes require a new approach to conceptual design, and motivate the creation of
designý tools to identify superior, robust designs earlier in the design lifecycle using model-
based analysis methods.
A conceptual design methodology is proposed, in which both nominal performance as
well as robustness to uncertainty are evaluated across multiple design realizations. A model-
ing environment is created so that for any set of design variables, such as mirror architecture
or dimensions of the spacecraft, a finite element model is automatically generate and ana-
lyzed. A frequency-based dynamic analysis is performed for each design realization using
integrated disturbance-to-performance models that include control systems and vibration
isolators. Next, the uncertainty in early stages of design is considered and Design of Ex-
periments tools such as the analysis of variance are used to identify critical uncertainty
parameters. Lastly, parametric uncertainties are propagated through the model to bound
the outputs.
Aspects of this methodology are applied to several telescopes in order to demonstrate
the practicality of this approach in real-life design studies. Critical uncertainty parameter
identification and uncertainty analysis tools are applied to the Terrestrial Planet Finder
interferometer. A parameterized model is prepared and a trade-space analysis performed
for the ground-based Thirty Meter Telescope. Finally, the methodology as a whole is applied
to a new space telescope design employing lightweight mirrors and a segmented aperture.
An exploration of the design space is followed by uncertainty evaluation of the optimal
designs. Over 1200 unique design realizations are evaluated, and the architecture families
that provide the best performance and robustness to uncertainty are identified.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The future of space-based astronomy is to use large mirrors and advanced technologies to
increase the resolution of orbiting telescopes. Missions that aim to look back in time to
nearly the Big Bang, or whose goal is to detect an Earth-sized planet orbiting a star millions
of times brighter, are as technologically challenging as they are scientifically exciting. In
order to meet the packaging requirements for launching apertures three or more meters in
diameter, deployable optics, segmented arrays of mirrors and interferometric visible tele-
scopes are all proposed. These instruments will fly aboard spacecraft that are increasingly
lightweight and flexible, in order to meet mission mass and cost requirements. No spacecraft
of this type, with optical requirements on the order of nanometers and milli-arcseconds, has
yet been flown, and there are significant challenges in meeting the technology requirements.
There are challenges also in how to go about designing such missions to meet a complex set
of both performance and systems-level requirements, while also ensuring validation of the
mission concept when integrated pre-launch systems tests may not be possible.
The last decade has seen several new trends in the design of complex systems. These
include optimization routines that search across large design spaces in order to identify
optimal designs amongst many possible combinations of design variables. Greater attention
is being paid to non-deterministic analysis routines, or uncertainty analysis, in order to place
bounds or probabilities of success about nominal analysis predictions. Dramatic increases in
computer speeds have prompted simulation-based analysis; large models can be repeatedly
run in a timely manner and used to investigate the effect of changes in the model. All of
these advances are occurring at the same time that there is increased focus on modeling
and analyzing the dynamic behavior of flexible spacecraft subjected to onboard disturbance
excitations. These analyses require integrated spacecraft models that combine individual
disciplines of structures, controls, optics and disturbance modeling, in order to predict the
entire disturbance-input to performance-output behavior of the spacecraft.
This thesis focuses on early stages of the design lifecycle and proposes a conceptual
design methodology that relies on model-based dynamic analysis of competing designs to
identify superior architectures in terms of both performance as well as robustness to uncer-
tainty. Parameterized structural and integrated models are created that allow the designer
to change design variables and evaluate alternative architectures. Uncertainty techniques
are considered specifically for early-stage integrated models with limited or no access to
testbeds or data. Finally, to show the practicality of the approach, the developed design
tools are applied to a series of ground- and space-based telescopes. Although the focus
is on flexible opto-mechanical systems, the design methods could easily be applied to any
high-performance, technologically challenging mission.
1.1 Space telescope design and validation
1.1.1 Optical telescope science missions
NASA is planning a fleet of large science observatories to build upon the success of the Hub-
ble Space Telescope and Chandra X-Ray Observatory. The James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST, formerly the Next Generation Space Telescope) is the direct successor of Hubble,
and will use a large 6.5-meter segmented mirror to observe some of the most distant objects
in the universe at infrared wavelengths [1]. SIM Planetquest (formerly the Space Interfer-
ometry Mission) will use optical interferometry to determine the position of stars, and by
detecting the slight motion of stars find Jupiter-sized extra-solar planets [2]. The Terres-
trial Planet Finder (TPF) missions, which include both a visible/near-infrared coronagraph
telescope and a mid-infrared interferometer, have the goal to visually detect Earth-sized
terrestrial planets orbiting other stars, and to determine from a spectroscopic analysis of
the light whether molecules suitable for life ("bio-markers") exist on those planets [3].
TPF is in the earliest phases of development and requires extensive research and analysis
to meet its technical goals. Its challenge is in detecting the light of a planet closely orbiting
a much brighter star. The contrast ratio between the planet's brightness and the star's
is 10-6 in the mid-infrared (IR), and 10-10 at visual wavelengths of light. The planets
of interest are also very close to the star, approximately 0.7-1.5 AU (astronomical unit,
approximately equal to the Earth-Sun distance of 150 million kilometers), and within the
"habitable zone" where liquid water can exist [4]. For the stars likely to be surveyed, the
angular separation between the star and planet to be detected, as seen from Earth, may be
no more than 0.1 to 1.0 arcseconds.
Two separate missions are being planned to achieve the mission goals. A coronagraph
telescope is planned for visible and near-IR wavelengths (500-1100 nm). It uses pupil masks
to attenuate the diffracted light from the brighter star [5]. A nulling interferometer is
planned for the mid-IR (670-1700 nm). The interferometer combines light collected from
two telescopes, and adds a shift of ir to the wavelength of one side. The on-axis light from
the star falls into the null that results from the destructive interference of the waves; the
trough of one wave interferes with the peak of another, resulting in both signals cancelling
each other out. Beyond the central null, corresponding to the interference of off-axis light,
there are fringes within which the faint light of a planet could be seen. The fringes are at
angles of -'A/B, where A is the wavelength of light being observed, and B is the baseline
distance between the collecting telescopes [5]. The baseline should be large enough to detect
planets close to the star, meaning that the collecting telescopes must be set distant from
each other, but not so distant as to resolve the parent star and permit its light to 'leak'
around the central null.
(a) Finite element model of the Structurally Connected (b) Artist's rendition of the Free Flying In-
Interferometer terferometer [6]
Figure 1-1: Terrestrial Planet Finder concepts
Two interferometric spacecraft were investigated by the NASA Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory (JPL). The first was a structurally connected interferometer (TPF-SCI, shown in
Figure 1-1(a)), in which four collecting telescopes are placed along a truss, with the longest
baseline around 36 meters. The second was a free-flying interferometer concept (TPF-FFI,
shown in Figure 1-1(b)), in which the individual collector telescopes are on separate space-
craft which fly in formation with each other and with a fifth spacecraft that combines the
light. The baseline for the TPF-FFI design may be between 55 to 70 meters between the
outermost collectors. Each of the architectures has unique challenges. For the SCI mission,
a challenge is launching such a large truss structure which must be deployed on-orbit. For
the FFI mission, a challenge is controlling this array of spacecraft so that the light meets at
the combiner with only nanometers of optical pathlength difference (OPD). For the dynam-
ics problem investigated in this work, requirements on wave front error of the mirror are
around one nanometer, with line-of-sight jitter on the order of 10 milli-arcseconds (mas) [7].
These are ambitious goals and can only be met through detailed analysis of the spacecraft
designs.
Other telescopes of interest remain here on Earth. The Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT)
has been proposed as a large optical observatory that uses adaptive optics (AO) to com-
pensate for image distortions due to the atmosphere [8]. Based on another proposed large
telescope, the Giant Segmented Mirror Telescope (GMST, shown in Figure 1-2), TMT pro-
poses to use over 700 1.2-meter diameter mirror segments to fill up the entire 30 meter
diameter mirror surface [9].
Figure 1-2: Artist rendition of the Giant Segmented Mirror Telescope [10]
A great concern for this telescope is the effect of gravity across the mirror surface,
especially as the mirror slews to new targets and the gravity vector changes in relation to the
segments. Similar to spaceborne telescopes, TMT will also experience dynamic disturbances
caused by wind blowing within the observatory enclosure and past the mirror [10]. These
disturbances must be modeled and attenuated using some manner of control or isolation.
The analysis required to characterize the system and predict final performance involves
frequency-based disturbance models and integrated models of the structures, optics and
control systems. The size and environment of the telescope is different than TPF, but the
same approaches to analysis can be used. Given the size of the telescope, mass and flexibility
is still an issue, and the optical requirements of TMT are similar to TPF; wind vibrations
should contribute no more than 40 mas to the line-of-sight jitter, and before adaptive optics
are even used the diffraction-limited root mean square (RMS) wave front error across the
700 segments must be less than 50 nm [11].
1.1.2 Design lifecycle
Since the methods and tools used to analyze spacecraft will change based on the maturity
of the mission and the point it has reached in the design lifecycle, a brief definition of the
design stages is given. The design lifecycle, from concept to flight operations, is illustrated
in Figure 1-3. Initially it starts with a set of scientific requirements, produced by the
scientific community to study or search for astronomical bodies or phenomena, or for Earth
observation. For instance, for TPF to meet its science goals requires that it can pick out the
reflected light of a terrestrial-sized planet less than one arcsecond offset from a bright star.
Once the basic mission requirements are established, the engineering aspects of meeting
those scientific requirements are addressed.
Alternative mission architectures are developed and evaluated against each in the con-
ceptual design stage. For the TPF mission, there were at least four different mission concepts
being considered at one point: a coronagraph, a large structurally connected interferome-
ter, a smaller structurally connected interferometer and the free-flying interferometer. Even
with the interferometers, there are multiple concepts for how the different telescopes are
arrayed. Each of these architectural concepts must be evaluated to determine first whether
they would meet the scientific requirements, and second whether they have acceptable as-
sociated costs, risks and scientific productivity. The single, or at most several missions
that are judged to best fulfill the mission requirements are selected to continue into the
preliminary design stage.
In the preliminary design stage, the first detailed mechanical models of the spacecraft are
built. These may include finite element models (FEM) of the structure, or ray-traces of the
Figure 1-3: Space system design lifecycle
optical sub-systems. The level of fidelity for many of these models may be low; the structure
may be represented by simplified finite element "stick" models of several thousand degrees
of freedom. These are appropriate for dynamic analysis (up to several tens of hertz) but
not for stress or thermal analyses, which typically require FE models with many thousands
or millions of degrees of freedom. These initial models are meant to focus attention on
the chosen mechanical design, and to identify areas of concern early in the program. The
preliminary design stage often involves the first model-based analysis of the chosen designs.
The critical design stage is combined with the acquisition of testbed or prototype data
to represent the detailed design and analysis of the chosen spacecraft architecture. At this
stage, the final architecture has been chosen and detailed spacecraft studies are performed
to guarantee that the mission can meet its technical requirements. High-fidelity integrated
models may be updated with data from testbeds, and technical challenges may be solved
using laboratory prototypes. Examples are the hurdles that SIM Planetquest has success-
fully overcome in suppressing nanometer-level vibrations, or detecting the angular position
of a laboratory "pseudostar" to within a millionth of an arcsecond [2].
Once the detailed design work is complete and actual flight hardware is available, the
stage of sub-system integration and testing includes tests performed on the hardware and
updates to the models once component-level validation can be performed. Integration of
the hardware continues until the final structure is assembled. If it is possible to perform a
full systems test on the ground, validation of the design can occur. Test will confirm the
spacecraft meets all of its technical requirements. Once this full systems test is complete,
the telescope is launched for on-orbit operations. The situation where a full systems test
cannot be performed on the ground will be addressed in the next section.
Although this is a highly simplified description of these design stages, this framework
is still useful for determining what types of tools and analysis procedures are appropriate
at different stages. For example, in early stages of preliminary design the linear state-
space models used in this thesis are appropriate to describe the general behavior of the
entire structure. As higher fidelity models becomes available, it may be necessary to use
time-domain simulations in which non-linear effects and the complex interaction of control
systems, isolators and disturbance inputs can be more accurately modeled. The work in
this thesis is based on the simplified integrated models of the preliminary design stage. A
goal of the thesis is to perform that level of modeling earlier in the design lifecycle, during
the conceptual design stage when many architectures are still being evaluated.
1.1.3 Design validation
One of the key concerns with the next generation of space telescopes is that validation of
the designs may no longer be possible through ground-based testing. A complete systems
test may require the spacecraft to be in its operational environment, on-orbit, thus shifting
the time of 'Launch' in Figure 1-3 to before the full systems test.
Validation and verification are often mentioned with these missions, without clear de-
finitions of the words. Guidance on the meaning of the words comes from the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics' (AIAA) guide to validation and verification [12],
which gives the following definitions:
Verification The process of determining that a model implementation accurately rep-
resents the developers conceptual description of the model and the solution to the
model.
Validation The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate repre-
sentation of the real world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model.
A similar definition is used by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) [13]:
Verification Confirmation by examination and provisions of objective evidence that spec-
ified requirements have been fulfilled.
Validation Confirmation by examination and provisions of objective evidence that the
particular requirements for a specific intended use are fulfilled.
For both sets of definitions, a key component of validating a mission is that the system
under study is in its operational environment, and being examined with respect to its
intended use. So a model whose outputs are mathematically correct and agree with the
expected outcome of the designer is verified. A model of a system that agrees with the real
world is validated.
The issue with these large space structures then, is that the operational environment can
never be fully simulated on Earth, so validation of the intended use of the telescopes is not
possible through a full systems test prior to launch. Reasons for this have been described
by engineers at NASA centers and in industry'. The effect of gravity is obviously a concern
on the ground, especially with lightweight, flexible structures that will behave differently
on the ground than in orbit. Suspension systems and gravity off-loading harnesses come
with dynamics of their own and can not fully relieve gravity loading across membranes,
joints and low-frequency isolators. The size of proposed telescopes will be a limiting factor
for environmental testing chambers. JWST's sunshade is itself nearly the size of a tennis
court. Validation of the fully deployed sunshade is expected to be a huge challenge, and
is critical to the mission for both the dynamic environment, due to its very low vibration
modes, and the thermal state of the optical instruments which must be kept at cryogenic
temperatures. Testing the "intended use" of interferometers such as SIM (to say nothing
of free-flying interferometers such as TPF-FFI) requires optical test setups that match or
exceed the already rigorous optical requirements of the instrument. This is challenging from
both a technical and cost standpoint.
Given these issues, there is increased acceptance that validation of the designs must
come from analysis supported by data from testbeds, rather than from a direct test of
the flight hardware in a simulated environment [14]. The role of testing becomes one of
validating as many aspects of the integrated model as practical, and thereby reducing the
uncertainty in the model's ability to accurately predict operational performance. This new
paradigm means that by the time the telescope is fully test-validated on-orbit, it will be
too late to make any hardware changes to the system (although tuning techniques such as
changing the reaction wheel speeds have been proposed as alternative means of affecting
the dynamics on-orbit [151). Accepting validation by analysis requires a much greater level
1Informal discussions with NASA engineers working on SIM Planetquest, JWST and TPF, along with
industry representatives studying these issues at the Aerospace Corporation indicate that these validation
issues are of great concern for many future missions.
of confidence in the analysis predictions than has traditionally been the case. This, in turn,
motivates the need for robust designs and a characterization of the uncertainties in the
system. The entire design lifecycle from Figure 1-3 must not only be focused on improving
the nominal performance prediction, but also on reducing the uncertainties in the system
to the point that by launch, any remaining performance uncertainty does not jeopardize
the mission.
The tools used to predict system uncertainty depend on the stage in the design lifecycle
and the desired goals of the analysis. The ultimate goal prior to launch is an accurate
prediction of the on-orbit performance and the probability that the mission will meet its
requirements. In earlier stages of design however, the analysis should be focused on identify-
ing sources of uncertainty. Resources can be directed to reduce the identified uncertainties,
thereby contributing to the eventual system validation. In early conceptual design it may
not be necessary to run time-consuming probabilistic uncertainty analyses across many
competing designs. Rather, a relative comparison of worst-case bounds indicating which
architectures are more robust to uncertainty would suffice. Coarse uncertainty methods that
bound the performance may be adequate to motivate research efforts or drive the creation
of testbeds to reduce the uncertainties of particular critical subsystems.
At more mature stages of the design, data from testbeds or prototypes may be avail-
able to create uncertainty models of input parameters or of component behaviors. Since
robustness requirements are often broken down into percentages (e.g. component X must
achieve a 99.99999% success rate), probabilistic methods will eventually be called upon to
generate probabilities of success. Once the structure is assembled, ground-based empirical
uncertainty models can be mapped to on-orbit computer models to provide final validation
of a design [16]. Until the final pre-flight validation routine is run, a key objective of an
uncertainty analysis must be to motivate further studies that will feed into the next un-
certainty analysis. The uncertainty tools in this thesis will concentrate on the early stages
of the design process, in which the first integrated models of the selected architecture have
been created, but no testbed data are yet available. One goal of this stage should be to
identify those parameters which most contribute to the overall uncertainty, so as to motivate
research into reducing these critical uncertainties.
1.2 Problem statement
Design validation through analysis will be necessary for large high-performance, high-risk
missions such as JWST, SIM and TPF. For these spacecraft, these analyses must be able
to accurately predict the performance of the selected architectures in their operational
environment and also characterize the uncertainty of those predictions to build confidence
in the results. Beyond these missions however, there is a greater need for large, flexible
telescopes to satisfy both the scientific and programmatic needs. Future missions must not
only meet tight requirements for optical precision, but must be robust to uncertainties, cost-
effective, and lightweight. These challenges can be met using advanced technologies such as
rib-stiffened, deformable mirrors [17, 18, 19], actively controlled optics [20], and advanced
aperture designs [21]. Since this class of telescopes has not been demonstrated and the
technologies are new, there are no existing architectures to guide their designs. The need to
identify new spacecraft architectures utilizing these technologies provides an opportunity to
explore new methods of design in which steps necessary to analytically validate the design
can begin from the conceptual stage of the lifecycle.
New methods of design can be based upon research in the fields of non-deterministic
analysis and computer simulations using complex models. The combination of these analy-
sis tools combined with dramatic increases in computational speed have opened up new
possibilities for design, in which simulations and model-based analysis across large opto-
mechanical design trade spaces can take place.
1.2.1 Spacecraft conceptual design
There has been increased emphasis on computer simulations in the conceptual design stage
to examine the design space and identify optimal designs. Many of the key design decisions
that will drive the performance, mass and ultimately the cost of the mission are decided
at the start of the project. The difficulty with this is a common one in engineering: that
the most important design decisions must be made when the least amount of information
is available. By emphasizing methods that provide better information about competing
architectures at this early stage, there is the possibility of a great long-term benefit to
the entire project. Conversely, the dangers of too little information in this stage are that
the missions may ultimately suffer cost overruns from the need to modify a poorly chosen
design. In his doctoral thesis, Jilla describes this issue [22]:
By not properly exploring the system trade space and converging on an op-
timal or even efficient solution during the conceptual design phase, the lifecycle
cost of the system can greatly increase as modifications are required to properly
integrate and operate the system during the latter stages of the design process,
when changes become much more expensive to implement.
Jilla shows examples of how optimization routines can quickly search the conceptual
trade space of distributed satellite systems for optimal designs. He uses algebraic models to
represent high-level mission metrics such as reliability or cost per image, based on parametric
inputs such as the number of satellites in a distributed cluster or orbital altitudes. By
employing a parameterized model of the high-level system metrics, a broad examination of
the design space is possible. Many combinations of design variables can be automatically
evaluated and judged. This approach to conceptual design, of searching across the design
space using parameterized models, has typically only been attempted for smaller models
that run fast enough to allow thousands of evaluations in a reasonable period of time.
In order to evaluate the mechanical architectures of design concepts, individual finite
element models must be created and evaluated. This is a much more difficult proposition,
since not only must the model process exist to automatically generate the models, but the
computational speed must be fast enough to allow a search of the trade space in a reasonable
period of time. For one of Jilla's examples, an evaluation is performed every 22 seconds
using a 600 MHz Pentium II processor. In [23], it takes Uebelhart tens of minutes to run a
single dynamic analysis with the normal modes already solved for, using a similar computer
(circa 2000). Running a large trade space of designs would have taken prohibitively long
at that time. In just six years, however, computer speed has increased to the point that a
similar study across the mechanical design space is practical.
This thesis proposes a design methodology for the opto-mechanical design of a satellite,
and has as its goal the development and implementation of such a methodology. Instead
of examining high-level mission parameters such as constellation size or orbital altitude,
which treat the satellite as only a point in space, parameters that define the structure and
integrated dynamical system are opened up for trades. While it is relatively easy to edit
a single finite element input file to change parameters such as Young's Modulus or plate
thicknesses, this thesis demonstrates the practical use of models where the basic form and
dimensions of the structural model can be changed. These parameterized models are used
to identify optimal designs that are robust to parametric uncertainties, thereby increasing
confidence that the chosen design meets its optical requirements and can be validated using
analytical means.
1.2.2 Research approach
The aim of this work is to show how the practical combination of design variable-parameterized
models along with uncertainty identification and analysis methods provides a design tool
for choosing robust architectures of high performance space telescopes using FEM-based
analysis techniques in the early stages of conceptual design. An overview of the analytic
approach is illustrated by the block diagram in Figure 1-4. A simulation procedure will be
developed that begins with all of the parameters of the system, and ends with simulation
results bounded due to uncertainties in the inputs. By the end of the thesis a completely
parametric conceptual model is created that identifies superior, robust architectures and
determines which design variables are most useful knobs for choosing between conflicting
requirements.
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Figure 1-4: Flow diagram of parameterized integrated analysis.
described in this thesis.
Shaded blocks will be
The simulations depend on access to all of the parameters in the integrated models.
While only a single spacecraft is modeled at this point (performance across a constellation
of formation flown telescopes is not considered), that spacecraft could have any shape or
size. All of the parameters that influence the design will be available to the designer;
examples include the type, size and shape of the mirrors, or the use of isolators versus
optical controllers.
For every set of design variables, a finite element model can be constructed. For most
spacecraft, including JWST, SIM or TPF, only the finalized mechanical configuration is
modeled in this way; these point designs can be optimized, but are of no help in conceptual
design. The ability to generate new models automatically, even if they are not individually
optimized, is a powerful tool that can be used to examine the effect of design choices
on the mechanical system. While any analysis routine could be run with these models,
their level of fidelity is best suited for dynamic analysis. Uebelhart [23] and deWeck [24]
both provide overviews of the type of dynamic integrated modeling and analysis that is
also used here. Vibration disturbances are modeled and used to excite the system. The
resulting degradation to optical performance metrics are computed through a frequency-
based power-spectral density disturbance analysis.
In order to evaluate the design realizations for robustness to uncertainty, several methods
of uncertainty analysis are investigated. A key factor in this research is to identify the
appropriate methods of modeling and propagating uncertainties in the system. While there
are approaches for placing bounds on the outputs based on historical data [25] or expert
opinion, these provide little insight into the differences between unique conceptual designs.
Since a goal of the conceptual design methodology is to compare the designs in terms
of robustness, uncertainty analysis techniques based on the available information of the
design at this early design stage are proposed. Simulations are run to first identify critical
uncertainty parameters, and then to propagate the parametric uncertainty. In order to
reduce the necessary number of simulations, lessons from the field of Design of Experiments
(DOE) are incorporated into this analysis methodology.
The analysis methods proposed can be extendable to include other aspects of the me-
chanical system. In Figure 1-4 for example, alternative control systems, models of the
spacecraft electronics, and financial cost models for large mirrored telescopes are natural
extensions of this work, and could easily be integrated into the developed analysis routines.
The entire modeling procedure also makes significant use of the DOCS@ (Disturbance,
Optics, Controls and Structures) integrated modeling toolbox. Originally developed in the
MIT SSL by Gutierrez [261, DOCS is now a commercially available software suite expanded
and distributed by Nightsky Systems, Inc. [27]. The DOCS tools have been used extensively
throughout this entire work in order to interface MATLAB@ with Nastran@, to create and
manipulate integrated models, to run the dynamic analysis routines described in this work,
and to demonstrate design tools such as sensitivity analysis and parametric dependency of
state-space systems.
1.2.3 Spacecraft case studies
The individual segments of the conceptual design modeling methodology have been created
to support telescope systems that are actively in development. The missions, listed in
Table 1.1, include several variants of the Terrestrial Planet Finder spacecraft (Figures 1-
1(a) and 1-1(b)), along with the ground-based Thirty Meter Telescope (Figure 1-2).
This association with real missions has yielded several important benefits, beyond the
help that has come from directly communicating with government and industry engineers.
The first benefit is that the research has been directly influenced by the real-world needs
of engineers planning these missions. Validation of spacecraft such as JWST or SIM is
an immediate concern for NASA engineers, along with how to begin to place uncertainty
bounds on models of TPF. The second benefit is that the methodology developed here
must be practical for actual system evaluation. The tools are demonstrated on models
either provided directly from government sources, or are developed to closely mirror the
size and complexity of those early conceptual point design models. No aspect of this work
is so simplified that it only applies to single degree of freedom mass-spring models, nor
are the routines so complex or time-consuming that they require computational resources
beyond what is likely to be available in a modern engineering computer facility. Lastly,
great benefit has come from having access to optimized point-design models created by
industry. In order to build confidence in the results from a conceptual design trade space,
it is critical that the individual design realizations successfully capture the key feature of
actual telescopes. By setting the design variables of the parameterized models to the design
values of a point design model, the parameterized model is validated at a unique point
in the design space. Ideally several such validation points would be evaluated in order to
ensure that the parameterized model captures design trends accurately.
Table 1.1: Case studies used in this thesis
Mission
TPF-
Structurally
Connected
Interferometer
Sponsoring Status
Organization
NASA JPL design
not selected
Thesis contribution
Integrated modeling procedure and
parameter trades
TPF- Free Flying
Interferometer
TMT
(formerly
GSMT)
Modular Optical
Space Telescope
(MOST)
NASA JPL
National
Optical
Astronomy
Observatory
(NOAO)
MIT
tentative launch
date 2019, but
funding on hold
TMT
zation
first
2014
organi-
created,
light in
Laboratory test-
bed planned in
2007
Identified need for simulation-based
uncertainty analysis; performed crit-
ical parameter identification using
DOE and worst-case bounds uncer-
tainty analysis
Parameterized finite element models
with variable dimensions; computed
static and dynamic performance out-
puts. Identified need for robust,
modular software environment and
better trade space simulation and vi-
sualization tools
Parameterized design variables;
auto-generated FEM and analysis in
fully modular software environment;
ran trade space analysis using un-
certainty. Shows complete example
of conceptual design methodology
This case study approach to the thesis means that in each chapter, a separate telescope
model will be used to motivate the work and to provide an example of the routines described
or developed. Lessons learned from each mission are incorporated into the next study. All
aspects of the conceptual design methodology are finally brought together at the end of the
thesis to develop an entirely new optical space telescope.
1.3 Literature review
1.3.1 Parametric modeling in conceptual design
An overview of literature shows several methods of parameterizing a finite element model.
A routine in MSC/Nastran [28] (SOL 200) allows for model optimization by changing either
model properties (e.g. bar area or plate thickness) or by moving identified grid points along
defined shape basis vectors. This manner of optimization is useful once a nearly complete
geometry is already chosen. If that geometry has not been chosen, there are examples in
both the automotive and aircraft industries for design exploration across structural shapes
and forms. For automotive design, Botkin [291 uses a parameterized computer-aided design
(CAD) model to create different realizations of the front structure of an automobile, which
is then meshed for FEA with plates with thickness optimized using the aforementioned Nas-
tran routine. Fenyes [30] describes how to develop larger parametric models by producing
the models in a hierarchic fashion, where high level parameters flow down through the model
to control lower level parameters associated with sub-component geometries. In aircraft de-
sign there are examples of structures being automatically generated for computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) analyses. Baker and Hoffman [31] describe how to auto-generate FEMs
from CAD models by using a coding language in the FE pre-processor Patran. They also
discuss the importance of a parametric design in the conceptual design stage. Alexandrov,
et al. [32] create a parametric wing design for CFD analysis, and suggest how optimization
can proceed quickly with low-fidelity models which are periodically validated and updated
using high-fidelity models. Smith et al. [33] automatically generate an entire aircraft body
using parameters such as wing camber, fuselage length and grid spacing passed to modules
that create aircraft components such as the fuselage, wing and tail sections.
Parametric design for structural analysis is described by Sensmeier and Samareh [34]
and Sensmeier, Stewart and Samareh [35] in order to predict the structural weight of aircraft
wings in conceptual analysis. An optimization loop in the conceptual design is paired with
an automatic finite element generator to result in an optimum structure and improved
weight estimate before entering the preliminary design stage. Similarly, Cerulli et al. [36]
describe a model generator in conceptual design that can produce different aircraft models
to examine loading cases and for aerodynamic analysis. Their structural model is created
using wing and fuselage structural primitives to build an entire aircraft body; separate
modules are used specifically to connect components together. There are fewer examples
of such an automatically generated finite element model for space applications. Szewczyk
and Schaeffert [37] describe an object-oriented method using component models to produce
an entire structural model, but they consider the component responses individually and
map responses across boundary nodes rather than produce a single finite element model.
Jilla [22] also describes a parameterized model for the TPF spacecraft, but it models only
gross features such as layout and location of the apertures, and does not include a realistic
structure with optical surfaces. Lobosco [381 develops a TPF-SCI model with variable height
along the baseline, so that the truss tapers out to the furthest collector telescopes. This
model is used to determine the effect of tapering the truss on the first mode of the system.
1.3.2 Uncertainty analysis in conceptual design
Many uncertainty analysis techniques are proposed and described in the literature, however
the majority concern either the propagation of known parameters through a single model,
or bounding the performance of a model or testbed using measured data. There are not as
many examples of how to apply uncertainty specifically to low-fidelity models in the earliest
stages of design. Walton [39] gives an argument for the need to include uncertainty analysis
in conceptual design, and shows the results of an uncertainty analysis on a network-based
model of a space system such as the one created by Jilla [22].
One tool that is available for the analysis of mechanical systems (defined by frequency-
based transfer functions) is Hasselman's [25] database of aerospace structures, in which un-
certainty results from a compilation of legacy flexible testbeds and satellites can be mapped
to new, similar structures. Bourgault [40] used this method to map uncertainties onto
an early model of the Space Interferometry Mission. Another attempt at mapping expert
opinion onto new models is to use model uncertainty factors (MUFs). Similar to the safety
factors in structural design, these are little more than multiplicative factors applied to the
models' outputs. Although used by some organizations2 , there are no literature references
on the subject of MUFs for conceptual design (although Blair, Sills and Semple [41] describe
how to compute MUFs from data).
Other sources in the literature described model uncertainty in conceptual design through
analysis of the model properties, and not just by mapping bounds onto the model outputs.
2MUFs were described by engineers at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
Masterson [15] shows an analysis of a TPF-structurally connected interferometer model in
which bounded models of uncertain parameters are propagated through the system using
the vertex search method, in which simulations are run at each combination of parameter
bounds. The same approach to uncertainty will be taken in this thesis across a wide range
of architectural concepts.
Du and Chen [421 propose a methodology for managing uncertainty in multidisciplinary
models using simulations. For a situation in which a series of models are connected to each
other to yield the system performance parameters, the uncertainty of the design variables x
and linking variables y can be evaluated one after the other to obtain bounds on the outputs
z. The uncertainties in this case can be evaluated either in a vertex-style search or using
Monte Carlo simulations. They show an example with a five bar truss, where the truss is
broken into two sections to represent multiple components of a multidisciplinary model.
BabuZka et al. [43], motivated by the inability to validate spacecraft before launch,
propose uncertainty propagation across substructures using linear fraction transformations
(LFTs). Substructure synthesis based on the Craig-Bampton method [44] is combined with
the variation of linear parameters using the LFT. This propagation method treats parameter
variations as gains of a feedback controller, where "closing the loop" evaluates the system
at a new parameter value. A mass-spring example is shown. A distribution of uncertainty
values is propagated through the integrated substructures using Monte Carlo sampling. The
best and worst-case parameter combinations are identified. The LFT will be described in
this thesis in Section 4.2, although for a single structure.
Sandgren and Cameron [45] describe an approach to robust design coupled with opti-
mization of the topography of a truss structure using genetic algorithms. They show an
example of how the bars for a simple truss can be added or removed, and their geometry
properties chosen using optimization routines. Following this, uncertainty parameter distri-
butions are propagated through the system via Monte Carlo simulations. Either minimum
mass or robust designs can be identified in this manner. They recognize that this ap-
proach is computationally intensive, especially with the Monte Carlo simulations necessary
to determine robustness. The largest trusses they examine contain 110 beam elements.
Baghdasaryan et al. [46] recommend using response surface models for applying sample-
based uncertainty techniques such as Monte Carlo to computationally and time intensive
simulations. Response surface models, also referred to as metamodels, map the input-
output relationship of complex systems from a small number of simulations using polynomial
regression techniques, or Kriging methods [47]. Liaw, DeVries and Cronin [48] also propose
using response surface models for the robust design of automotive parts, and show which
design variables are most effective at meeting performance targets.
Many of the examples in these works are of mass-spring systems or smaller structures
with tens hundreds of degrees of freedom. Only Bourgault [40] and Masterson [15] provide
examples of uncertainty analysis for large structures of the size seen in conceptual and
preliminary models. A contribution of this work will be to apply uncertainty analysis tools
on realistically-sized integrated models with thousands of degrees of freedom, across the
larger design variable trade space.
1.3.3 Simulation-based analysis and Design of Experiments
Variations in the model, of both design variables and uncertainty parameters, are evaluated
in this thesis by re-running the simulation at new parameter values. Because of the com-
putational expense this entails, a review of literature sources on methods of simulation or
experimentation was performed. The statistical field of Design of Experiments (DOE) was
examined. Jebb and Wynn [49] provide a foundation for the need of robust design using
statistical methods. Based on the work of Genichi Taguchi, they promote an approach to
design that reduces variations in a process and leads to more robust products. This method
relies on statistical evaluation of the design parameters that the engineer controls, versus
noise parameters in the system. As originally developed, this approach is geared toward
physical experimentation and is used to guide the number of physical experiments that must
be run to identify the effect of changing variables.
As computer simulations of physical phenomena have become the dominant method of
testing complex processes and structures, DOE now has applicability to deterministic com-
putational simulations as well. Sacks et al. [47] describe how methods of experimental DOE
can be applied to computer simulations which by their very nature contain no experimental
error; re-running the simulation should give identical results. Simpson et al. [50] provide
a good overview of response surface methods for computer experiments, and Giunta, Wo-
jtkiewicz and Eldred [51] provide an overview of the many different sampling techniques
available for computer simulations.
Many sampling techniques have been promoted as alternatives to Monte Carlo sampling
for propagating distributions of input variables and determining statistical properties of the
output distributions. Pseudo-Monte Carlo sampling techniques are described by Guinta
et al. [51], and include stratified Monte Carlo sampling, where the input distributions are
divided into bins with equal probabilities. Latin hypercube sampling described by McKay,
Beckman and Conover [52] was an early alternative to Monte Carlo methods, followed by
Hammersley sampling by Kalagnanam and Diwekar [531, and quadrature-based techniques
described by Frey, Reber and Lin [54]. The individual techniques are appropriate to different
problems based on the number of variables, interactions between the variables and allowable
number of runs.
Since ultimately the uncertainty analysis in this thesis relies on bounded descriptions
of the uncertainty, and not propagation of probabilistic distributions, it becomes more
important to identify which parameters contribute the most to the outputs. Experimental
design techniques that identify the contributions of input parameters includes "one factor
at a time" experimentation [55, 56], Taguchi's orthogonal arrays [57] and fractional factorial
designs which are described by Lorenzen and Anderson [58] and by Montgomery in his text,
Design and Analysis of Experiments [59]. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) techniques to
determine the effect of parameters on the outputs of an experiment are also described by
Montgomery in [59]. Application of these techniques to computer experiments is highlighted
by Santer, Williams and Notz [60], and used by Jilla [22] to determine the percentage of
total output variation due to each input variable in conceptual design models.
In this thesis, fractional factorial design matrices will be generated in order to reduce the
number of spacecraft dynamic simulations run in a critical parameter identification process.
The parameters that most influence the system outputs are identified using ANOVA.
1.3.4 Open issues for telescope design and analysis
From a review of the literature and through discussions with industry representatives, the
following comments on the state-of-the-art or current practices in the field of conceptual
design of complex systems, with a focus on optical space telescopes, can be made.
1. Methods of conceptual design for new spacecraft are based largely on expert opin-
ions. Given the scientific requirements for a new mission, architecture selection often
begins with concurrent engineering and design teams consisting of experts across dis-
ciplines (for example, Team X at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, or the Integrated
Mission Design Center at NASA Goddard). These teams can produce a basic system
architecture in a week.
2. Spacecraft finite element models that describe the structure and can be used for
analysis (dynamic, thermal, etc.) are only produced after the spacecraft concept is
selected. These preliminary models may be anywhere from several thousand to several
tens of thousands of node points.
3. Uncertainty analysis on these early models is limited to the application of model
uncertainty factors on the outputs, or on mapping heritage uncertainty bounds to the
dynamic transfer functions.
4. Parameterized structural modeling for conceptual design of vehicles or parts is being
used in limited cases in the automotive industry, and for some aircraft fluid dynamic
and stress analysis. Methods have been described that build an entire aircraft body
using sub-component modules based on an input design vector.
5. Parameterized models used to sample the telescope design trade space for ground- or
space-based observatories are limited to parametrization of sub-models that integrate
with a fixed structural model, or to higher-level systems analysis that does not model
the mechanical spacecraft behavior.
6. The field of Design of Experiments is actively being applied to computer models,
including chemical reaction processes, automotive part design, even the effect of public
policy decisions on global warming. New DOE sampling procedures are still being
developed and compared to existing methods such as Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube
sampling.
7. Active programs exist to build testbeds and prototypes for adaptive optics, rib-
stiffened mirrors, and wave front sensing and control; many of these technologies
are proposed for the next generation of space telescopes.
There remain open issues with the methods used for design of optical space telescopes.
* The ability of most finite element models to accurately predict modal frequencies is
still limited to the tens of hertz. Increasing the prediction to higher frequencies will
require models with much finer meshes than are currently used.
* The ability to validate new space telescope designs is a major concern of government
and industry. Particular issues include the dynamics of JWST's sunshade, SIM's op-
tics, and the thermal environment of TPF's collectors. New approaches to validation
are needed.
* Uncertainty analysis techniques are underdeveloped for early design stages. Tech-
niques are needed to evaluate thermal uncertainties for early spacecraft designs. If
MUFs are used, it is not clear what values should be used.
* There is no formalized approach for how to use uncertainties through the entire design
lifecycle to drive the design to a successful validation.
* Parameterized modeling and trade space analyses are not used for the spacecraft
structure and dynamic environment. The first model-based analysis does not occur
until the architecture concept has been selected and a single finite element model
constructed.
* Uncertainty analysis does not occur in conceptual design because of the lack of models.
Design robustness cannot be evaluated using analysis techniques.
* Design of Experiments tools are not used for opto-mechanical integrated modeling
analyses for either critical parameter selection or trade space analysis.
* Tools and techniques that are applicable for non-linear and thermal analysis are
needed, over the traditional linear models and reaction wheel assembly dynamic dis-
turbance analysis.
This thesis aims to address some of these issues. Table 1.2 specifically indicates the
contributions of this thesis in the intersection of analysis tools and application to opto-
mechanical design.
1.4 Thesis roadmap
This thesis develops a conceptual design methodology for opto-mechanical space structures
under dynamic disturbance. The methodology is based on using parametric structural and
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dynamic models to explore the design trade space, and includes uncertainty evaluation to
compare competing designs. This methodology is motivated by the need to design space
telescopes to meet increasingly tight performance, mass and cost requirements. Further,
the designs must be robust to uncertainty given that design validation must be performed
without a full systems test. Figure 1-5 shows an overview of this approach, with the relevant
chapters and case study examples highlighted.
Chapter 2, not listed in the figure, goes into greater detail on the unique contributions
that a parameterized modeling approach provides in conceptual design. Attention is focused
on the improvements in computer speed that make simulation-based design possible, when
even six years ago it would have been computationally prohibitive.
Chapter 3 provides background on the components of the dynamic integrated model,
and describes the frequency-based analysis routines used to compute the RMS performance
outputs of a state-space system, given a disturbance model. Components of the integrated
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model include the optical performance models, reaction wheel disturbance models, isolation
systems and control loops. The TPF-Structurally Connected Interferometer and Free-Flying
Interferometer models are used to illustrate the process, and a nominal disturbance analysis
is run on the system.
In Chapter 4, methods of parameter variation are explored in greater detail. Linear
fractional transformation, the approach used in DOCS to add parametric variation to state-
space systems, is described. Parameters in the TPF-SCI integrated model are varied to
determine the effect on the response across reaction wheel speed. For even greater latitude in
changing the design, an automatic finite element generation routine is developed that allows
the designer to vary the shape and dimensions of a structure. Rules to follow in building
a modular software environment for parameterized structural and integrated models are
listed. An example is shown with the Thirty Meter Telescope, in which design variables
such as the type of telescope, curvature of the primary mirror and location of the elevation
axis are changed.
Chapter 5 focuses on non-deterministic analysis of conceptual design models. Identifi-
cation of critical uncertainty parameters out of a large set of possible uncertain parameters
is explored first. Tools from Design of Experiments are applied to the issue of spacecraft
uncertainty, and are used to examine the uncertainty space of the TPF-Free Flying Inter-
ferometer spacecraft. The results are compared to the outputs of an analytic sensitivity
routine. Finally, the type of uncertainty analysis is chosen based on the maturity of the
design, and example bounds for TPF-FFI are computed.
In Chapter 6, all of the individual tools developed in the previous chapters are brought
together to create a new space telescope design. A modular, parameterized model is created
that allows the designer access to material, geometry and integrated model component
variables, to the shape and dimensions of the apertures, and even to the very form of the
spacecraft. Two unique mirror apertures are examined, along with structural changes to
the tower supporting the secondary mirror. Nearly 1300 trade space simulations are run,
and methods of visualization are developed to help analyze the results. Finally, critical
uncertainty parameters are identified, and bounded uncertainty analyses are run on the
optimal design points across the trade space. Superior architecture families are identified
that both meet the performance requirements and are robust to parametric uncertainty.
Finally, conclusions and thesis contributions are described in Chapter 7.
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Figure 1-5: Thesis roadmap
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Chapter 2
Approaches to Spacecraft
Conceptual Design
The proposed conceptual design methodology for spacecraft structures uses parameterized
models combined with uncertainty analysis at the start of conceptual design. This ap-
proach to design is compared to the traditional spacecraft design approach, where only a
single point-design model is built after the conceptual stage is complete. The benefits and
drawbacks of this simulation-based approach are reviewed. Since a simulation-based ap-
proach across a large trade space is made possible through the increases in computer speed,
a comparison of computer speeds from 2000 to 2006 is included, based on a typical dynamic
analysis simulation.
2.1 Selection of a point design
The design lifecycle outlined in Figure 1-3 starts with the conceptual and preliminary design
stages, when the mission architecture is selected and the mechanical system is defined
and modeled. Conceptual design begins with scientific requirements, and relies on design
teams to consider many different spacecraft architectures to satisfy those requirements.
The systems-level architecture design space may include different types of optical systems
(e.g. coronograph versus interferometer), possible orbits, allowable costs and different levels
of technology. The opto-mechanical architecture may include different control strategies,
structural forms, fabrication materials or overall dimensions. The chosen architecture must
not only meet the scientific requirements, but also satisfy mission requirements including
mass, cost, risk, science throughput, mission life and that the structure survive launch loads.
Methods of exploring that design space for the "best" architectures have traditionally
been driven by engineering experience, or skill in making a design work. A single "point
design" is selected from the greater architecture space and propagated to the preliminary
design stage where the chosen design is modeled and analyzed. This approach to design is
illustrated in Figure 2-1.
C•nnentunl f1eliln Rtste Preliminnarv Deliun Stane
Next design
- stage
Figure 2-1: Conceptual and preliminary design stages based on a single point design
Mosher [63] describes three approaches commonly taken in the conceptual stage to se-
lect amongst the possible architectures. The 'experience' factor relies on experts who come
together and select an architecture based on their cumulative years of experience in the
field. The 'bottoms up' design approach starts with the mission requirements, and develops
the most important subsystems to meet the need. Development of higher subsystems is fol-
lowed iteratively by the development of lower-level subsystems until the design is complete.
Finally, the 'modification' method relies on modifying an existing design so that the new
requirements are met. With these approaches, systems level requirements are met either
based on knowledge of past missions, or by identifying and modifying the systems level
outputs after a design is chosen. The end result, says Mosher [64], is that
". . . the conceptual spacecraft design process is very unstructured ... design-
ers often pursue a single design concept, patching and repairing their original
idea rather than generating new alternatives."
Further, the result on the system level requirements is that:
"... there is no guarantee that a system level focus will be taken. Without
this system focus, the resulting spacecraft design is usually a collection of sub-
systems that are themselves high-performance implementations. This usually
does not result in a highly efficient system implementation once the subsystems
are integrated. Compromise is normally made at the systems level to get the
subsystems to work together. " -Mosher [63]
The single chosen point design' becomes the only point in the entire design space that is
evaluated in greater detail through structural modeling and analysis in the preliminary stage
of the design lifecycle. In the preliminary design stage, low-fidelity finite element models
may be built based on the chosen architecture. Analysis of the point design provides the
first model-based results on the ability of the design to meet requirements such as optical
performance or mass. An example is the dynamics analysis given for the point-design
of a TPF-FFI collector spacecraft in Chapter 3. An uncertainty analysis should also be
performed at this stage to establish the performance bounds and robustness of the design
to uncertainties. If the design looks to meet the requirements with sufficient margin for
uncertainties, the design process can continue with higher fidelity models and construction
of appropriate prototypes and testbeds, as shown in Figure 1-3. If these criterion are not
met, further optimization of the existing design may be possible by modifying the structure
or sub-components. An approach developed by Masterson [15] is to design the system to be
sensitive to tuning parameters which can be varied if the performance requirements are not
met once hardware is built. If these methods are not successful at improving the design to
where it could meet requirements, it may be necessary to reconsider the chosen architecture.
In this case, the cycle must begin anew in the conceptual design stage.
The point-design approach to conceptual and preliminary design was appropriate when
computer speeds were slow. The extensive vibration analysis required to characterize a
system was computationally and time restrictive for rapid design studies. Also, this de-
sign approach has been very successful. The accolades bestowed upon the Hubble and
Spitzer Space Telescopes, the Chandra X-ray Observatory, the Galileo mission to Jupiter
and Cassini mission to Saturn, not to mention the host of recent successes on and orbit-
ing Mars, all show how the traditional design methods have met the requirements of those
missions. A challenge to this approach however is in meeting more ambitious performance
requirements using spacecraft that can not be test-validated before launch. Designs must
be developed with a systems level focus in which performance requirements are met while
also satisfying requirements on mission costs, schedule and operations.
1 0Or at most two to four points designs. Several versions of SIM were modeled, and at one point four
separate TPF configurations were being considered.
Given the expensive consequences of choosing the wrong design at this stage, new meth-
ods of design must be considered. While expert opinion alone is sufficient for derivatives
of existing architectures, concepts considered for most space science applications are much
more advanced than any existing telescopes. No spacecraft currently exist from which to
judge the effectiveness of new concepts, and there are many possible concepts that could be
considered. Instead of relying solely upon experience to pick a single design, revolutionary
new designs will benefit from model-based evaluations of alternative concepts. Baker and
Hoffman [31] summarize the issue when these evaluations are not performed in conceptual
design:
"In the development of conventional configurations for which a large body of
experience is available.., it is rare for real show stoppers to appear that make a
configuration infeasible. This is due to the fact that configuration designers have
been working with these configurations for many years... However, when uncon-
ventional configurations are being designed... there is a much smaller heuristic
experience base upon which to draw, and it is very possible that an unfore-
seen structural issue will prove to make the configuration impossible. Since this
process has historically taken six months to a year, many man-years of effort
could easily be wasted on configurations that have show stopping structural
issues."
The difficulty with the point design approach is that of all possible concepts in the
design space, only the point design is modeled and evaluated, leaving all other concepts
untested. The proposed missions include advanced technologies such as lightweight optics
and control-structures technologies that have not been flight validated. Without access to
the design variables that define the architecture, and without an early evaluation of the
inherent uncertainties and complexities in the system, the risks grow that a sub-optimal
design will be chosen in conceptual design. If this sub-optimality is only identified after
time and resources are spent in subsequent modeling stages, the budget and schedule of the
mission will suffer as either a new design is chosen or the existing design is modified. If the
sub-optimality is not identified before launch, the lack of full systems validation test may
jeopardize the entire mission.
2.2 Exploration of the robust design trade space
The alternative approach is to perform a much larger exploration and evaluation of the
trade space in the conceptual design stage, and to include robustness as a key metric that
drives the design.
Trade studies performed on multiple designs would provide information on which par-
ticular architectures or families of architectures are superior in terms of scientific return,
cost, mass and dynamic performance. Jilla provides examples of how parameterized space
systems models can be used with optimization routines to identify superior designs [22]. In
his work, the architecture and key system metrics such as availability of the services over
time and cost per image are made a function of high-level design variables by modeling the
subsystems as part of an information network. For an example TPF system, the design
vector includes variables such as orbital radius, collector geometry, number of apertures
and aperture diameter. This work, along with other multidisciplinary design approaches by
Riddle [65] and Mosher [64], have shown how trade space evaluations can identify optimal
architectures superior to the original point designs.
If an issue is revealed with these optimal designs, for instance if the absence of a model
component seems to negatively impact the results, this issue can be integrated into the trade
space model and it can be re-explored. In this way, the trade model provides a foundation
upon which detailed analyses are built and to which the design process can return in the
event of an unexpected problem. The role of experience in design becomes one of defining
the design space in which to model alternative concepts, and in analyzing the results, rather
than in choosing the single design to carry forward.
The design variables of previous spacecraft conceptual design studies were very high-
level, in which the numbers of spacecraft, orbital altitudes, or key dimensions such as
optical collection area are traded using algebraic relationships between the parameters and
cost functions. Once these trades are run to determine factors such as the type of satellites
and operational environment of the spacecraft, there is still the need in conceptual design
to address the design of the spacecraft structure and subsystems. Engineers in industry
agree that key design decisions such as the type of interface between spacecraft elements
can have a very large effect on the predictability of opto-mechanical models. So a similar
trade space approach for choosing the mechanical and dynamic system design variables is
warranted.
A key concept in the trade space analysis is the parametrization of the models, which
requires an understanding of the key design variables that define the system. Figure 2-2
illustrates the levels of parametrization that must occur. In the high-level trade studies
where the spacecraft is little more than a dot in space, parameters such as orbits, collector
area, scientific throughput and subsystem reliability estimates are the design variables that
ultimately lead to a baseline class of architectures (e.g. interferometer versus coronagraph)
and a description of their environment (low earth orbits, geostationary orbits, Lagrange
points, etc.). Once that trade study is done, or even simultaneous with it, design variables
that describe the mechanical system and the actual physical hardware must be defined.
These parameters may include the type and size of the primary mirror, the shape of the
supporting structure, the types of interfaces between sub-assemblies such as the payload
and bus, and the control architectures that will be used to mitigate vibrational disturbances
or thermal effects. From these inputs, nominal performance predictions can be computed,
along with mass of the spacecraft. Finally, evaluation of the robustness of the designs will
likely be based around parametric uncertainty analyses. The largest sources of parameter
uncertainty must be identified. Since the design variable parameters are set by the designer,
and are assumed to be fixed, the uncertainty parameters are likely to be material properties,
geometric tolerances and values used to approximate modal damping or spring stiffnesses.
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Figure 2-2: Types of parameters varied as a model progresses through conceptual design
Since this type of parametrization of the physical structure and subsystems is lacking in
the point design method of conceptual design, the new method of parameterized dynamic
analysis coupled with an evaluation of robustness is proposed. This method, which closely
follows high-level trade space analyses such as Jilla's, is illustrated in Figure 2-3. The
first model-based analysis has been moved from the preliminary stage to the conceptual
stage. Given a selection of design variables, the models are parameterized so that finite
element models and integrated models are automatically generated for any combination
of design variable inputs. For each design realization, a suite of analysis tools including
frequency-based dynamic analysis is used. After a large trade space is explored, those
designs that nominally meet performance requirements can then be analyzed to determine
the uncertainties of the outputs. The final result of the conceptual design process is a family
of architectures that should meet the science requirements while also performing well across
systems-level metrics such as mass, cost, and robustness to uncertainty.
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Figure 2-3: Design approach using parameterized models in the conceptual design stage
Note that it is not expected that the individual models created in this stage will be them-
selves fully optimized. The goal of the modeling process should be to provide comparisons
between competing architectures, rather than absolute predictions on the final performance.
It is for this reason that the output of this design stage may include families of architectures,
rather than a single design. The trade space analysis can highlight which characteristics
of an architecture are required to meet either performance or robustness bounds, but also
may indicate to the designers which design variables are available as knobs, moving the
design along optimal fronts where competing outputs may be traded against each other.
A higher fidelity design is necessary in the preliminary design stage for more accurate ab-
solute prediction results. The higher fidelity model allows for a more detailed analysis of
the chosen architecture and optimization of lower-level design variables. Although more
effort is needed upfront in the conceptual stage, this approach should reduce the need for
modifying the design in subsequent stages, and more importantly eliminate the possibility
of a "show-stopper" requiring a costly mission reassessment.
2.3 Benefits and shortcomings of conceptual design method-
ology
The proposed conceptual design methodology for complex space systems relies on parame-
terized models coupled with uncertainty evaluation to explore the design trade space. This
methodology is a practical option for system design only if there is a clear benefit to this
approach. There are drawbacks to the approach, mainly in terms of the computational
power required to run large trade spaces. Given the strength of the benefits however, and
with the increase in speed of available computers, a model-based examination of the design
space is practical and useful.
The first advantage from parameterized structural and subsystem models is the access to
key design variables. With a single finite element model it is not easy to make changes to the
fundamental geometry that is defined by grid points and element connectivities. Changing
the diameter or curvature of a mirror, or modifying the type of secondary support tower,
requires creating a new file or at least re-running finite element pre-processing software.
These steps would require knowledge of the software or finite element tools which the
spacecraft designer might not possess. A parameterized model bridges this gap. By creating
a model with dimensional and shape inputs, the model components themselves can be built
by the specialized structural engineer, but the individual design realizations can be specified
by the design engineer. With this capability in hand, it is possible to directly explore the
effect that changing a variable has on all of the system outputs. If there are any variables
of particular interest this method provides a model-based quantitative analysis tool to
investigate their effect on the entire spacecraft.
While the method has been used for examining single-axis effects, the real benefit at this
stage comes from identifying optimal designs based on interactions of multiple variables. As
Mosher remarked in the quote on page 46, design of each subsystem to be high-performance
does not necessarily result in the most efficient complete system. An example would be the
tradeoff between passive vibration attenuation versus active control of optical surfaces. Ad-
vances in control-structures technologies have come to the point where sensor and actuator
suites supported by advanced controllers may be used for wave front sensing and control.
Depending on the situation, the use of control may be the only method of achieving the
requisite optical stability. However, there are associated costs as well, in terms of added
weight, computation and power requirements and procurement costs. By studying the sys-
tem across the larger trade space, it may be determined that improving the passive isolation
or thermal systems is a superior approach in terms of systems costs to building a highly
optimized feedback controller. An interaction example shown in this thesis will compare
the corner frequencies of a pair of isolators (Chapter 6). Frequency bands are identified in
which two isolators provide much better vibration attenuation than a single isolator, and in
which two isolators are actually worst than a single isolator. These interaction effects may
be difficult to recognize without a multidisciplinary approach to the model, especially for
complex systems. In order to identify which effects provide the best overall system results,
the multidisciplinary model must be able to explore across ranges of design variables.
Another benefit of the proposed conceptual design methodology is that uncertainty eval-
uation begins at the very start of design. The need to analytically validate designs before
launch increases the importance of the uncertainty analysis. While mission risk and reli-
ability studies are commonly described in higher-level systems studies, understanding the
reliability of a system is not the same as understanding the uncertainty. The predicted per-
formance may be very uncertain, but as long as the variation in system performance remains
under set thresholds, the actual risk to the mission is low. Uncertainty analysis concerns
the characterization of those variations in performance, and ensures that the variations do
not exceed given bounds.
Including an uncertainty analysis at the very start of conceptual design serves two
purposes. First, it provides guidance as to the likely sources of uncertainty. Resources can
be allocated from the beginning to reducing the uncertainties of those sources. The benefit to
the mission is that once higher fidelity models are created, a database of uncertainty models
is available for rigorous analysis. Second and more important, running an uncertainty
analysis so early means that the design will be evaluated not only on its expected nominal
performance outputs, but also against its robustness to uncertainty. Design choices that may
be more sensitive to uncertainties, even though they may have superior nominal performance
attributes, can be removed from consideration early in the process.
A final benefit of the conceptual design methodology is that of cost savings. While
it may be costlier in the short-term to build highly parameterized models, the end result
should be spacecraft designs that are more robust to uncertainty, require less modification
to meet requirements, and that are optimized from the very beginning to make the most
efficient use of limited schedule and resources. Jilla [22] mentions how the decisions made in
the early design stages determine the majority of the final missions costs, and he references
an INCOSE report in saying that,
". .. 70-90% of development cost of a large system is predetermined by the
time only 5-10% of the development time has been completed"
Riddle describes a similar sentiment [65].
"System level trades are rarely completed until after a baseline design is
already achieved because of the perceived time and effort required for credible
analyses. This severely hampers the potential for cost-effective designs because
a large percent of total system cost is committed at the beginning of the design
process, as initial decisions are made."
A shortcoming of the method is that it does take longer than the traditional approaches
to conceptual design. More time and resources are needed to build a highly parameterized
finite element and integrated model, than are needed to build a single design realization.
Also, in an effort to model structural components with generic interfaces (allowing a connec-
tion to many types of subcomponents), the actual spacecraft model and interfaces will likely
not be optimized in terms of lower-level variables (plate thicknesses, cross-sectional areas
of bars, placement of connecting bars, etc.). For designs of evolutionary vehicles, which are
based on validated, well-understood precursors, this method may not be necessary. In that
case, expert decisions leading to new point designs may be more appropriate.
The parameterized, non-deterministic method is more appropriate and even desirable for
designs in which there are no similar precursors, and when the best mission architecture out
of many choices is not obvious. Also, exploration of the system trade space is useful when
new untested technologies are brought together for the first time without understanding
how they will interact in the complete system.
The other shortcoming of this method is that it is computationally intensive. This is
foremost a simulation-based approach, where each simulation requires assembly of a finite
element model, the running of a normal modes analysis, and multiple model analysis rou-
tines including a frequency-based disturbance-to-performance analysis. Since optimization
algorithms are not used in this work (see Jilla [221 or Masterson [15] for ways of incor-
porating optimization into spacecraft design), a lengthy full factorial approach is taken in
exploring the design space. In the example of Chapter 6, this requires nearly 1300 sim-
ulations for a coarse exploration of six variables. Even more are required afterward to
determine critical uncertainty parameters and to run an uncertainty analysis. This compu-
tational expense, which is far greater than the multidisciplinary optimization examples in
other referenced works, has traditionally been the greatest impediment toward a broader
search of the mechanical design space.
However, this shortcoming is being rapidly overcome through the speed of modern com-
puters. Those 1300 simulations were run over the weekend on two desktop computers
purchased in 2006. Given the anticipated benefits of this approach, it is entirely reason-
able to wait a weekend for the results of a large analysis. A larger cluster of computers
could reduce this time even further. Individual analysis runs take on the order of minutes,
and multiple single-axis trades with a much finer step size across the design variable range
can be run overnight. Where even five years ago this method of simulation-based structural
analysis could have taken weeks, today the same routines take only days or even hours. The
next section provides an example of the increases in computer speed for dynamic analysis.
Lastly, the benefit of learning more about a system under review, especially one with
inherent uncertainty, is promoted by Jebb and Wynn [49]:
"The designer... needs to have enough and as many different kinds of in-
formation at his disposal so that he may immerse himself in the life history
of the project and be able to identify the sources of variability... He needs to
surround himself with the necessary equipment for doing this. Nowadays this
will invariably be computer based."
2.4 Computational speeds for dynamic analysis
An example of the increases in computational speed for dynamic analyses is shown by
contrasting the computers used in this thesis and the results from Uebelhart [23] in 2000.
One approach that can be used to solve for the output of a dynamic system begins with
a state-space representation of the dynamics.
d(t) = Azw q(t) + B w(t) (2.1)
z(t) = Czq(t)
The matrix B, maps the force inputs w(t) to the states q(t), and Cz and Dz, map the
states and inputs to the outputs z(t). If the force inputs w(t) can be described in the form
of a while noise state-space shaping filter, Equation 2.1 can be re-written with white-noise
inputs d(t).
d(t) = Azadq(t) + Bdd(t) (2.2)
z(t) = Czdq(t)
In this case, the mean square values for the outputs z(t) can be found by first computing the
system covariance matrix Eq, which requires solving the steady-state Lyapunov equation2 .
AzaEq + EqAz + BdBdT = 0 (2.3)
The mean square values are along the diagonal of the performance covariance matrix, found
with a simple matrix multiplication.
Ez = [zzT] (2.4)
= E [Cd qqTCd]
= Czd 6 [ CqT]
= Czd qCzTd
where £[.] is the expectation operator.
The computational roadblock in this analysis is solving the steady-state Lyapunov equa-
tion, Equation 2.3, especially for large dynamic systems where the number of states n (length
of the vector q(t)) grows into the hundreds or thousands. In [23], Uebelhart developed a
method of improving the speed of this operation in the situation where the dynamics matrix
2Note that an alternative approach using power spectral densities is taken in the rest of this thesis to
solve for the mean square values.
Table 2.1: Increase in computational speed for solving a n x n Lyapunov equation
n states 850 MHz (2000) 2.53 GHz (2002) 3.6 GHz (2006)
time (sec) time (sec) time (sec)
600 210 3.92 2.11
1000 966 13.41 9.56
1500 3222 63.6 33.1
2000 8730 183.5 82.2
I
number of states
Figure 2-4: Computational speed to solve n x n Lyapunov equations
Azd is block-diagonal. To compare computation times of systems with increasing numbers
of states, example systems are generated with n = 600, 1000, 1500, and 2000 states. A
modal system is created using n/2 logarithmically even-spaced frequencies between 10- 3
and 103. Damping of 0.1% is used, and an input B matrix is chosen randomly.
The results from 2000 were obtained on a 850 MHz Pentium III computer with approx-
imately 1 GB of RAM running Windows NT. These are compared to the results run on
two newer computers. The first is a 2.53GHz Dell Precision 340 computer with a Pentium
4 processor, 1GB RAM, running Windows XP, purchased in 2002. The newest computer -
one of the two that analyzed 1300 design realizations over a weekend - is a 3.6 GHz Dell
Optiplex GX620 desktop with 3.5GB RAM also running Windows XP, purchased in 2006.
The time it takes to solve the entire n x n Lyapunov problem is given in Table 2.1 and
plotted in Figure 2-4 for the three computers, for four different values of n. For a large,
2000-state system, the solution took nearly 2.5 hours back in 2000. The same sized problem
took less than a minute and a half with the fastest computer in 2006. This is a speed
increase of over two orders of magnitude. The same speed increase is seen for all values of
n, and the 2002 computer is only slightly slower than the 2006 computer. This dramatic
result shows that while only six years ago running several dynamic analysis cases would be
computationally and time prohibitive, today those same problems can be run in a matter
of minutes.
These results support the idea that increases in computer speed have opened up new
methods of analyzing broad trade spaces for dynamic systems.
2.5 Conclusion
Instead of applying model-based analysis techniques to only a single point design, the pro-
posed conceptual design methodology relies on automatically generating and analyzing mul-
tiple designs across the trade space. The benefits of this approach for the next generation
of telescopes is many unique designs can be evaluated using model-based analysis methods.
This provides more information to the designer in determining the appropriate combina-
tions of design variables or technologies to meet mission performance and system needs.
By identifying superior designs earlier in the design lifecycle, confidence is raised that the
designs will ultimately meet their requirements without requiring costly re-design.
The following sections will describe the types of analyses used, the methods by which the
models are parameterized, and the approach taken to describe uncertainty of the dynamic
response.
Chapter 3
Integrated Modeling and Analysis
An important contribution of the proposed conceptual design methodology is the ability to
evaluate competing designs using model-based dynamic (time-varying) analysis techniques.
This chapter describes both the type of models that are created as well as the analysis
routines used to predict performance under vibration excitation. For each design a struc-
tural model is produced. Comparison of competing designs is based on metrics such as
optical performance. Since the optics are affected by the manner of vibration disturbances
as well as systems used to attenuate those disturbances, models of sub-systems that influ-
ence the optics are needed. Evaluating a structure for optical performance thus requires an
inter-disciplinary approach. The final model, termed an integrated model (IM), combines
the sub-system models produced by separate disciplines into a single representation of the
dynamic disturbance-input to performance-output system.
In this thesis, the integrated model will refer to a state-space system that is assembled
from the sub-systems defining the path between the vibration inputs to the optical perfor-
mance outputs. The structure is represented by a finite element model, based on the design
architecture and geometry. Optical outputs are defined based on optical design variables
such as mirror curvature, and are related to the structural model through the motion of
the structural mirror elements. Disturbances from reaction wheel assemblies are described
by empirically-derived models. Additional sub-models, such as for disturbance isolators or
feedback control, are incorporated into the IM by relating their inputs and outputs to those
of existing sub-models.
Figure 3-1 provides an overview of the integrated modeling process for a single point
FE pre-processor FE analysis MATLAB DOCS Output metrics
Point design FE bulk data Mass Integrated model .Dynamic * Optical performance
geometry * Normal modes build & assembly analysis * Mass
Figure 3-1: Schematic overviewing the integrated modeling process for a point design
design. The structural model is constructed first, often using a finite element (FE) pre-
processing program (e.g. FEMAP®). A finite element processor (e.g. Nastran) is used to
compute the structural mass and normal modes for a dynamic analysis. State-space models
describing the system sub-models are built and then assembled into the integrated model.
Frequency-based analysis routines are finally used to predict the root mean square values of
the performance outputs under steady-state vibration excitation. Additionally, analysis of
the system under transient excitation, such as during a slew maneuver, could be performed
using time-history simulations.
This chapter will provide an overview of the integrated model components used in this
thesis. The structural finite element is described first, followed by overviews of the disci-
pline models such as optics and disturbances. Example finite element models and optics
models are shown for two versions of the Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) spacecraft. Next,
the assembly of the individual state-space models into the complete integrated model is
described. Finally, a complete dynamic analysis of the TPF Free Flying Interferometer is
performed.
3.1 Structural finite element modeling
The structural models for all of the examples in this thesis are constructed using the finite
element technique, in which the continuous nature of the structure is approximated using
a discrete number of elements. Since the use of finite elements is so pervasive in structural
modeling and there are many texts available (e.g. [44]), only a very brief description of the
technique as applied to structural dynamics follows.
The finite element method models the behavior of a structure only at a discrete number
of nodes. An unconstrained node (or grid point) is allowed motion in six degrees of freedom
(DOF): three translations and three rotations. The relationships between adjacent nodes
are determined by equations which represent different element types (bar, rod or plate,
for example) that connect the nodes. The element types are based on the material and
geometric properties of the structure at that point. For a dynamics problem, summing the
forces for an undamped element yields Equation 3.1.
Mi(t) + Kii(t) = F(t) (3.1)
Internal forces are included in the stiffness matrix, K, that multiples the nodal displacement
vector U(t). Inertial forces in the dynamic system are included in the mass matrix M
multiplying nodal accelerations i(t). External time-varying forces are represented by the
vector F(t). The form of the M and K matrices is determined based on the element type.
An example element taken from Craig [44] is a Bernoulli-Euler beam in bending, where
the two nodes at either end of the beam have one upward displacement and one rotation
(Figure 3-2). The displacement vector fi(t) contains four elements.
01(t)
= U2 M(t)
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Figure 3-2: Example beam finite element with one displacement and rotation at each node
The beam is made of a material with density p and modulus of elasticity E. The beam has
length L, cross-sectional area A and area moment of inertia I. Given this information, the
mass and stiffness matrices in Equation 3.1 are given by
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(3.3)
Similar mass and stiffness matrices are constructed for adjacent elements that share
several degrees of freedom. By mapping the shared degrees of freedom across the entire
structure, global mass and stiffness matrices for an entire structure can be assembled. The
final equations of motion for the global system are identical to Equation 3.1, with global
mass and stiffness matrices substituting for the individual element M and K, and the
displacement vector fi(t) representing all of the degrees of freedom for the system.
Once the global system mass and stiffness matrices are constructed, the next step for
the dynamics problem is to assume a solution to Equation 3.1,
S= iwt (3.4)
where 4 is the modeshape describing the displacements at a frequency w. For the homoge-
nous, unforced problem, substituting Equation 3.4 into 3.1 yields
(-w2M + K) = 0 (3.5)
which is an eigenproblem with eigenvalue w2 and eigenvector
matrices M and K produce n eigenvalues w4, i = 1 --+ n, and
These can be collected into matrices as follows:
k. More generally, the n x n
n associated eigenvectors 4i.
2 0]
0
4D =- -ýi .. q]
and solved in the generalized eigenproblem.
f22M( = KD (3.6)
The wi represent the modal frequencies of the system, and the i represent the modeshapes.
These will be used in subsequent sections to produce the state-space representation of the
structure.
In practice, all of the finite element modeling in this work will be performed using
commercial finite element software. The structures are built using a set of pre-defined
elements such as rods, beams or plates. Equation 3.6 is solved using the normal modes
analysis for the modal frequencies and modeshapes.
Two example finite element models that will be evaluated in this thesis are described
next. They are both designs of NASA's Terrestrial Planet Finder (TPF) telescope. A
structurally connected interferometer (SCI) is described first. This is followed by the model
for a single collector spacecraft of the free flying interferometer (FFI) constellation.
3.1.1 TPF Structurally Connected Interferometer model
The structural model for TPF-SCI is provided by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). This
model is illustrated in Figure 3-3. It consists of 2039 grid points, 1478 CBAR elements,
and 172 CQUAD4 plates in each of the four telescopes. Concentrated masses are used to
represent the secondary mirrors, collector payload masses, the beam combiner, and hinge
points. Critical grid points are listed in Table 3.1. The telescopes are numbered #1 for the
telescope furthermost along the -x direction, sequentially along the truss to #4 which is the
furthermost in the +x direction.
z
Figure 3-3: TPF-SCI finite element model
Table 3.1: Important grid points in the TPF-SCI finite element model
Grid Point # Description
9893 Secondary mirror mass, telescope #1
9892 Secondary mirror mass, telescope #2
9890 Secondary mirror mass, telescope #3
9891 Secondary mirror mass, telescope #4
9896 Collector Payload mass, telescope #1
9897 Collector Payload mass, telescope #2
9895 Collector Payload mass, telescope #3
9894 Collector Payload mass, telescope #4
1001 Center of Primary Mirror, telescope #1
1002 Center of Primary Mirror, telescope #2
1003 Center of Primary Mirror, telescope #3
1004 Center of Primary Mirror, telescope #4
9898 Collector and Bus
All of the modes below 1000 Hz (1772 in all) are obtained from Nastran. Six reaction
wheel forces and torques are input at the combiner node. There are three optical perfor-
mance outputs (described in the next section) and three attitude control system rotation
sensors at the combiner node. Modal damping of C = 0.01% is applied to all modes. This
damping value is based on JPL studies suggesting that structural damping is low at the
cryogenic temperatures that TPF will experience [66, 67]. Finally, a state-space model is
built that defines the system transfer functions from the disturbance inputs to the perfor-
mance outputs.
Because of the large size of this system (2 * 1772 modes = 3544 states), model reduction
is performed. A reduction technique should maintain the dynamic behavior of the model
while reducing the size of the state matrices, thereby improving computational speed. A
two-stage model reduction process is implemented, in which the contributions of individual
modes are computed and ranked. Modes with less contribution to the desired transfer
functions are then truncated from the model. The system is thus reduced from 1772 modes
(3522 states) to 300 modes (600 states). Example reduced transfer functions are provided
in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4: Sample TPF-SCI transfer functions of the full system (solid line) and reduced
600-state model (dotted line)
3.1.2 TPF Free Flying Interferometer model
An alternative TPF design is the free-flying interferometer, provided to MIT by JPL [68].
The model is visualized in Figure 3-5. Its 6933 grid points are connected using a combination
of CTRIA3 and CQUAD4 plate elements, CBAR and CBEAM elements, CBUSH springs
and RBE2 rigid body elements. There are a total of 41 CONM2 concentrated masses. Key
spacecraft components include the telescope mirror, stray light trays, sunshade booms and
masses representing everything from spacecraft sensors in the bus to the telescope secondary
mirror.
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Figure 3-5: TPF-FFI spacecraft finite element model
Concentrated masses are identified both for later use in an uncertainty analysis and also
to determine those finite element nodes to be used as inputs and outputs in a dynamics
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analysis. A "spacecraft control assembly" mass is treated as the location of the reaction
wheel assembly. Two spacecraft control assemblies are described at node numbers 80059
and 80060. For this analysis, wheels are placed at only one of these nodes, node 80059.
Node 80063 is the location of the inertia reference unit, which is assumed to be a gyroscope
for sensing rotational attitude. The rotations of this node are treated as sensor outputs for
the attitude control system.
A normal modes analysis is run with the structural model. For the nominal model, all
modes up to 500 Hz were obtained (Figure 3-6), 770 modes in all. These include the six
rigid body modes.
I
Figure 3-6: Modal frequencies obtained from Nastran, up to 500 Hz
3.2 Integrated model components
Besides the structural model, additional sub-system models that comprise the integrated
model include the optics, disturbances, isolators and controls. A brief description is given
for each of these system.
3.2.1 Optical models
Since the performance metrics of the telescopes are most often described in terms of optical
quality, an optical model representing the degradation of the optics due to deformation of
the primary mirror and displacement of optical surfaces is required. A key requirement for
interferometers is that the optical pathlength difference (OPD) remain small. The OPD
represents the difference in length that two rays of light, originating from the same source
and having been sampled by two separate apertures, travel before interfering at the beam
combiner. Other important metrics include line-of-sight (LOS) errors that represent a de-
centering of the optical image, and wave front error (WFE) that represents aberrations of
the mirror surfaces.
LoBosco [38] shows an example of a ray-traced model using the Code V optical design
software package for the TPF-SCI model. For the present models, however, simple approx-
imations for OPD, LOS and WFE based on the displacements of key nodes are used in
place of a more rigorous optics model. Since structural models are often built before optical
models, these simple approximations provide a means of evaluating optical performance for
a structure as soon as its finite element model is complete. The optical models for both
TPF-SCI and TPF-FFI are described next.
Optical pathlength difference for TPF-SCI
Optical pathlength differences based on geometry are used for TPF-SCI. As illustrated in
Figure 3-7, the pathlength of a ray of light is computed based on the positions of key grid
points on each of the telescopes. These grid points include the center of the primary mirror,
up to the secondary mirror, down to the collector payload (treated as a fold mirror), and
over to the combiner for telescopes #1 and #4. For telescopes #2 and #3, there is an
additional bounce off of the "fold mirror" of the opposite inside telescope in order to ensure
that all rays travel the same length when the system is perfectly aligned.
Telescope #1 Telescope #2 Telescope #3 Telescope #4
Combiner
Figure 3-7: Schematic showing the pathlengths for each of the four TPF telescopes
The following equations are used to compute the pathlength of light from the source,
through each telescope and to the combiner. The initial distance from the star to the
coordinate frame of the spacecraft is given as OP o. All other terms refer either to z-
displacements or x-displacements of the primary mirror center grid point (P), secondary
mirror concentrated mass (S), fold mirror concentrated mass (F), or combiner concentrated
mass (c), at telescopes 1-4.
OP1  = (OPo - zip) + (zis - zip) + (zis - ZlF) + (xc - xIF) (3.7)
OP2 = (OPo - z2P) + (Z2S - Z2P) + (z2S - Z2F) + (X3F - X2F) + (X3F - Xc)
OP3 = (OPo - z3P) + (z3s - z3P) + (z3s - Z3F) + (X3F - X2F) + (Xc - X2F)
OP 4 = (OP - 4P) + (Z4S - z4p) + (z4s - Z4F) + (X4F - Xc)
Once the pathlengths are computed, optical pathlength differences (OPD) are easily ob-
tained by subtracting one from the other. OPD is computed between telescopes 1 and 2,
1 and 3, and 1 and 4. The appropriate degrees of freedom are accessed through the sys-
tem displacement output matrix, so that three performance metrics are output to the final
system. OPD12, OPDi3 and OPD14 can be derived from Equation 3.8.
OPD12 = OPI - OP2  (3.8)
OPD13 = OPI - OP3
OPD14 = OP1 - OP4
Line-of-sight jitter for TPF-FFI
The LOS calculation is based off a memo by Perrygo and Burg [691 that derives simple
expressions for LOS jitter of focal telescopes based on the displacements and rotations of
primary and secondary mirror nodes. It is assumed that the TPF collector telescopes will
be afocal since the light must be reflected across space to the combiner spacecraft. The
equations in [69] are modified for afocal telescopes1. The approximations for LOS about
the x- and y-axes are given in Equation 3.9.
1Modifications made by SoonJo Chung of the MIT Space Systems Laboratory
1 1 2
O x  + 5s, + 2a - MP+ asfi MP + 1
1 1 2
, 5 6s + 2ap + MP l as,
(3.9)
where the Oi represent the LOS errors based on displacements 6 and rotations a of the
primary (P) and secondary (S) mirror nodes. The focal length of the primary mirror is fi,
and MP is the angular magnification of the afocal telescope found by the ratio of fi and
the secondary mirror focal length, f2.
MP= f'f2 (3.10)
Since no optical information on the mirror has been provided, the focal lengths are computed
using several dimensions of the telescope, found by measuring lengths on the finite element
model (Figure 3-8). The overall diameter D of the primary mirror is 4.2 meters; the depth of
the primary mirror is 0.22 meters, and the total distance d from the bottom of the primary
mirror to the secondary mirror is 4.0 meters.
Figure 3-8: Dimensions of the TPF-FFI telescope assembly from the FE model.
The focal length of the primary mirror is computed assuming that the mirror is a
parabola. In this case the surface of the mirror is described by the equation [70]
y2 = 4fix (3.11)
where x is along the line-of-sight. Solving this for a point on the mirror's edge at y = D/2
and x = 0.22 meters gives
fi = 5.0m
and corresponds to an f-number, or focal ratio, of
f = = 1.19
The focal length of the secondary mirror is obtained from the relationship for the effective
focal length feff [71].
flf2feff M -fh (3.12)
where M represents the secondary magnification factor. Since the afocal telescope does not
focus the image to a point, the effective focal length is infinite. Equation 3.12 is reduced to
M = 2 -- 00 (3.13)
i + f2 - d
and given that f2 is a real number, this results in the equation fl + f2 - d = 0, which is
solved for f2.
f2 = -1.0m
The negative indicates a convex mirror which, together with the concave primary mirror,
is typical of Cassegrain telescopes. Equation 3.10 can then be used to compute the angular
magnification MP.
MP = 5.0
LOS-x and LOS-y outputs are computed using Equation 3.9. Requirements for LOS jitter
are found in Noecker, et al. [7], which budget a pointing jitter requirement of 10.48 milli-
arcseconds (mas) for a dual bracewell TPF interferometer.
Wave front error for TPF-FFI
Aberrations in the mirror surfaces distort the planar wavefront arriving from an observed
target. These aberrations often result from thermal expansion of the mirror or its supports,
although for this study the effect from dynamic excitation is considered. The resulting wave
front error (WFE) is approximated based on the motion of mirror grid points. A simple
approximation of the wave front error involves computing the out-of-plane z-displacements
of grid points along the mirror surface. A sample of points across the mirror are root-sum-
squared to produce a metric that indicates the level of wave front error.
For a large number of grid points it may be more computationally efficient to relate
the grid point displacements to wave front error using Zernike basis functions. Zernike
polynomials describe types of circularly symmetric distortions of a mirror surface using
polynomial basis functions [72, 73]. The polynomials are described in polar coordinates of
circle radius p and angle 0. For a unit circle these basis functions will be orthogonal.
The polynomials for the first 15 Zernikes are given in Table 3.2, and selected examples
are plotted in Figure 3-9. Note that the numbering notation is not agreed upon by all
organizations; the numbering system shown here is based on the "fringe form" used by
an optics group at the University of Arizona [741. The first term, #0, is simply piston,
or uniform motion of the entire mirror along the line-of-sight. Terms #1 and #2 are tip
and tilt, an example of which is illustrated in Figure 3-9(a). Term #3 is focus, or power,
illustrated in Figure 3-9(b). Higher order terms give rise to even more complex geometries,
such as the "trefoil" terms (#'s 9 and 10), illustrated in Figure 3-9(f).
3.2: Zernike polynomial
Name
Piston
Tip
Tilt
Focus
Astigmatism x
Astigmatism y
Coma x
Coma y
Spherical
Trefoil x
Trefoil y
Secondary astigmatism
Secondary astigmatism
Secondary coma x
Secondary coma y
Secondary spherical
terms (fringe numbering system)
Term Weight
1 1
p cos 0 4
p sin 0 4
2p2 - 1 3
p2 cos 20 6
p2 sin 20 6
(3p2 - 2)pcos 0 8
(3p2 - 2)p sin 0 8
6p4 - 6p2 + 1 5
p3 cos 30 8
p3 sin 30 8
x (4p2 - 3)p2 cos 20 10
y (4p2- 3)p2sin20 10
(lOp4 - 12p2 + 3)p cos 0 12
(10p4 - 12p2 + 3)p sin 0 12
20p6 - 30p4 + 12p2 - 1 7
A method of relating the grid point displacements to the Zernike terms is described by
Angeli and Gregory [74]. Displacements 62 of N grid points across the mirror surface can
Table
Number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
(a) Zernikes #1,2: tip and (b) Zernike #3: focus (c) Zernikes #4,5: astigma-
tilt tism
(d) Zernikes #6,7: coma (e) Zernike #8: spherical (f) Zernikes #9,10: trefoil
Figure 3-9: Zernike shape functions
be decomposed through:
=x I6zi6z 2
6ZN
=ra= , .t2 (3.14)
where the column vectors §i represent the sampled Zernike functions at each grid point.
This involves transforming the grid point locations in Cartesian x and y coordinates to
polar p and 0 coordinates. The m Zernike coefficients ai indicate the contribution of each
Zernike term to the displacements. A pseudo-inverse of the N x m matrix F relates the
Zernike coefficients to the displacement outputs of the finite element model.
a = ft. -6 (3.15)
This decomposition reduces the model outputs from the N mirror surface grid points, to
the m Zernike coefficients, where in most cases N > m.
From [74], the RMS wave front error is finally calculated by the weighted root-sum-
square of the Zernike coefficients.
N 2
WFE Wi (3.16)
The weights wi for each of the first 15 Zernike terms are given in Table 3.2. For the TPF-
FFI model, the wave front error is computed only across the primary mirror surface. It is
assumed that piston errors are controlled by optical delay lines, so the piston Zernike terms
are not included in this evaluation. A more complex optics model could compute the effect
of wave front error on the light at the exit pupil of the optical instruments, due to all of the
mirrors. A model of this sort will be used for the analysis of the Thirty Meter Telescope in
Section 4.5
3.2.2 Disturbance models: reaction wheel assemblies
There are several sources for vibration disturbances that may degrade spacecraft perfor-
mance [26]. These include disturbances external to the spacecraft such as torques due to
gravity gradients or solar pressure. Internal disturbances may include vibrations caused
by the firing of thrusters, fuel sloshing, or the mechanical actions of cryo-coolers and tape
drives. The dominant source of vibration disturbance is expected to result from reaction
wheel assemblies (RWA). RWAs are used to hold the attitude of the telescope by storing
angular momentum and to produce reaction torques that slew the telescope. For the space-
craft examined in this work, all of the disturbances are models of the disturbance forces F.,
Fy and Fz, and moments M,, My and Mz caused by RWAs.
Reaction wheels store momentum through the gyroscopic effects of a spinning flywheel.
The momentum stored in the wheel with inertia I, spinning at a rotation rate w is
Hz = Iw -w (3.17)
For slewing maneuvers, reaction torques on the spacecraft are the negative of the derivative
of the wheel momentum, or the inertia multiplied by the angular acceleration of the wheel.
8OH
rz = = -IW - (3.18)
Bialke [75] provides a good overview of the components of an individual wheel. A minimum
of three wheels is required to provide torque about all three spacecraft axes. In practice
four to six wheels are often used to provide both redundancy and non-uniqueness in the
torque profile so that torque requirements can be shared amongst wheels.
Vibrational disturbances arise from sources such as wheel imbalance, bearing stiction,
motor ripple and cogging [75]. The disturbances are harmonic and are dependent on the
wheel speed. The fundamental harmonic at the frequency of the wheel speed is usually the
largest contributor, resulting from mass imbalance. Higher harmonics resulting from other
sources can be described at multiples of the fundamental.
Models of these disturbances are described in [76] where the forces and torques at each
harmonic are treated as sinusoidal functions whose amplitude is proportional to the square
of the wheel speed. Each generalized force is described by
n
m(t) = 0 CiW2 sin(27rhiwt + ai) (3.19)
i=1
where m(t) is the sum of the disturbance forces or torques from n harmonics. The ith
harmonic with harmonic number hi has an amplitude coefficient Ci and random phase ai.
The wheel speed w is in hertz. These models are utilized by Masterson [77, 78] to produce
empirical values for the amplitude coefficients Ci and harmonic numbers hi. Figure 3-10
shows an example for the Ithaco (now Goodrich) E-wheels (TW-50E300). This example is
of an off-the-shelf wheel prior to the balancing needed for minimum vibration operation.
The harmonics are proportional to the wheel speed, where the fundamental harmonic at 1.0
occurs at the wheel speed. If the wheel z-axis is along the axis of rotation, the radial forces
and torques are along (or about) the x- and y-axes. The axial force is along the z-axis.
Since the axial moment about the z-axis is coincident with the reaction torque created by
the spinning wheel, the disturbance in this direction is assumed to be zero.
Gutierrez [26] describes how the forces and torques of multiple wheels can be broken
into components along the spacecraft x-, y- and z-axes using Euler angles, and summed to
produce a three-force, three-moment disturbance input for an arbitrary number of wheels
and wheel orientations. Instead of analyzing the system at each wheel speed separately,
a broadband reaction wheel model is produced that treats wheel speed as a random vari-
able and determines the statistically averaged disturbance forces and torques across wheel
speeds [76]. Power spectral density curves for each spacecraft disturbance force and torque
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Figure 3-10: E-wheel amplitude coefficients at each harmonic
can be computed, and are included in DOCS. The power spectral density (PSD) describes
the spectral contribution of a signal across frequencies, and will be described in greater
detail in Section 3.4.
The PSDs of the combined disturbance components across wheel speeds of 0-3000 RPM
are shown in Figure 3-11. Note that the highest frequency contribution is at 279 Hz resulting
from the highest harmonic (5.58) at the maximum wheel speed (3000 RPM).
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Figure 3-11: Broadband reaction wheel disturbance PSDs
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3.2.3 Disturbance isolators
Disturbance isolation is included as a passive means of reducing the disturbance energy.
The disturbance to performance path can be affected by isolators placed either between
the disturbance source and the structure (between the reaction wheel assembly and its con-
nection to the spacecraft bus, for example), or between the structure and the performance
(between the bus and the optical telescope assembly (OTA)). The passive isolator structure
acts to block high-frequency vibrations, such as those produced by the higher harmonics of
a reaction wheel 2
The isolators are modeled as second order low-pass filters with corner frequencies rep-
resent the limits of passive isolation. The basic form of the filter is
H(s) =s (3.20)82 + 2 Ciso Wiso s + W2so
with gain K, corner frequency wiso and isolator damping Cio. The basic filters used for
these integrated models use K = 1 for unity gain at low frequencies and 5% damping
(Ciso = 0.05). Figure 3-12 shows an example transfer function that also levels off at higher
frequencies to represent the attenuation limits of physical isolators.
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Figure 3-12: A single isolator channel, with corner frequency at 10 Hz
A isolation model described in this manner is incorporated into the integrated model by
2Although not investigated here, there is also much interest in active isolation systems, in which feedback
control loops are used in conjunction with devices such as piezo-electric actuators to isolate individual
frequencies.
converting Equation 3.20 to state-space form using a controller canonical representation [79].
O 1 0iso W -2 =i so wio Xiso + [ (3.21)
- so -21
W = Kwo280  ] xi8o
where tib represents the disturbance inputs before isolation, and w represents the attenuated
inputs that excite the structural system. For the case of reaction wheel forces and torques,
this system is repeated six times to filter the three forces and three torques.
3.2.4 Feedback control
Attitude control
The free boundary conditions of the spacecraft finite element models result in six rigid body
modes. These modes represent the translational and rotational rigid motion of the spacecraft
in orbit. Since they correspond to modal frequencies of wi = 0, their presence in the A-
matrix of Equation 3.26 makes that matrix singular. This singularity may affect subsequent
computations [23], and the rigid body mode distorts the outputs unless stabilized. The
observable modes are stabilized using an attitude control system (ACS) using reaction
wheel torques to control the rotational rigid body modes. The translational rigid body
modes are not observable in the optical outputs being used, and so are truncated from the
system directly.
The ACS feedback loop uses the rotations of a node to represent the outputs from an
attitude sensor (for instance a rate gyroscope). The rotations of the node are received by
a controller, producing reaction wheel torque commands for pointing stability. Since the
reaction wheel torques are already input to the system for their disturbance components,
the attitude control torques can be combined with the disturbances for the total reaction
wheel input to the system.
The ACS controller is provided by DOCS. It is an uncoupled proportional-derivative
controller with inertia decoupling. The crossover frequency can be set as a fraction of
the first flexible mode in order to keep flexible and ACS modes decoupled (for the TPF
spacecraft the frequency is set to 0.01 times the first flexible mode).
Optical Control models
In order to achieve necessary levels of performance, closed-loop control of optical surfaces
is necessary. Jacques [801 describes system identification and control methods, and Mal-
lory [81] describes sensor/actuator placement and tuning for different control schemes. For
the initial conceptual stage analysis however, such controllers may not be developed yet. In
their absence, the effect of optical control is approximated using appropriate filters. Since
optical controllers tend to improve performance up to a certain bandwidth, high-pass filters
are used to attenuate low-frequency response. Above the filter corner frequency (set at an
approximate controller bandwidth) the filter is set to unity gain and has no effect on the
output.
The filter is described by the transfer function
H(s) = hpf = Ks (3.22)
z s + Wopt
where the gain K is set to unity, and wopt represents the control bandwidth. This transfer
function is written in state-space form where Aopt = -Wopt Bopt =1, Copt = -Wopt and
Dopt = 1. In practice a high-frequency roll-off would be included to avoid a non-zero D
feed-through term.
3.3 Integrated model construction
The entire disturbance-to-performance system, from reaction wheel force and torque inputs
to optical outputs, is described using a modal state-space formulation. The state matrices
are formed using the outputs of the normal modes analysis, Equation 3.6. The modeshape
matrix ( obtained by the finite element solver is used to transform the physical coordinates
fi(t) from the equation of motion, Equation 3.1, to modal coordinates x(t).3
u(t) = 4P (t) (3.23)
The length of u is equal to the number of degrees of freedom, ndof, often in the thousands.
The length of x is equal to the number of modes obtained from the eigensolution, nmodes,
3For purposes of clarity, the vector notation (7) and explicit time dependence will be dropped in subsequent
equations.
often much less than nd&. Equation 3.23 is substituted into Equation 3.1, and the resulting
equation is pre-multiplied by IT.
T1MQb i + ýTKl x = pT'Uu +• (T#Ww (3.24)
The force vector F(t) is replaced by the actuator inputs f and disturbances w, which are
mapped to the proper degrees of freedom by 3f and f3, respectively. The modeshape vectors
in 4 are mass normalized so that DTM4 = I, the identity matrix. Then 4DTK = f2 from
Equation 3.6. Modal damping is added using a diagonal matrix Z containing damping
values for each mode.
t +2Zi  fX = TTaff + DT'3ww (3.25)
This second order differential equation can be turned into a first order differential equation
of the form
0 I [ 0
= + f +[] w (3.26)
t _Q2 -2Zf l 4IT Of IT#w
Physical degrees of freedom in u that are desired outputs of the system (on important
optical grid points, for example), are identified using pointing vectors. These are collected
in noput, x n&a matrices Cd or C, depending on whether displacement or velocity states
are desired. The matrix equation defining these outputs can be transformed from physical
coordinates u into modal coordinates x.
Y= Cd Cv.]{I } = [ 4 C4 (3.27)
Optical performances may be described in terms of linear combinations of mirror node
displacements, such as for the TPF models in Equations 3.7 and 3.9. The coefficients that
multiply the displacements are collected into a matrix Copt. An example from Equation 3.9
is shown, in which all six degrees of freedom (Ti, Ty, Tz, R~, R~ and Rz) for the primary
mirror and secondary mirror nodes are included.
- 0
0 0
0
-T
2
MP+1
0
0 0
2 0
- MP+1
(3.28)
The optics model is integrated with the structural model by multiplying the output dis-
placements by Copt. The integrated model performance outputs are described by a modified
form of Equation 3.27.
z= Coptcd] 0 {} (3.29)
The complete state-space representation of the model with q = [ x ]T includes the
modal system from Equation 3.26 with the sensor outputs of Equation 3.27 and perfor-
mance outputs of Equation 3.29. The actuator inputs /3ff are renamed 3uu to agree with
convention, and the force feed-through matrices Dij are included for completeness, but are
most often zero for these models, particularly if w is white noise.
4 = Aq+Buu+Bww
y = Cyq+Dyuu +Dyww
z = Czq+ Dzuu+Dzww
(3.30)
If the state matrices that describe the disturbance isolator in Equation 3.21 are labeled
Aiso, Biso and Ciso, Equation 3.30 is augmented by relating its inputs w to the outputs of
Equation 3.21. The new state vector is Xint = [ q xiso0 T
z A
y=[Cy
Z C
H8 }q + Bulu+ [ Bo]
Aiso ziso 0 Bo
DyWCiso q + DyuYuXiso
DzwCiso + DzuXiso
(3.31)
0COO ITt
Similarly, the ACS control laws are described in state-space form.
iacs = Aac, Xa + Bacw y (3.32)
U = Cac Xacs
For ACS sensor outputs y and torque inputs u, the feedback loop is implemented by match-
ing inputs and outputs with Equation 3.31. The new state vector is now [ q xio xacs ]T
q A BwCi8o BCa, q 0
iso Aiso  0 Xiso + Biso
"acs BacsC BacDywCiso Aace + BacsDyuCac Xac 0O
q
Z= [Cz DzwCiao DzuCac, j i o (3.33)
The high-pass filter used to approximate optical control is integrated with the system
in a similar manner to the isolator low-pass filter. The final integrated model used in all
subsequent analysis is:
Xiint = Aint zint+ Bw, t (3.34)
Zhpf = Cint int
which describes the system from the disturbance inputs t to the controlled optical perfor-
mance outputs Zhp.. Figure 3-13 illustrates the components that comprise the integrated
model for TPF-FFI. The plant represents the finite element structure. Reaction wheel dis-
turbances including three forces and three torques excite the systems at a single node. The
disturbances are attenuated by two levels of isolation: isolation between the wheels and the
bus, and between the bus and the optics. An ACS is used to control the rotational rigid
body modes by sensing the rotation rates and commanding the reaction wheel torques.
Optical outputs include line-of-sight jitter about the x- and y-axes, and wave front error
resulting from the root-sum-square of the first 15 zernike coefficients. Optical control filters
are used on the LOS output channels to represent a level of optical control. All of the
integrated models investigated in this work are connected in a similar fashion.
RWA S/C Bus Optical
Figure 3-13: Block diagram for the TPF-FFI integrated system
3.4 Disturbance analysis
A brief overview of random processes in dynamic response is provided to give a background
to the frequency-based disturbance analysis routines used in this thesis. Any textbook on
the subject (for instance Brown and Hwang [82] or Siebert [83]) should be consulted for
greater depth. Following this overview, an example disturbance analysis of the TPF-FFI
spacecraft is shown.
3.4.1 Dynamic response
The dynamic problems examined in this work assume that the inputs and outputs can be
described by stochastic processes, meaning that the signals are random variables. For any
stochastic signal, X(t), the expectation of the signal is the mean E[X(t)], which can be
found given the probability density function of the signal, fx(x(t)).
E[X(t)] = z x(t)fxdx(t)
--- oX
(3.35)
The autocorrelation function of a stationary signal is
Rx(r) = E[X(t)X(t + r)] (3.36)
which instead of being computed using the (often unknown) probability density function,
can be found for a signal using the time average.
Rx(r) = lim 1 (t +(337)
T--oo To X(t)X(t +)dt
When the time difference 7 is zero, Equation 3.36 shows that the autocorrelation function
gives the mean square value of the process, E[X(t)X(t)]. The root mean square (RMS)
value is often the final output of the analysis. For a zero-mean process, the RMS value
is identical to the standard deviation of the signal, which measures the variation of the
process.
The autocorrelation function evaluates signals in the time domain. Given an input x(t)
going through a system with the impulse response g(t), a convolution is required to solve
for the output y(t).
y(t) = x(t) * g(t) = x(r)g(t - r)dr = g(r)x(t - r)d (3.38)
x() (t  y(t)
XOw) G6r ) YwCo)
Figure 3-14: Equivalence of the time and frequency domains in dynamic response
For steady state dynamic analysis the frequency domain is often used. The time domain
and frequency domain approaches are equivalent (as Figure 3-14 indicates), however in the
frequency domain the convolution can be replaced with simple multiplication, once the
Fourier transform of each signal is calculated.
Y(s) = X(s) -G(s) (3.39)
Applying the Fourier transform to the autocorrelation function gives the frequency-
based power spectral density (PSD) of a signal, which represents the distribution of signal
strength across the frequency spectrum.
Sx(jw) = f[Rx(r)] = J Rx(r)e-J•"dr (3.40)
The inverse Fourier transform of the PSD gives back the autocorrelation function:
Rx (r) = -'1Sx(jw)] = J Sx(jw)e3 'dw (3.41)
which, at r = 0, gives the mean square value of the signal. The advantage of describing
a signal with a PSD then, is that the mean square value can be easily computed with an
integration of the PSD curve.
Rx(O) = E[X2(t)]= Sx(jW) &d (3.42)
For a dynamic state-space system of the form of Equation 3.30, where the inputs w(t)
and outputs z(t) can both be described by stochastic processes, the transfer function G(jw)
from Figure 3-14 can be computed from the state matrices.
W(jw)
Given inputs described by PSDs Sw(jw) (such as for the reaction wheel disturbances,
whose PSDs were shown in Figure 3-11), the PSDs of the performance outputs can be
computed by a simple matrix multiplication.
Szz(jw) = Gzw(jw) Sww(jw) Gz,(jw) (3.44)
Finally, the mean square values of the outputs are found by applying Equation 3.42 to
the performance PSDs:
Ez = - Sfzz(w) dw (3.45)
where w is in rad/sec. Mean square (MS) values for individual outputs a2 can be found
using the single-sided integral from zero to infinity.
1 +"
a = Ez, - [Szz()]i,i dw (3.46)
1- j [Szz(w)]i,i dw
The final RMS values are azo. Example results including performance PSDs and the
cumulative mean square results across frequency are given in the next section.
3.4.2 TPF-FFI disturbance analysis results
An example dynamic analysis on an integrated opto-mechanical model is shown for the
TPF-FFI spacecraft. Disturbance vibrations are propagated through the system in order to
predict their effect on optical performance outputs. This type of analysis is used throughout
this thesis; it is based on earlier works including Gutierrez [26] for an early model of the
SIM spacecraft, Uebelhart [23] for a later model of SIM, and de Weck [24] for the James
Webb Space Telescope.
The schematic of the integrated model is shown in Figure 3-13. Disturbance PSD inputs
plotted in Figure 3-11 are used to excite the system. Two stages of vibration isolation
(modeled as low-pass filters) are used to attenuate the vibration energy that is transmitted
to the optics; the first has a 2 Hz corner frequency, and the second a 10 Hz corner frequency.
The DOCS ACS controller is used to stabilize rotational rigid body modes, and translational
rigid body modes are not observable in the outputs and so are truncated.
Two optical performances are output from the system: line-of-sight jitter is calculated
using the approximation in Equation 3.9, and wave front error is computed by the root-
sum-square of the weighted Zernike coefficients (Equation 3.16). The advantage to using
Zernikes is that the instead of outputting 525 grid points across the mirror surface, a much
smaller number of Zernike coefficients can be evaluated. The first 15 Zernikes are computed
(where numbers 1 and 2 are tip and tilt). The line-of-sight outputs are passed through a
10 Hz high-pass filter to approximate the effect of optical control. The wave front error is left
open loop, without any optical control. Noecker et al. [7] have described the performance
requirements for a TPF interferometer; for a dual Bracewell interferometer, where four
telescopes are arranged in a line, the line-of-sight requirement is 10.48 milli-arcseconds and
the wave front error due to focus and other effects sums to 12.08 nanometers.
A total of 350 modes are obtained from the finite element solver; this includes frequency
content up to 212 Hz. A low value for modal damping, 0.01%, is chosen based on the
anticipated effect of cryogenic temperatures on damping [66, 67]. Equation 3.44 is used
to propagate the disturbance PSDs through the system transfer functions, to obtain the
performance PSDs. These are integrated (Equation 3.46) to compute the mean square
values for the outputs, from which the root mean square values are obtained. The RMS
line-of-sight results for both open- and closed-loop are given in Table 3.3, as is the final
(open-loop) wave front error computed from the Zernike coefficient outputs.
Table 3.3: RMS Performance values for TPF-FFI under reaction wheel disturbances
Open loop Closed loop requirement[7]
Line-of-sight jitter X (mas) 8.91 3.37 10.48
Line-of-sight jitter Y (mas) 9.51 2.49 10.48
Wave front error (nm) 1300 n/a 12.08
Table 3.3 shows that the LOS requirements are met about both axes for both open loop
and closed loop. The use of optical control with a 10 Hz bandwidth could improve the
performance and provide additional margin of at least 7 mas. Figure 3-15 gives the open
and closed loop performance PSDs about both the x- and y-axes. The bottom plots of both
sub-figures are the PSD curves. The upper plots are the cumulative mean square curves,
which asymptote to the final MS values (the square of the results in Table 3.3).
The plots are useful in indicating which modes contribute to the final mean square
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Figure 3-15: Power spectral density and cumulative mean square plots for open- and closed-
loop line-of-sight performance
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output. The largest contributors in open loop include modes at 1.17 Hz and 1.00 Hz, as
well as a mode at 8.55 Hz for LOS-x and one at 1.81 Hz for LOS-y. The 1.00 Hz modeshape
is illustrated in Figure 3-16(a); together with the 1.17 Hz mode these appear as rigid body
modes for the telescope instruments, with deflections of the sunshade booms and stray light
trays. The 1.81 Hz mode, illustrated in Figure 3-16(b) is due to the rotations of the stray
light trays, with the spacecraft rocking as a result. The effect of these modes could be
reduced by moving disturbance energy away from these frequencies. If this is not possible,
the modes could be shifted by strengthening connection points between the stray light trays
and telescope assembly, or by stiffening the sunshade booms. The 8.55 Hz mode, which also
dominates the LOS-x closed-loop response, includes bending of the secondary mirror tower,
rotations of the primary mirror, distortions of the optical bench and a "breathing" mode of
the stray light trays about the OTA. This modeshape involves the entire spacecraft and it
is not clear that making any one change to a particular component would effect the mode.
The contribution of the 8.55 Hz mode to the response should be reduced by eliminating or
reducing the disturbance energy at that frequency.
AN
(a) Mode #12: 1.004 Hz (b) Mode #15: 1.8113 Hz
Figure 3-16: Critical modes for TPF-FFI
Besides identifying critical modes, the cumulative MS curves in Figure 3-15 are also
useful in indicating how many modes should be obtained from Nastran. Since nearly all of
the contributions to the outputs come from frequencies less than 15 Hz, it is not necessary
at this stage to solve for 350 modes up to 212 Hz. For subsequent analyses in Chapter 5,
only 140 modes with modal frequencies up to 55 Hz will be used.
While the LOS meets requirements in both open and closed loop, Table 3.3 shows that
in open loop WFE fails to meet its requirement by two orders of magnitude. Figure 3-17
shows the RMS weighted Zernike coefficients that contribute to the WFE. The greatest
contribution comes from Zernike #2, tilt, with lesser contributions from Zernikes #7 (coma
about the y-axis), and #s 9 and 10 (trefoil x- and y-axes). Two of the PSDs and cumulative
MS curves (#s 2 and 7) are plotted in Figure 3-18. The frequency content of these outputs
look very similar. Both are dominated by three modes: 1.81 Hz, 1.00 Hz and 1.17 Hz,
in decreasing order of importance. All of these modes were identified for the LOS, and
they all primarily involve rotations of the primary mirror, rather than distortions of the
mirror. Tailoring the allowable reaction wheel speeds to reduce disturbance energy at these
frequencies would significantly improve the mirror wave front error.
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Figure 3-17: Weighted RMS Zernike coefficients
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Figure 3-18: PSD and MS curves for Zernike coefficients #2 and #7
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3.5 Conclusions
The modeling and analysis approach that will be used throughout this thesis is outlined.
Dynamic integrated models are built using a multidisciplinary approach including struc-
tural finite element models, equations describing the optics, feedback control systems and
approximations for optical control and vibration isolation. All of the sub-models are assem-
bled together into a single, linear time-invariant (LTI) state-space model. Dynamic response
techniques are used to propagate disturbance energy described using power spectral density
curves through the state-space systems, to obtain performance PSD curves. These curves,
along with the cumulative mean square curves, can be used to predict the final RMS system
performances and to identify critical modeshapes that contribute to the outputs.
Example models are shown for two of the TPF spacecraft: the structurally-connected
interferometer and the free-flying interferometer. A complete disturbance analysis is run for
the TPF-FFI spacecraft. The results using a broadband RWA disturbance model show that
the LOS metric meets its requirements even in open loop, and using an optical controller
will likely improve the LOS output by at least 7 mas. WFE, on the other hand, fails to meet
its requirement by several orders of magnitude. Specific modeshapes that contribute to the
performance outputs are identified, and removing disturbance energy at the frequencies of
these modeshapes could improve the performance values.
The evaluation of the TPF concepts is limited to the two point designs (SCI and FFI)
so far created. The next chapter will introduce methods that will parameterize the fi-
nite element and integrated models, allowing new design realizations to be automatically
constructed and evaluated by changing key design variables.

Chapter 4
Parameter Dependent Models
The disturbance analysis example in the previous chapter is performed on a single point
design model. All of the model parameters are at their nominal values. As is illustrated
in Figure 3-1, this analysis indicates whether the nominal system meets its requirement,
but no information is available on the uncertainty of those predictions or on whether an
alternative design is superior. For conceptual design of structures, it is necessary to be able
to evaluate deviations from the single point design. Evaluation of off-nominal parameters
due to uncertainty can motivate a redesign so that a system is more robust to uncertainty.
For conceptual design studies, examination of additional design points may lead to superior
designs in terms of optical performance, cost or mass. Since the proposed conceptual design
methodology is based on evaluating alternative designs across the design space, methods of
parameterizing the structural and integrated models are required.
In performing this parametrization, two types of parameters are defined. Uncertainty
parameters ji are those parameters that the designer has no control over. These may be
physical parameters such as Young's modulus or modal parameters such as damping. The
goal of the uncertainty analysis is to determine the bounds on the outputs based on varia-
tions of p. The relationship between the outputs 9 and the uncertain parameters p can be
described in functional form.
The second set of parameters are the design variables, t, that the designer is allowed to
vary. These parameters explicitly define the design, and the range of design variables defines
the possible design space for a system. Design variables may include the type of telescope:
coronagraph versus interferometer, the type of aperture: circular monolithic versus hexag-
onal segmented mirrors, or continuous values such as the diameter of a telescope's primary
mirror. Since for every unique design defined by t there are still uncertain parameters f,
the functional relationship is now written as
where the model outputs 9 are ultimately a function of both types of parameters. In order
to evaluate 9 across design variables and uncertain parameters, a parameterized model is
required that allows changes in i and p to be propagated through the model.
The desired model is illustrated in Figure 4-1. Instead of starting with the geometry
of a single point design and constructing a single structural model, the designer inputs a
vector of design variables and system parameters. Based on these inputs, the model creates
the structural form by placing grid points and assembling the finite elements. An analysis is
automatically run using a finite element solver, and an integrated model is assembled. This
model can be used for any desired analysis, including the dynamic disturbance analysis
described in the last chapter or an uncertainty analysis based on the parameters p. For
every design realization, the model outputs all of the desired metrics.
Design variable inputs Output metrics
" Structural form, dimensions * Optical performance
* Material / geometry properties * Mass
* Sub-system parameters * Uncertainty bounds
MATLAB FE analysis MATLAB DOCS
Grid point calculation * Mass Integrated model Analysis
SElement connectivity H Normalmodes I dbuild & assembly H routines
Figure 4-1: Schematic overviewing the parameterized integrated modeling process
This chapter describes methods that can be used to create parameterized structural and
integrated models. An overview of alternative methods is described first, with recommen-
dations on which methods are more appropriate for different types of parameters or design
variables. Next, the linear fractional transformation is described that allows a variation of
linear parameters in state-space models. An example with the Terrestrial Planet Finder,
Structurally Connected Interferometer is shown. In order to evaluate a greater range of
design variables, a modeling environment is then proposed to automatically generate struc-
tural finite element models and dynamic integrated models. This environment builds and
analyses unique telescope design realizations based on high-level design variable inputs. Fi-
nally, an example of this modeling environment is shown with a parameterized model of the
ground-based Thirty Meter Telescope.
4.1 Methods of structural model parametrization
The methods used to parameterize a model depend highly on the type of variable to be
studied. Four options could be used for the integrated models being examined.
1. Manipulate K, M matrices directly
2. Add parameter dependence through AK, AM matrices
3. Add linear variation to the state-space model
4. Rebuild the model, creating a new bulk data and integrated model
The first two options focus on inputs to the stiffness and mass matrices of the structural
model. Given that these matrices have already been generated for a given structure, option 1
is to vary the individual parameters directly in the proper matrix entries (such as in the
M and K matrices defined in Equations 3.2 and 3.3). For a normal modes analysis, this
requires that the eigenproblem be solved and the state-space model be created for each
instance. Option 2 improves upon this by including the parameter variation in the state-
space realization using the sensitivity matrices of mass and stiffness for the parameter.
Option 3 provides a similar variation to any parameter that appears explicitly in the state-
space formulation, and can include parameters of sub-models other than the structure.
Finally, option 4 is to completely rebuild the model for every new design vector. While this
option is the most time-intensive in terms of running the model, it also allows for a much
more diverse design space.
Table 4.1 lists a selection of parameters that have been used in analysis of precision
telescopes. The finite element values include all of those parameters that are included in
a finite element data deck, for example. These often include material properties, geometry
properties representing cross-sectional areas and plate thicknesses, and spring stiffnesses.
The integrated modeling (IM) inputs are more geared toward models of a space telescope,
but generally can represent parameters that appear in the disturbance, control and per-
formance models, whatever their form. Finally, the design variables determine the overall
architecture. The structure layout for telescopes refers to the arrangement of the aperture,
e.g. monolithic mirror versus segmented, or free-flying interferometers versus structurally
connected. Shape may describe the curvature of the mirror, while the dimensions of the
structure can include mirror diameter, or height of the secondary mirror.
Table 4.1: Modeling parameters and methods of parametrization. x's represent possible
methods, check marks represent recommended methods.
Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4
FE values material properties x / x
geometry values x / x
spring stiffnesses x / x
concentrated masses x / x
damping / x
element choice x /
mesh density /
IM inputs # of reaction wheels /
controller gains / x
controller bandwidth / x
filter corner frequencies / x
optical parameters /
Design Variables structural layout /
structural shape /
structural dimensions /
For each of these parameters, the possible options for parametrization are denoted by
either x's or check marks, where the check marks emphasize the options that provide either
the most flexibility or greatest computational time savings. In conceptual design all of
these parameters may be varied, and the designer should utilize the best tools available for
evaluating many concepts. Mathematical tools have been developed to analyze parameters
such as material properties or controller gains for robust design or uncertainty analysis, but
broader tools or frameworks for performing large trade space analyses on unique structures
are not as mature. This lack of trade space analyses is due to the computational cost of
running many finite element analyses, but as computer speed has increased it has become
possible to run many instances of a parameterized finite element model. The choice of
which parametrization tool to use still relies on the type of parameter, and can be guided
by Table 4.1.
The next section describes a method for options 2 and 3, that add parameter variation
directly to the state-space models. A modeling environment is proposed in Section 4.3 to
enable option 4; finite element models are automatically generated based on parameter in-
puts. Examples of these parametrization methods are shown using two telescope structural
and integrated models.
4.2 Linearized parameter variation in state-space models
The linear fractional transformation is described, allowing linearized variations in parame-
ters to be incorporated directly into state-space models. An example is shown with results
from the Terrestrial Planet Finder, Structurally Connected Interferometer integrated model.
4.2.1 Linear fractional transformation
Parametrization of linear inputs to a system can be performed with the linear fractional
transformation (LFT), originally used for robust control design techniques such as IL-
synthesis or design of 7-2 controllers [84]. The LFT separates a linear, time-invariant (LTI)
state-space representation of a model into nominal and uncertain parts, and creates non-
physical inputs and outputs so that a parameter with bounded uncertainty is included in a
feedback loop. The resulting system is a linear, parameter varying (LPV) model in which
changes in a parameter value can be quickly computed, without having to re-evaluate the
model. References [85] and [86] provide good overviews of the technique. Examples of its
use in uncertainty analysis can be found in References [87] and [88].
The LFT method allows the state-space matrices to be dependent upon parameters 6.
5c = A(6)x + B(6)u (4.1)
y = C(6)x+D(6)u
A standard form of the LFT implementation is to treat both lines of Equation 4.1 as a single
Figure 4-2: System block diagram with LFT inputs and outputs
first order equation. The matrix S(6) is formed from the individual state-space matrices,
S(6) = A(6) B(6) (4.2)
C(5) D(6)
and the full model is described by a single matrix equation with inputs x and u, and outputs
± and y.
S S(6)] (4.3)Y I
A requirement of the LFT method is that the parameter dependent (or uncertain) part
of S(6) can be separated from the nominal part.
= [So + SA (6) ] (4.4)
With the nominal and uncertain parts of S(6) divided, the form of the LFT is illustrated by
Figure 4-2. The physical system inputs u and outputs y are still as given in Equation 4.3,
but the system also now includes inputs p and outputs q connecting the system to an
uncertainty block A. This form, sometimes called a S - A model 1 includes the uncertainty
in an additional feedback loop where the new model equation is of the form:
= [S22] + S12p (4.5)
y u
q = [S21] + Slip (4.6)
lor P - A model, since P is often used as the variable name in place of S in Figure 4-2
The loop is closed by treating the parameter values in A as feedback gains.
p = Aq (4.7)
Equation 4.7 is then used to simplify the equations 4.5 and 4.6.
x = [S22 + S21A(I - SA)-1S12 (4.8)
By comparison to Equation 4.4 it is apparent that So = S22. The goal of the LFT is then
to find the other matrices S12, S21 and S11 so that a single system with inputs u and p and
outputs q and y describe the entire parametric model, with the parameter values included
in the form of feedback gains. The model is an augmented state-space system that can
be described using either the Sij notation, or using A, B, C and D matrices where the
(')o references the nominal system matrices and the (.)a matrices are additions of the LFT
formulation.
Ao Bo BA
Y 21 S = Co DYU Dyp (4.9)
q S p CA Dqu Dpq p
The parameter dependent state matrices from Equation 4.2 are computed at a new value
for A by closing the feedback loop using Equation 4.7. The state matrices can be written
out in LFT form.
A(6) = Ao + BAA(I - DpqA)-CA
B(6) = Bo + BAA(I- DpqA)- Duq (4.10)
C(6) = Co + Dp,,A(I - DpqA)-lCA
D(6) = Dyu + DpyA(I - Dpq A)Duq
For all of the systems examined, the Dpq (which equals S11) matrix is zero. This reduces
the Equations 4.10 to
= Ao + BAAC
= Bo +BAD,
= Co + DpACA
= DU + DA Du
and reduces Equation 4.8 to
{Y }= [s(6)]
y
= [S22 + S21AS12]
u
The sensitivity of the parameters to A is written
S(6) = ra1 Ka
where, from Equation 4.11,
OA(6)
OA
aB(6)
ODA
oc(s)
OD(6)
OA
= BACA
= BADU,
= DCA
=wC
All of the parameters examined in this work
from the matrices in Equations 4.10 are descri
are in the A matrix, so the only variations
A(6) = Ao + BAACA. (4.15)
The matrices BA and CA, and similarly the matrices S21 and S12 in Equation 4.12, can
be obtained by factoring SA( 6) from Equation 4.4 or just factoring the parametric part of
A(6) using a singular value decomposition (SVD). Two examples of this are shown next.
A(6)
B(6)
C(6)
D(6)
(4.11)
(4.12)
(4.13)
(4.14)
LFT of state matrices with explicit parameters
An example in which the parameter dependence is explicit in the state matrices is shown
using a high pass filter with corner frequency w and gain K.
Y(s) KsH(s) (s) Ks (4.16)
U(s) s + w
This transfer function is realized as a state-space system using the controller canonical
form [79].
S= -wx +u (4.17)
y = -Kwx +Ku
where A = -w, B = 1, C = -Kw and D = K. For a variation in frequency w, this system
can be represented by a S-matrix of the form
S(w)= (4.18)
-Kw K
It is assumed that the uncertainty of this system can be represented by expanding each
element of S(w) in a Taylor series, keeping only the linear dependence on the parameter
and ignoring higher order terms.
Sj(w) = Sijo + Aw (4.19)
aw
Note that in this case, the A symbol in front of the parameter w represents the change in the
parameter. It should be clear in the context of an equation whether the A represents change
of a parameter or whether it is the collection of closed loop gains in the LFT derivation.
The system can now be divided into nominal So and uncertain SA(w) parts
S(w) = So + SA(w)
BS
= So + Aw (4.20)Ow
S;-w- aw 0
-Kw - KAw 0
-w 1 -1 0
-Kw K -K 0
Since the system is now in the form given by Equation 4.12 with the A gain matrix
replaced by the scalar Aw, the S21 and S12 matrices are found by performing a singular
value decomposition on the a matrix.
as U E V T
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(U Y2). (E1 /2 VT) (4.21)
= S21 -S12
DOCS is capable of creating LFT state-space models by this method [891, where the sensi-
tivity matrix is provided by the user.
LFT with physical parameters
It is also possible to include variations in physical parameters that appear linearly in the
model mass and stiffness matrices, but that do not explicitly appear in the final modal state
matrices. That procedure begins with the physical equations of motion, assuming that the
M and K matrices can be divided into nominal and varying parts.
(Mo + MA), + (Ko + KA)x = Iu (4.22)
where matrix pu maps the inputs u to the physical states x. DOCS computes the MA and
Ka matrices for parameters that enter M and K linearly by identifying those elements in
the matrices that contain the parameter and dividing out the nominal parameter value [90].
The analysis continues in DOCS by assuming that the nominal modeshape matrix 4 is valid
for the perturbed system. In this case, the undamped modal equation of motion (using the
transformation x = D7), pre-multiplied by 4 T can be written.
T[TMoos + 4TMr4] i + [sTKOi + tt TKah] 7 = redu u (4.23)
The modeshapes are mass-normalized, so that the equation reduces to
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[I + +TM'A] ý + [Q2 + +TK'A] 7 = (44.a
where the modal frequencies are in the diagonal matrix Q. This equation can be re-written
in first order form.
+ 0 0 0 I 0 0 + 0
0 ODTMA -_2 0 -- TKAp 0 ( T#u
(4.25)
In the case where only the K matrix is dependent upon the parameter (Ma=0), this
system looks like Equation 4.15, and ITKa& can be factored using the SVD to obtain the
Ba and CA matrices, assuming that the parameter values are contained in the diagonal A
matrix.
STKA& = U VT = (U El/2) (E/2 VT) = BA -CA (4.26)
The final system in this case looks like
_= -f22 + pTu u + Bap
y = Cdr7 + Cr (4.27)
q = CAq
where Cd and C, map the displacement and rate states to the system output y, and using
LFT inputs p and outputs q, assuming feedback p = Aq. The entire system can be described
using a single matrix equation.
0 I 0 0
_-2 0 T3u BA }
y Cd Cr 0 0
q CA 0 0 0 p
A similar approach is taken when the mass matrix is dependent upon the parameters.
Equation 4.23 can be rewritten with only the MA term retained ((I assumed to be mass-
normalized).
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.24)
= -_4TKo( 7 + T• -- ) _TMa&( (4
In this case, the SVD is performed on the MA matrix, Ma = BaCa, which is substituted
into Equation 4.28.
_= -TKot4 + 4TOU _- 4)TBA Cai (4.29)
Acceleration feedback is required for the closed loop system, where the feedback relationship
is still p = Aq.
q = CA
=-C&AQ TKv7, + CA& TIuu + C&A 4TBAp
= -CaKr q? + CaI3 u + CABAp
The entire system in this case is described by:
7 0 I 0 0 7
_Q2 0 T •3U 4BT BA ?7
y Cd C, 0 0o u
q -CaKI 0 CA•a CABa p
An example of a parameter dependent system using the LFT is shown next.
4.2.2 LFT example using TPF-SCI
An example of the LFT as implemented in DOCS is shown using the TPF-Structurally
Connected Interferometer model, described in Section 3.1.1. The ability of the LFT model
to correctly capture the behavior of a parameter at off-nominal values is shown in Figure 4-3.
The modulus of elasticity for bars supporting the secondary mirror is varied over 20% of its
nominal value. The response from the LFT model is compared to re-evaluating the entire
finite element model in Nastran using the new modulus value, and re-building the state-
space model. The LFT-parameterized model tracks the off-nominal response, including
peaks in the response caused by overlapping modes. An advantage to the LFT method
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(4.28)
is the speed in evaluating off-nominal response; in tests, re-evaluating the FEM takes six
times as long as evaluating the LFT.2
6.9
b'*.8 0.85 09 0.96 1 1.o 1.1 115
Normalized variation in modulus
(a) OPD12 (b) OPD14
Figure 4-3: Comparison of off-nominal results using the LFT versus re-evaluating the FEM
A trade study analysis for TPF-SCI is performed by varying the parameters listed in
Table 4.2. The analyses are performed on a reduced order model of the system that includes
attitude control, pseudo-optical control using high pass filters, and up to two stages of
isolation on the disturbance inputs. The performance outputs are the optical pathlength
difference between telescopes 1 and 2, OPD12, as described in Equation 3.8. Instead of using
the broadband reaction wheel model illustrated in Figure 3-11, the response is computed
across the disturbance at individual wheel speeds, with wheel speeds given in hertz.
Table 4.2: TPF-SCI parameters varied using LFT
Parameter units Values (nominal in bold)
RWA isolator corner frequency Hz 2 6 10
Bus isolator corner frequency Hz 0.5 1 2 5
Optical control bandwidth Hz 1 10 50 100
Modal damping - 0.005% 0.01% 0.1% 1%
Normalized secondary telescope - 0.8 1.0 1.2
support strut modulus
Isolator corner frequencies were examined first. Figure 4-4(a) shows the closed loop
system with only the RWA isolator as its corner frequency is varied. Performance improves
as the corner frequency decreases. For a isolator frequency of 10 Hz, only at wheel speeds
2Using a 2.53 GHz Pentium PC, solving for the RMS outputs using the LFT takes on average 25 seconds,
versus 164 seconds for re-evaluating the FEM at new parameter values.
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near zero would the performance requirement of 1 nm (drawn on each plot) be met. A 6 Hz
corner frequency provides bands of wheel speeds that meet requirements, and those bands
grow as the corner frequency drops to 2 Hz. Including a 1 Hz bus isolator along with the
RWA isolator, as is shown in Figure 4-4(b), provides an even more dramatic improvement in
the response. Except for low wheel speeds below 9.5 Hz the backbone of the response curve
remains below the 1 nm line and only the response peaks exceed the requirement. There
is an interesting development that at higher wheel speeds the isolator with the 6 Hz corner
frequency is actually an improvement over the isolator with the 2 Hz corner frequency. This
results from interactions between the two isolators. The response is larger when the peaks
in the two isolator curves (seen in Figure 3-12) fall on top of each other. The 2 Hz RWA
corner frequency is close to the 1 Hz bus corner frequency, and this excitation is starting
to occur. The larger distance between the 1 Hz bus and 6 Hz RWA corner frequencies is
shown to be more desirable. An optimum distance between the isolators could be found
with this method.
Figure 4-4(c) shows the effect of changing the bus isolator's corner frequency about its
nominal 1 Hz value, with the nominal 10 Hz RWA isolator in place. At lower wheel speeds
the lowest frequency provides the least response. However, as wheel speed increases, the
higher corner frequencies take turns at providing the lowest response. This behavior results
from the zero in the isolator system (see the example in Figure 3-12) as it sweeps upward. In
particular, at a corner frequency of 5 Hz, the zeros in both isolators combine to provide the
very low response levels around 50 Hz wheel speed. This response shows another example of
the interactions between the isolators, and suggests that the two stages of isolation should
be designed together for maximum disturbance attenuation.
The modulus of the struts supporting the four telescopes is varied in Figure 4-4(d).
These support struts should play an important role in transferring energy from the truss to
the telescope assemblies, and it is assumed that their stiffness has an impact on the optical
performances. At low frequencies the dynamics are dominated by global truss modes and
the stiffness does not have as large an effect. At higher wheel speeds modeshape animations
show the telescopes flexing on the truss, and at these frequencies there is the most change
in response due to changing the stiffness. The results agree with logic, in that the excitation
frequencies increase as the supports are stiffened, and decrease as the supports are softened.
While not producing any overall decrease in the response, this could be used to shape the
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(a) RWA isolator corner frequency (no bus isolation) (b) RWA isolator corner frequency (includes bus iso-
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Figure 4-4: Variation in parameters for
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response about particular wheel speeds.
The effect of changing the optical control bandwidth is shown in Figure 4-4(e). Since
the optical control is approximated using a filter, these results can not indicate any stability
issues with a controller, or show any controls-structure interactions, but they do provide
a sense of the performance improvement that could be possible as control bandwidth is
increased. Since the largest disturbance contributor is the fundamental harmonic operating
at the frequency of the wheel speed, once the wheel speed is greater than the control
bandwidth the fundamental harmonic is not controlled and the dynamic response is not
attenuated. Since wheel speeds may be as fast as 64 Hz (3850 RPM), control bandwidths
of 1 Hz or 10 Hz do not affect most of the wheel speed range. A larger portion of the range
is influenced by a controller operating at a 50 Hz bandwidth, and the response across all
wheel speeds is improved with a 100 Hz controller. In all of these cases, the two stages of
isolation have already reduced most of the response to below the requirements line, and the
effect of control is to reduce the peaks caused by lightly damped modes.
Figure 4-4(f) shows the effect of different levels of modal damping. As expected, higher
damping (0.1%) reduces the modal peaks, bringing many of the peaks below the requirement
line. Even if these higher levels of damping are not expected on the spacecraft as a whole,
one mitigation strategy would be to target extra damping on specific modes. If a particular
mode could be identified as causing a large response, an investigation of the strain energy
of that mode could suggest locations for additional damping.
These trade studies indicate that the interaction between the two isolation systems be
used to maximize the attenuation by passive means. Targeted damping could help reduce
the peaks of excited modes, while changing the stiffness of the telescope support struts
could be used to change the frequency of modes at mid-range wheel speeds.
4.3 Design variable parametrization of finite element models
Evaluating alternative designs requires changing key design variables that define the very
form and dimensions of a structure. A method of parameterizing the model to include such
design variables is necessary in the proposed conceptual design methodology.
This section proposes an automated finite element modeling environment that inputs
design variables, either continuous or discrete. The environment builds a complete finite
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element model for each design vector, creates an integrated model, and analyzes the model
for dynamic performance and system metrics such as mass or cost. Important aspects of the
automated model are described, and an example model of the ground-based Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT) is shown.
4.3.1 Parametric modeling environment
The challenge in parameterizing conceptual models is that no aspect of the design is settled
upon, and there are limitless options for new configurations. Conceptual spacecraft models
vary based on physical geometries, aperture layouts and unique dimensions. Any combina-
tion of design variables may be considered during the earliest stages of design to meet the
mission's scientific requirements. Parametrization of the model then entails not only the
ability to change the values of any particular numerical input, as is done in the previous
section, but also to change the basic structure of the spacecraft including locations of grid
points and element connectivity.
The challenge is how to develop the software tools to create finite element input files
(Nastran .dat files, for example) and state-space system realizations given an entire list
of parameters that includes all of the design variables. Generation of variable grid points
and elements is not difficult; for example, coordinate locations of grid points along a bar
of variable length can be solved for knowing the location of the end points and the desired
spacing between grids. The challenge is in creating an environment that allows many
structural components to be built and then assembled into a complete model. The end-
product must be a fully working parameterized model. The model must allow user flexibility
so that changes to individual sub-models can be made, additions included, or new analyses
performed without having to edit or change other parts of the model.
Simulating such a variable, complex system requires a model environment that clearly
defines the relationships between spacecraft components. By separating the components
into unique modules, the modeling task is easier since individual modules can be built
by specialists and incorporated into the entire system once complete. The environment
must also provide for growth by allowing the integration of future modules. The needs for
individualized sub-models combined in a common framework suggest a modular, hierarchical
model structure as illustrated in Figure 4-5.
Each box in Figure 4-5 represents a module that performs one function in the telescope
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User-definedparameter values
SModel constructi n
SAnalysis routines
SOutput metrics
Figure 4-5: Schematic of modules which create and analyze a parameterized model
analysis. The modules may require inputs from each other, but are created independently
and should be replaceable without the need to edit neighboring modules. The input/output
relationship between the modules must be clearly defined. Table 4.3 provides an overview
of the inputs and outputs for the modules illustrated in Figure 4-5.
The high-level modules shown in Figure 4-5 may themselves be comprised of lower-level
modules that create individual model components. Figure 4-6 shows additional sub-modules
within the finite element module. Each sub-module contributes one piece of the complete
structure of a generic space telescope. The individual modules in Figure 4-6 will be described
in greater detail in the next section.
SDiscipline model
Spacecraft sub-assemblies
SSpacecraft components
ICandidate component
construction modules
Figure 4-6: Schematic of modules creating the finite element model
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Table 4.3: Example module inputs and output for the integrated system
Modules Inputs Outputs
Parameters Values defined by designer Necessary modules parameters
Model construction modules
Disturbances Wind parameters Mass of RWA
Reaction wheel parameters Disturbance PSD curves
Finite element Telescope form and geometry Finite element bulk data
Structural dimensions I/O degrees of freedom
Mirror curvatures FE material and property cards
Optics Optical parameters Optical sensitivity matrices
Mirror grid point locations Mirror sizes
# of optical instruments
Control Control architecture Controller model
Gains and bandwidths # of actuators and sensors
Model analysis modules
Mass estimation FE bulk data FE total mass
Dynamic analysis FE bulk data State-space performance outputs
I/O degrees of freedom Transient settle time after a slew
Disturbance PSD curves Optics and controls models
Cost estimation FE dimensions Estimated telescope cost
Necessary optical elements
Necessary control elements
Maintaining a clear flow of information requires a hierarchy of the modules. All para-
metric variables are contained at the highest level of the model for easy access by the
designer. The parameters are then passed down from the top levels to the lower-level mod-
els as required. The level of modularity described by Figure 4-5 must be defined at the
start of the modeling process and changes depending on the complexity of the system under
investigation. Whatever the size of the model however, the framework follows several basic
rules to facilitate the integration and analysis of many unique realizations of the spacecraft.
These rules are summarized.
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Rule #1: Centralized parameter space
In order to provide the most flexibility for all users of the model, all model variables and
constants should be kept in a central, high-level Parameter module as shown at the top of
the hierarchy in Figure 4-5. By feeding all parameters and constants from the top of the
hierarchy to lower levels, any variable can be accessed quickly without need to dig through
layers of functions. This also allows the designer to easily change a constant to a variable,
and vice versa.
The parameter space includes design variables, physical geometries, engineering parame-
ters, finite element parameters and integrated modeling values. Examples of design variables
include continuous variables such as optical focal ratios and discrete variables such as the
type of aperture. Physical dimensions of the spacecraft that are defined directly (as opposed
to those that are computed from design variables) may include the size of a spacecraft bus,
depth of a mirror supporting truss, or even plate thicknesses and bar areas. Engineering
parameters such as material properties or spring stiffnesses are stored. For finite element
models, integers specifying grid and element ID numbers are kept as constants and passed
to files that build the model. By allowing these ID numbers to be re-defined as the models
grow, the framework guards against a lengthy search through layers of sub-models in case
of overlapping ID numbers. Any other parameter associated with the integrated models are
also included in the Parameters module, including modal damping values, controller band-
widths, and isolator corner frequencies. Ideally the designer would have access to every
explicitly defined parameter or value in the entire model. Even if access to all parameters is
not required during a conceptual trade space exploration, access to other parameters may
be useful for future analysis with the model.
Rule #2: Structural component modules
The spacecraft structure follows the modular nature of the rest of the design so that distinct
structural components can be combined to form unique realizations of the spacecraft. For
each design, a basic structural architecture is assumed. For example, Figure 4-6 outlines
a generic spacecraft that includes a bus for spacecraft operations and a separate optical
telescope assembly (OTA) as the payload. The form of those components may be different
to represent alternative architectures. Widely different primary mirror apertures such as
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monolithic circular versus segmented mirrors may be included as separate modules that are
invoked based on the design variable parameter settings.
Besides modeling a specific component, the modules may also represent primitive struc-
tures that are copied to create multiple spacecraft components. In Figure 4-6, for example,
a function creating a monolithic circular mirror (Mono) can be used to create both the
primary and secondary mirrors depending on the functional inputs.
Each component module is a stand-alone function that is modified or updated without
the need to modify any other function. By isolating the individual components in this way,
new component models are easily incorporated. A new mirror model, for example, can be
attached onto the spacecraft with no modification of other modules, as long as the new
module uses a consistent input-output format. The need for a consistent module I/O is the
next rule.
Rule #3: Consistent module input/output
Supporting the modular format requires that an input-output format be specified and ap-
plied consistently across the entire model. Higher level functions pass appropriate parame-
ters to lower-level functions using variable names set in the Parameters module. Similarly,
each module that builds a structural component passes back information on important nodes
or elements used as attachment points or as locations of force inputs and sensor outputs in
the state-space model.
Ensuring that all of the necessary data is communicated between modules is the respon-
sibility of the design team. At a minimum, each module must output all of the data needed
by the rest of the system to assembly the model. For example, the integrated modeling
module needs the mirror grid points from the finite element module to identify the perfor-
mance output degrees of freedom. If different individuals are responsible for those areas, it
is necessary that the interface needs are communicated early in the design. In anticipation
of future additions to the model, it is prudent to output additional information that may
be of use. For example, the module that creates a hexagonal mirror segment should output
grid points along the side of the mirror that could be used to cantilever the segment to
the rest of the structure, as well as gridpoints on the mirror's lower surface that would
connect to bipods, assuming the mirror was supported from below. While only one option
may be used initially, outputting all the data points allows changes in the connections to
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be incorporated without going back into the mirror code.
Rule #4: Component connections
Since geometries of structural components are created individually in separate modules,
additional modules are used to form all structural connections between components. For
example, Figure 4-6 shows individual modules that build the primary mirror (PM), the
secondary mirror (SM) and the secondary support tower (SST). All of these are called from
a higher module that creates the OTA. The OTA modules calls a new function to perform
the task of attaching the components. This connection function creates the attachments
between the components, adding additional structural elements if required.
A challenge for the parameterized model is how to attach different components given
the changes in structural form across model realizations. Since grid points may change
across multiple structural realizations, the grid points at the proper joint locations must
be re-computed for each run. Identification of connection grid points is performed in the
component modules and the proper grid identification numbers must be passed to the
connection function. The connection module inputs these data from the parts to be joined,
aligns the points on either side of a joint and creates additional attachment elements as
needed. The modeling of the joint is also a critical factor in capturing the proper dynamic
behavior of the model. Rigid elements or springs are often used at this stage of design,
to approximate the behavior of complex joints. By creating separate modules for these
connections, it is easier to update the joints once higher fidelity representations are prepared.
4.3.2 Parametric auto-generated finite element models
Within the modeling environment the finite element models are generated automatically
based on any given set of design variable inputs. This allows a large design space to
be explored without user interaction, other than initially setting the design variables to
examine. Creating a finite element model that can be generated from parameter inputs
requires effort on the part of the designers to compute grid point locations and element
connectivity based on defined geometries.
An example of automated finite element modeling is shown with the Thirty Meter
Telescope (TMT). Four finite element realizations of TMT are shown in Figure 4-7 with
details for each architecture given in Table 4.4. The basic architecture is a segmented
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mirror with tripod secondary support tower (SST). Spring elements at two elevation axis
grid points connect the telescope structure to the ground. Unique structural realizations
are created by varying design variables such as focal length of the primary mirror (PM) and
height of the elevation axis. Key steps in the creation of the automatic finite element model
are described, including definition of the basic geometries of the structural components,
setting property and material parameters, and defining non-structural masses. A complete
analysis of the TMT design is presented at the end of this chapter.
Table 4.4: Design variables for TMT structures in Figure 4-7
Example A Example B Example C Example D
Primary mirror focal ratio 1 0.8 0.8 1.5
Final focal ratio -15 +22 -15 -22
Segment radius [m] 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.665
Elevation axis location [m] +3.5 -2.2 +3.5 -2.2
Total mass [kg] 817,800 918,490 872,420 1,043,200
All of the modeling in this work is performed in MATLAB, meaning that the relations
between design variables and telescope dimensions are defined in MATLAB functions (m-
files), along with the code that computes grid point locations and element connectivity.
Alternate tools have been described in the literature to parameterize a model, including
parametric CAD programs [29] and PATRAN session files that directly interface with the
Nastran input decks [31]. Since the goal of the spacecraft analysis in this work is to perform
dynamic analysis of integrated models, it is easiest to combine the finite element geometry
creation with the MATLAB tools already developed for dynamic analysis. Note however
that this approach to automatic finite element generation and analysis is not dependent on
any particular software package, and the rules of the modeling environment can be applied
across applications.
Finite element model creation
Parameterizing finite element models requires that all grid points, elements, element prop-
erties and materials be generated anew with each design iteration. Individual structural
modules in Figure 4-6 receive dimensional information that is used to determine the lo-
cations for structural grid points. Once the grid points are located the correct element
connectivity must be created. Since the dimensional information is dependent upon the
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Figure 4-7: Example structural realizations of the Thirty Meter Telescope
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high-level design variables, changing those variables results in new grid point locations and
element connections. Following is a description of each module in Figure 4-6. Key inputs
and outputs for each module are listed, along with an overview of the processing that occurs.
* FEM
- Purpose: High-level finite element creation module that interacts with the rest
of the integrated model, as illustrated in Figure 4-5
- Inputs: Design variables defining the type of telescope, dimensions of the tele-
scope, parameters describing the optics (i.e. shape of the mirror surfaces)
- Outputs: The complete finite element bulk data file, along with details on
degrees of freedom for the force inputs and sensor outputs.
- Process: Assembles necessary parameters for each sub-module. Calls each sub-
module and runs connection code to assemble the entire FEM.
" OTA
- Purpose: Build the optical telescope assembly
- Inputs: Telescope type, SST type. Diameter and curvature of primary and
secondary mirrors. Height and width of SST. Desired mesh density of all com-
ponents.
- Outputs: Bulk data defining the OTA and identification numbers of key grid
points and degrees of freedom across the OTA.
- Process: Assembles necessary parameters for each sub-module. Calls each sub-
module and runs connection code to assemble the OTA components.
" Bus
- Purpose: Build the spacecraft bus, which contain all non-optical instruments
needed to sustain the mission (computers, attitude sensors, reaction wheels,
power systems, etc.)
- Inputs: OTA dimensions.
- Outputs: Bulk data defining the bus elements and identification numbers of
key grid points and degrees of freedom across the bus.
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- Process: The bus is sized to match the dimensions of the OTA. A single basic
architecture is used, but based on the size of the OTA the grid point locations
and element connectivity for bar or beam elements are re-evaluated. Grid points
and elements are numbered sequentially, given an initial grid point and element
ID number. Property ID card numbers are associated with the relevant element
cards. Critical grid points are identified across the bus that may be used by other
modules. These grid points include attachment points to the OTA. Concentrated
masses representing spacecraft instruments are placed across the bus structure.
* PM
- Purpose: Build the primary mirror by calling the appropriate construction
module.
- Inputs: Type of aperture desired, dimensions and mesh densities for the PM
- Outputs: PM bulk data and identification numbers of key grid points and
degrees of freedom across the PM.
- Process: Based on which type of primary mirror aperture is desired, calls the
necessary construction module. If a segmented system is desired, will call the
same construction modules multiple times to build up the necessary number
of mirror segments. For example, to build a segmented aperture of hexagonal
mirrors, the module will define a unique coordinate system for each mirror seg-
ment, determine where the segments are placed, and call the same 'Hex' module
multiple times to build the requisite bulk data entries for each segment.
* SM
- Purpose: Build the secondary mirror by calling the appropriate construction
module.
- Inputs: Dimensions and mesh densities for the SM
- Outputs: SM bulk data and identification numbers of key grid points and de-
grees of freedom across the SM.
- Process: Based on which type of secondary mirror is desired, calls the necessary
mirror module. Since the individual mirror modules input the mirror dimensions,
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the same module could be used to build the SM bulk data as is used to build the
PM bulk data; the only difference would be the dimensions of the mirror, optical
shape and (perhaps) mesh density.
* SST
- Purpose: Build the secondary support tower by calling the appropriate con-
struction module.
- Inputs: Type of SST desired, dimensions and mesh densities for the SST
- Outputs: SST bulk data and identification numbers of key grid points and
degrees of freedom across the SST.
- Process: Based on which type of secondary support tower is desired, calls the
necessary construction module.
* Mono or Hex
- Purpose: Build a single mirror element. May be a primary or secondary mirror,
depending on input dimensions.
- Inputs: Starting GRID ID numbers to use for PM grid points. Coordinate
system ID number. Materials and property ID numbers to use for PM or SM
elements. Dimensions of the mirror including diameter and thickness. Optical
shape of the mirror. Mesh density of the mirror plate element.
- Outputs: Bulk data for a single mirror segment, including grid points and
elements, and identification numbers of key grid points and degrees of freedom
across the mirror segment.
- Process: Place x- and y-coordinates across the mirror surface based on dimen-
sions. The mesh density determines the number of grid points to use per unit
area. The optical shape defines the z-coordinates of the grid points. The shape
may be of an on-axis or off-axis mirror, depending on the optical inputs. Al-
gorithms within the module determine how the grid points are connected by
plate elements, and create the appropriate plate elements across the mirror sur-
face. Grid points and elements are numbered sequentially, given an initial grid
point and element ID number. Property ID card numbers are associated with
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the relevant element cards. Critical grid points are identified across the mirror
that may be used by other modules. These grid points could include attachment
points or locations across the mirror surface that will be used to measure optical
performance.
* Tripod or Tower
- Purpose: Build the secondary support tower on which the secondary mirror is
attached.
- Inputs: Starting GRID ID numbers to use for SST grid points. Materials and
property ID numbers to use for SST elements. Dimensions of the tower including
height and width. Mesh density of the tower bar element.
- Outputs: Bulk data for the SST including grid points and elements, and iden-
tification numbers of key grid points and degrees of freedom across the tower
legs.
- Process: Each module defines a unique SST architecture, but all must connect
to the same OTA and support a secondary mirror. Unique designs include the
tripod (as used to support the secondary mirrors on all of the TPF designs,
for example), or a tower such as is used by the Hubble Space Telescope. In
each case, the tower is comprised of bar elements. Grid points are laid out
based on the width of the tower, and rise to the desired height of the SM.
The mesh density determines the number of grid points to use per unit length.
Algorithms within the module determine how the grid points are connected by
bar or beam elements, and create the appropriate finite elements. Grid points
and elements are numbered sequentially, given an initial grid point and element
ID number. Property ID card numbers are associated with the relevant element
cards. Critical grid points across the SST are identified that may be used by
other modules. These include attachment points for the SM, and attachment
points to the OTA.
* Connect
- Purpose: Attach components together and assemble the structure.
- Inputs: Attachment grid points on either side of an interface.
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- Outputs: Bulk data for the connection elements.
- Process: Different connection modules are used to attach modules to each other.
For example, a 'bipod' module receives information on which grid points on the
lower surface of a mirror (or ring connecting mirror segments) should be attached
to the optics bench using bipods. The connection module checks the alignment
between components and creates elements between the attachment grid points.
The actual bipods may be defined as bar or beam elements, or the connection
may be simplified as a rigid element. Other connections are made between the
secondary mirror and the SST, between the SST and the OTA, and between the
OTA and the bus.
An example of the component construction process is shown with the Thirty Meter
Telescope. A key dimension is the distance between the primary mirror and secondary
mirror. For a Cassegrain telescopes [71], this distance is defined using a combination of
optical parameters.
M. fi -bd= M+ (4.30)
where M is the ratio of final focal length to the primary mirror focal length fl, and b is
the eye relief, or the distance of the detector below the primary mirror. Once the distance
d between the mirrors is defined, additional structures such as the tripod to support the
secondary mirror are created. A change in any of the optical design variables affects the
telescope height. For instance, increasing the primary mirror focal ratio increases the focal
length fl, thereby lengthening the distance between the mirrors. The effect on height is
obvious in Figure 4-7(d), which shows a tall TMT realization with the largest focal ratio of
the four examples.
Similarly, the size of the truss elements supporting the primary mirror of TMT can be
defined in terms of the number of segments. For the design created, sub-assemblies of seven
mirror segments are considered to be connected together as part of a raft assembly. These
rafts are then placed on top of hexapod cells that made up the truss (also referred to as
the 'backstructure'), as shown in Figure 4-8. Four rafts of seven segments (raft segments
grouped by color) are shown on top of the upper triangular layer of the backstructure, where
each triangle is the top of a hexapod. Using simple geometry one can calculate that the
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sides of the triangle are each V2I times the segment radius. With this information, the
vertices of the triangle can be defined in a global coordinate space and grid points placed
at the appropriate x and y positions. The z-position for each raft is determined based on
the curvature of the mirror.
Figure 4-8: Illustration of seven-segment mirror rafts above triangular truss cells
As segment size changes, not only do the truss cells change dimensions, but fewer or
more rafts may be needed to fill the entire primary mirror. The effect of varying the segment
size is shown in Figure 4-9 with segment diameters of 0.5 meters and 1 meter. Each circle
represents the concentrated mass for a single seven-segment mirror raft. The top layer of
the truss backstructure supporting the primary mirror rafts is also illustrated as a series
of triangular cells, each of which lie beneath the raft. Note that attachments between the
backstructure and rafts are not yet included in the figure. The proper number of rafts and
the complete truss structure are generated automatically based on the segment size. The
number of grid points across the primary mirror and backstructure, as well as the number of
bar elements in the truss structure are variable. As raft diameter decreases and more rafts
are needed to fill the 30 meter aperture, a denser truss structure is generated beneath the
mirror. This same approach to truss density is also used to increase element mesh fidelity
for a structure. Mesh fidelity across mirror surfaces or along secondary support towers
beams is variable, and the requisite number of grid points and elements are automatically
created for a desired finite element mesh. Mesh density becomes then another parameter
available to the designer and passed to each function.
Figure 4-10 shows the progression of the TMT model. Once the raft positions in x, y and
z coordinates are laid out (Figure 4-10(a)) the top layer of the backstructure is generated
(Figure 4-10(b)), followed by the bottom layer and bars connecting the two (Figure 4-10(c)).
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Figure 4-9: Effect of changing segment size on number of rafts (represented by circles) and
top layer of backstructure truss (triangles)
A separate lattice structure is built to further support the backstructure, and to connect it
to the elevation axis (Figure 4-11). The number of gridpoints and elements is determined
largely by the segment size, with the grid point locations dependent upon the diameter of
the mirror, curvature of the surface and thickness of the backstructure truss. Additional
components, such as the secondary support tower, secondary mirror and stabilizing wires
are shown in Figure 4-7.
Important component connections include the primary mirror rafts to the backstructure,
the secondary mirror to the SST, and the entire OTA to the ground support structure
(or from the OTA to a spacecraft bus, in the case of a spaceborne telescope). The raft-
backstructure interface for TMT consists of stiff 100Hz springs in the vertical direction,
to represent the dynamics of that connection point. For space telescopes which have no
need of a heavy backstructure for gravity support, the mirrors may be connected to the
telescope assembly using bipods, represented either as bars or as rigid elements. The SM-
SST interface is engineered to reduce torsion of the secondary mirror about the tripod, and
bar elements are used to support the mirror.
Engineering parameters
Besides the grid points and element connections, a finite element model also must define
engineering parameters such as element properties and material constants. Element proper-
ties include cross sectional areas and area moments of inertia for bars or plate thicknesses.
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Figure 4-10: Stages of model generation: TMT rafts and backstructure
Material properties include Young's moduli, Poisson's ratio and material density. These
constants are kept in the top-level Parameters module so any changes can be immediately
reflected by re-running the model.
The material and element property cards are prepared in the high-level finite element
module and are associated with elements using identification numbers. To avoid storing
absolute numbers within the individual modules, even the property ID numbers are assigned
in the Parameters module and passed to lower modules for inclusion in the element cards.
S
20
Figure 4-11: Lattice supporting the TMT backstructure
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Mass estimation
In the conceptual design of spacecraft systems, mass is often an indicator of total cost due
to the expense of launch systems, and is generally one of the key outputs at the start of the
modeling process. Mass is included in finite element models both through the total volumes
of elements times the material density, as well as by including concentrated masses for
non-structural components. Masses associated with spacecraft subsystems such as power,
propulsion or communications may be based on historical databases [91]. The mass of
the reaction wheel assembly is determined based on the control authority required. In
Section 4.4.1 a separate analysis is performed to determine the necessary slew torque profile,
flywheel inertias and resulting RWA mass for a parameterized spacecraft. Given the mass
values for these subsystems components, concentrated mass elements can be placed across
the finite element model based on the locations of these subsystems in the bus. Mass
associated with optical element such as beam combiners or fold mirrors may be placed on
the optical bench at the location of those elements in the optical train.
For the ground-based system, counterweights are needed to balance the telescope about
its elevation axis. In the case of TMT, the counterweight center of gravity is assumed
to be 13 meters below the elevation axis if the axis is below the primary mirror. If the
elevation axis is above the primary mirror, the counterweight is assumed to be at the center
of gravity of the secondary support tower. Using either of these moment arms and knowing
the mass of the telescope and the distance of its center of gravity from the elevation axis, the
necessary counterweight mass can be computed by balancing the moments due to gravity
on either side of the elevation axis. Since the TMT model lacks a counterweight structure,
the counterweight mass is not included in the finite element model. The total TMT mass
is the sum of the FEM and counterweight masses.
4.3.3 Structural model validation
Once the parametric finite element model is constructed, it is important that the model be
optimized and validated against existing designs. While the goal of the conceptual modeling
methodology is to investigate design points outside of those that currently exist, comparison
to several existing point designs provides confidence in the modeling environment. This val-
idation step indicates whether the environment is constructing realistic structures in terms
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of mass, stiffness and dynamic behavior. It also is necessary to verify the computational
process that assembles the model, and to ensure that no mathematical mistakes have been
made. Since the goal of the conceptual design methodology is to indicate which designs
are superior relative to others, optimization at this stage is not meant to achieve absolute
performance results. Rather optimization of the design ensures that the basic structural
realizations meet expected metrics. For example, lowest spacecraft fundamental frequencies
should be near commonly accepted values that provide sufficient stiffness for launch loads.
Validation is possible if structural realizations of the parameterized model match either
existing telescopes or higher fidelity point-design models. In this case, with the design
variables set so that the parameterized model resembles the "truth" structure, structural
behavior or dynamic outputs are compared. The parameterized model should capture
correct behavior of at least one truth model for validation of the model output. If validation
can be performed against several point designs, the ability of the parameterized model to
track changes across architectures can also be checked.
In the case of TMT, a higher fidelity model had already been created for an earlier point
design. This model, termed the GSMT Strawman, is shown in Figure 4-12. The Giant
Segmented Mirror Telescope (GSMT) was a precursor design to the TMT. MIT's TMT
model is compared to Strawman to validate basic metrics such as mass and displacement
under gravity. The parameterized model design variables are set to the same values as
for the Strawman point design, and the mass is computed. Table 4.5 shows the results
for the cases of the elevation axis below the primary mirror (as with Strawman) and the
elevation axis above the mirror. Mirror raft masses are similar between Strawman and
MIT. The total telescope masses are all of similar orders of magnitude, with the Strawman
mass between the two MIT examples. Note that the MIT model with elevation axis above
the primary mirror has the least mass of the three designs. In this case less additional
counterweight mass is required to balance the telescope, since the elevation axis is between
the primary mirror and secondary mirror tower which act to balance each other. The MIT
model with elevation axis below the primary mirror (the same as Strawman) is heavier than
the Strawman. This is likely due to the lack of mass optimization for the MIT model.
The parameterized model is further validated by comparing the deflections of the pri-
mary mirror in the presence of gravity. Figure 4-13(a) shows the deflections of the grid
points (normalized to the center grid point) across the Strawman aperture, and Figure 4-
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Figure 4-12: FE model of the Giant Segmented Mirror Telescope (GSMT) Strawman design,
provided by the NOAO.
Table 4.5: Mass comparison between MIT and GSMT Strawman design
Strawman MIT MIT
Axis below PM Axis above PM
Raft mass 1581 kg 1,705 kg 1,705 kg
Mass on elevation axis 700,000 kg 877,880 kg 623,940 kg
13(b) shows a similar plot for MIT's TMT. The Strawman mirror displaces approximately
+1300 pm, while this sample realization of MIT's model displaces approximately -1900 1 m
to +2650 /m. The poorer performance from the MIT model results from a lack of optimiza-
tion, both of the truss bar properties but also of the truss layout. For similar stiffness across
the mirror, the areal density of the truss is larger for MIT's model than it is in Strawman.
In the plots of Figure 4-13 this is partially compensated for by changing the density of the
bar material so that the truss areal densities are more in-line with each other.
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Figure 4-13: Deflections of the raft nodes in microns across the primary mirrors due to
gravity
4.4 Parametrization of integrated model components
Other models of the dynamic system are also parameterized along with the finite element
model. This section describes the parametrization of both the reaction wheel size and the
resulting RWA disturbances, based on slew/settle requirements and spacecraft inertia.
4.4.1 Reaction wheel sizing
System metrics such as settle time after a slew maneuver are also used to evaluate the
designs. Science observations cannot be made until the transient dynamics resulting from
the slew damp out. A longer settle time reduces the time available to the telescope to take
science images, and thus reduces the scientific return that can be collected over its lifetime.
Since the slew requirements factor into the sizing of the reaction wheels, a separate module
is used to size the reaction wheels' inertia and resulting disturbance amplitudes, and to
determine the settle time after a slew maneuver.
The slew requirements are set in terms of the length of time it takes for the telescope
to slew a number of degrees. The requirements can be changed in the Parameters module,
so that different slew requirements can be compared based on the total time for both slew
and settle. Figure 4-14(a) shows an example maneuver of a spacecraft slewing five degrees
over 180 seconds. Angular rates and accelerations of the spacecraft rigid body are included.
A bang-bang torque command is assumed, shown in Figure 4-14(b). Other torque input
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profiles that avoid the sharp rise and fall of the bang-bang may be preferable in practice.
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Figure 4-14: Slew angle and torque profiles
Once the torque profile is decided upon, the actual magnitudes are set so that rotation
about the axis with the largest principal moment of inertia meets the slew requirement.
Since the moments of inertia change with every regeneration of the finite element model,
the necessary torque requirement will change with every new structural realization. Settle
time is computed by running a time simulation of the integrated model using the assumed
torque profile. The simulation runs until the response envelope of the optical performance
falls beneath a set threshold.
Once the torque requirements about the global spacecraft axes are determined, the
reaction wheels must be sized so that the sum of the individual wheel torques matches the
required spacecraft torque. A single wheel produces a moment W"7 about its rotational
axis where W(.) represents a vector in the frame of the reaction wheel. The moment can
be divided into components Tx, Ty and Tz along the spacecraft axes using the Euler angles
describing the orientation of the wheel in the spacecraft frame (denoted by 8/c(.)).
TX cos # sin 0 cos y + sin/p sin )
Ty = sin, sin 0 cos y - cos sin-y WrT (4.31)
ITz cos 0 cos
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The angles of rotation are P about the original z-axis in the spacecraft frame, followed by 0
about the new y-axis and y about the new x-axis. The component transformation vectors
for all nwheels are collected into a matrix R to sum the torques from the entire assembly
=TY Ri R2 ".. R. T (4.32)
Tz
where W.z, represents the torque produced by the it h wheel. The spacecraft torques, TX,
T1 and Tz, are the totals resulting from the entire reaction wheel assembly. The actual
allocation of wheel torques W.zi across the nwheels depends on the slewing maneuver, and
may be complicated further by the need to avoid identified "noisy" wheel speeds, or to
ensure that any single wheel does not saturate. In this case, to determine required wheel
size, the wheel torques are calculated for the simple torque maneuver about a single axis
(Tx in this example). Torques about the other axes are set to zero.3
8/C Tz 1
T/ ... Rx ...
0 1= j Tz (4.33)
0 . Rz .
I TZn
The matrix R is re-written as row vectors. Solutions to Equation 4.33 are found by
solving for the nullspace of the rows of R, defined by.
... R (4.34)
... RZ ...
A minimum of three wheels are required for attitude control of the three spacecraft axes,
and most often four or more wheels are used in practice to provide redundancy. The matrix
R is then 3 x nwheels, with more columns than rows, and k is 2 x nwheels. Assuming that no
wheels are aligned exactly together, the rank of R should be two (the number of rows), and
there are exactly (nufheels - 2) orthogonal nullspace basis vectors [93] that represent separate
distributions of torque to the individual wheels. Each of these vectors can be scaled so that
3Refer to [92] for a more rigorous method of distributing spacecraft torques amongst the wheels.
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the final torque magnitude about the rotation axis matches the required spacecraft torque,
Tx in Equation 4.33. For the total spacecraft torque requirement shown in Figure 4-14(b),
example wheel torque distributions using five reaction wheels are shown in Figure 4-15. In
this case, there are three possible options for distributing the total torque about the wheels,
based on three nullspace vectors.
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Figure 4-15: Options for distributing total torque amongst five reaction wheels
For a conservative estimate of wheel size, the maximum torque across the nwheels is
selected. The physical wheel size and the magnitude of the disturbances are related to the
inertia J of the flywheel, related to torque through
r, = Jcj (4.35)
given a wheel acceleration cj. In the case of the bang-bang torque profile, the inertia J is
solved for directly given the slew time tslew and a maximum permissable wheel speed Wmax.
J= tTlew (4.36)Wmax 2
Once the flywheel inertia J is found for a given design, the wheel mass is approximated using
a database of flywheels 4 to compute curvefits of mass to flywheel inertia (Figure 4-16(a)).
4Collected by members of the ARGOS team in the MIT SSL
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Finally, the wheel mass is fed back into the FEM as a concentrated mass representing the
RWA.
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Figure 4-16: Curvefits of reaction wheel properties with flywheel inertia, with a sample
design point circled
4.4.2 Disturbance inputs
The disturbance model is based on a harmonic representation of the reaction wheel distur-
bances described in [77]. An example of the amplitude coefficients and harmonic numbers
for an unbalanced Ithaco E-wheel is shown in Figure 3-10. Given a structure of the harmon-
ics (harmonic numbers and relative sizes of the amplitude coefficients), actual amplitudes
can be scaled based on the size of the wheels. This scaling allows the disturbance inputs
to vary with the design parameters. There is a tradeoff between large wheels allowing fast
slews but with more disturbance energy, and smaller wheels with slower slews but with less
disturbance energy.
The scaling of the force and torque amplitudes is determined from a curvefit shown in
Figure 4-16(b). The curvefit is between the flywheel inertia and the radial force coefficient of
the second harmonic, and is based off of three complete wheel models (including harmonics
and amplitude coefficients) described in [78]. The second harmonic was chosen in place of
the first, fundamental harmonic because of the three wheels one was balanced. Balancing
reduces the amplitude of the fundamental harmonic but not of higher harmonics. This
method of scaling, while approximate in nature, allows changes in the slewing requirements
and mass of the telescope to be reflected in the vibrational disturbances. As the telescope
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grows larger, or as slewing requirements increase, there is a corresponding increase in the
inertia of the RWA flywheels. As the inertia increases, Figure 4-16(b) is used to scale the
disturbance amplitudes, which results in larger disturbances exciting the system.
4.5 Trade study example: the Thirty Meter Telescope
The framework for parametrization of finite element and integrated models is applied to
analyze alternate designs for the Thirty Meter Telescope. The model, several of whose
structural realizations are shown in Figure 4-7, is created by a team in the MIT SSL 5
following the rules described in this chapter. This section provides a description of the
model and analysis results.
4.5.1 TMT model
The basic architecture under investigation for the TMT is shown in Figure 4-7. The primary
mirror (PM) diameter is thirty mirrors filled with hexagonal mirror segments. The diameter
of each mirror segment is a design variable (1 meter for all analyses shown here), and every
seven segments lie on a raft. The secondary mirror is at the apex of a tripod secondary
support tower (SST). The entire telescope can rotate on an elevation axis which may be
above or below the PM. Given this basic architecture, there are still design variables that
must be chosen very early in the design process. These include:
* Telescope type
* Location of elevation axis
* Primary mirror focal ratio (f-number)
* Telescope final focal ratio (FFR)
* Optical controller bandwidth
The telescope type could be either Cassegrain or Gregorian. For Cassegrain telescopes
a convex secondary mirror lies ahead of the focal point of the primary mirror, and for
Gregorian telescopes a concave secondary mirror lies beyond the PM's focal point. For the
5Team members included Deborah Howell, Soon-Jo Chung, Julien Lamamy, with support from TMT
engineers at the National Optical Astronomy Observatory (NOAO)
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analysis the difference is determined through the sign of the final focal ratio (FFR), where
Cassegrains are set by a positive FFR and Gregorians by a negative FFR [71]. The value for
the PM focal ratio and absolute value of the final focal ratio are additional design variables,
as is the location of the elevation axis, above or below the PM, shown in Figure 4-17.
The final design variable is the control bandwidth for the closed loop control of the mirror
surface.
Elevation axis Elevation axis
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Figure 4-17: TMT elevation axis locations
All of the design variables are related to physical dimensions through equations such
as 4.30 that determines the height of the secondary mirror tripod above the PM. The struc-
tural model for the system is prepared as described in Section 4.3.2, and a normal modes
analysis is run for each design realization. The modal frequencies for the first 100 modes
are shown in Figure 4-18 for a sample design realization 6. The first mode for this system
is at 1.04 Hz. The modeshape is a rocking of the telescope on its elevation axis, as shown
in Figure 4-19(a). The first torsional mode of the SST occurs at 1.63 Hz, shown in Fig-
ure 4-19(b), and the first "saddle mode" where the primary mirror is distorted occurs at
6.13 Hz (Figure 4-19(c)). The modal frequencies climb slowly to 17 Hz, where they level
off. Examination of the modeshapes shows that the modes up to 17 Hz are dominated by
the SST and rocking of the telescope on its elevation axis, while all of the modes clustered
around 17 Hz involve deflections of the primary mirror. Since many of the dynamic distur-
bance sources for ground-based telescopes are low-frequency in nature, there is a wish to
increase the first frequency to 2 Hz or higher; this could be accomplished by stiffening the
tripod legs and the connection to the elevation axis.
6 The design variables are: Gregorian configuration with PM focal ratio of 1.0, final focal ratio of -15, and
elevation axis 3.5 meters above the PM
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Figure 4-18: First 100 modes of a TMT sample design
TMT optics
The optics model is provided by the NOAO in the form of linear sensitivity matrices that
transform z-displacements of the primary mirror nodes and all displacements and rotations
of the secondary mirror node into weighted Zernike coefficients ai for the first nine Zernike
terms [74] (described in Section 3.2.1). The optics model is integrated with the structural
outputs from the state-space system, described by Equation 3.29, given the sensitivity
matrix C1 for the primary mirror degrees of freedom and C2 for the secondary mirror
degrees of freedom.
= ClCdpM C2CdsM 0]{ } (4.37)
a9 I
The final output metrics are the root-sum-squared (RSS) value of the tip and tilt Zernikes
(numbers 1 and 2, where number 0 refers to piston) termed the image motion, and the root-
sum-squared value of all other Zernikes (numbers 3 through 8) termed the image quality.
2
Zmotion = a (4.38)
Zquality = (4.39)
Image motion is impacted most by the large tip and tilt rotations of the secondary mirror;
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Figure 4-19: TMT modeshapes
the low frequency flexibility of the parameterized TMT secondary tower adversely affects
these performances outputs. Image quality is affected more by the movement and deflections
of the primary mirror; since the primary mirror is largely rigid across the disturbance
frequencies, these metrics are closer to the desired values.
Dynamic disturbances
Wind blowing into the telescope housing and around the mirrors is the anticipated source
of dynamic disturbance. A parametric wind model is provided to MIT by the NOAO [10].
The model includes the effect on the primary and secondary mirrors from wind entering
through the dome opening. It also models the effect on the primary mirror of wind entering
through side vents and of shear layer modes that result from vortices as wind passes over
the dome opening. An example PSD of the disturbance on the PM due to wind coming
through the dome opening is shown in Figure 4-20. This PSD is applied to the system as
described in Section 3.4. The final optical performance outputs are the summation of the
outputs from all four wind disturbance sources.
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Figure 4-20: Example disturbance PSD from wind impacting the primary mirror
Optical control
The final component of the TMT integrated model is control for both primary mirror shape
and secondary mirror tip and tilt. In the model, the mirror rafts are connected to the truss
backstructure by 100 Hz springs in the vertical (line-of-sight) direction (Figure 4-21), and
the secondary mirror is connected to the SST by a similar 100 Hz torsional spring. Relative
force (or torque) actuators are placed across each spring. A proposed actuator and sensor
suite for TMT is described in [94]; gap sensors between each segment determine the relative
orientation of each segment. From this data the overall shape of the primary mirror can
be computed. Since these gap sensors are not modeled, the Zernike outputs in the TMT
integrated model resulting from only primary mirror displacements are used to represent
this sensor information for mirror shape control. Similarly, the total Zernike tip and tilt
outputs are used for the secondary mirror control, representing a wave front sensor further
down the optical path.
Figure 4-21: Illustration of raft-spring connection joint with relative force actuator
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The control algorithms for both the primary and secondary mirrors are based on a paper
by MacMartin and Chanan [11]. Given a relationship between the actuator forces u and the
Zernike sensor input y, y = Pu, the actuator forces are minimized by u = Pty where (.)t
is the pseudo-inverse 7. The force influence matrix P is found by computing the transfer
function relating actuator force to Zernike output at zero frequency (undisturbed)
Yzernikes = C(-A)-1B + D - P (4.40)
Uactuators Iw=O
The zero frequency values are then used as the gains in an integral controller, with a control
bandwidth of wBW.
Pt 27rwBw
Uactuators = 8 Yz 'zernikes (4.41)
A controller canonical state-space realization of this transfer function is created and inte-
grated with the model.
Sample TMT results
The final TMT integrated model is shown in Figure 4-22. The "TMT Plant" represents
the structural model, which is acted upon both by the wind disturbances and by the force
and torque actuators on the primary and secondary mirrors. Structural outputs include
the physical displacements of each raft node, and all six degrees of freedom for the sec-
ondary mirror node. These outputs are multiplied by the optical sensitivity matrices C1
(for the primary mirror nodes) and C2 (for the secondary mirror nodes) to give Zernike
coefficients. The coefficients are both fed back to the controllers and are output as final
system performances.
Figures 4-23(a) through 4-23(f) show the PSDs and cumulative RMS curves for some
of the Zernike outputs in both open loop and closed loop. The tip/tilt Zernikes, numbers 1
and 2, are controlled by the secondary mirror actuators which attenuate the response up
to the corner frequency (1 Hz in these examples). For higher Zernikes, the closed loop
response is improved using the primary mirror actuators. Motion of the secondary mirror
also affects higher Zernikes, including numbers 3 (Figure 4-23(c)) and 6 (Figure 4-23(f)),
SMacMartin and Chanan [11] use a relationship between displacement of the actuator x versus sensor
input. Since the parameterized TMT actuators act over springs with spring constant k, forces are used in
place of displacements, and are related to the raft displacements through u = -kx.
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(1-8)
Figure 4-22: Block diagram of the TMT integrated model
but since the secondary mirror is not controlled for these outputs the attenuation is less
than for Zernikes 1 and 2. In each example however, closed loop control improves the system
performance up to the control bandwidth.
The wind disturbances contribute most at low frequencies, below 1Hz. In each of these
plots there are no additional contributions to the final performance RMS values above 10Hz
(note the flatline of each RMS curve by 10Hz). The final RMS values for each Zernike are
root-sum-squared as in Equations 4.38 and 4.39 for the final design performance outputs.
Table 4.6 gives the final open and closed loop RMS for the plots in Figure 4-23, as well as
the final image motion and quality metrics.
Table 4.6: Final performance values for example TMT design
Zernike # Open Loop [pjm] Closed Loop [p/m]
1 1.80 0.687
2 45.32 29.45
3 0.021 0.013
4 0.314 0.169
5 0.029 0.018
6 0.034 0.021
Image motion [nm] 45.35 29.46
Image quality [nm] 0.888 0.698
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Figure 4-23: Zernike PSDs
(f) Zernike 6 (coma)
and cumulative RMS curves
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4.5.2 Design variable trades
The goal of the TMT parameterized model is to allow trade space analysis of critical design
variables. These variables, chosen at the very start of the design, influence overall mission
performance and cost, so it is desirable to determine how changes in the variables would
affect the design metrics. Besides the optical performance outputs, total mass and cost of
TMT are important design metrics. Mass is output from the finite element model. The cost
model was provided to MIT by the NOAO. Values such as the diameter of the secondary
mirror and height of the entire telescope (which drives size of the enclosing dome) are used
to estimate a dollar cost of the structure.
Table 4.7 outlines the design variables and gives the range of values examined. Telescope
type is either Cassegrain or Gregorian and is set by the sign of the final focal ratio. The
elevation axis is either above or below the primary mirror, with only a single position for
each choice. Continuous variables include the focal ratio of the primary mirror, and final
focal ratio of the entire telescope. Appropriate ranges are given for both variables. The
effect of control bandwidth is also examined.
Table 4.7: MIT TMT trade space parameters
Parameters values units
Telescope type Cassegrain (FFR>0) vs. Gregorian (FFR<O) -
Elevation axis +3.5 -2.2 m
PM focal ratio [0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5] -
Final focal ratio (FFR) - [12 14 16 18 20 22 ]
Control bandwidth 0.1 1.0 2.0 Hz
Single Parameter Trades
Initial analysis of the trade space involves examining the effect of varying individual para-
meters on output metrics, keeping all other values at nominal or, as in the figures shown,
drawing isogrid lines along which all other parameters are the same. These single parameter
trades can be used to quickly identify trends.
The two plots in Figure 4-24 show the effect of PM focal ratio (on the left) and final
focal ratio (on the right) on the total mass. The dotted lines on each plot connect those
designs where all other design variables are held constant. While only several example lines
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are drawn on each plot, the lines indicate how families of designs are related as the design
variable across the y-axis changes.
The effect that PM focal ratio has on mass is seen to be dependent on other variables:
given an elevation axis below the PM, increasing the focal ratio increases the total structural
mass for both Gregorian and Cassegrain telescopes. For elevation axes above the PM
however, the shorter Cassegrain telescopes tend to decrease in mass as focal ratio increases.
For the Gregorian telescopes with elevation axis above the PM there is a mass minima
observed between a focal ratio of 1.0 and 1.1. This is due to the reduction in counterweight
mass as the location of the structure center of gravity becomes coincident with the elevation
axis. When the elevation axis is above the PM the center of gravity for short telescopes is
often below the elevation axis. As focal ratio increases the telescope height increases and
the center of gravity approaches and eventually passes the elevation axis. When the points
are coincident, the necessary counterweight mass falls to zero as the telescope is perfectly
balanced. This effect is also observed with the Cassegrain telescopes at higher focal ratio
(between 1.4 and 1.5) but is not as pronounced as for the taller Gregorian telescopes.
All other design variables held constant, an increase in the magnitude of FFR in Figure 4-
24(b) is seen to decrease the mass. The effect is very much dependent on the elevation axis;
changing FFR when the elevation axis is above the PM and with larger PM focal ratios
tends to have a much greater impact on mass than with other cases. There is relatively
little change in mass across FFR values for the case of elevation axis above the PM.
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Figure 4-24: Effect of parameter variation on mass
The plots in Figure 4-25 show the effect of designs variables (PM focal ratio on the left,
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and final focal ratio on the right) on the total cost. The dotted lines represent constant
values of the other design variables. Both plots show similar trends with cost increasing
with PM focal ratio and decreasing with the absolute value of final focal ratio. The costs
are more sensitive to PM focal ratio and final focal ratio for a Gregorian telescopes, however
the overall costs are less with the Cassegrains.
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Figure 4-25: Effect of parameter variation on cost
Figure 4-26 shows the effect of PM focal ratio on the image quality performance output
by examining the Gregorian versus Cassegrain telescopes at high and low elevation axes
separately. Lines connecting designs with equal final focal ratio are also drawn on each
plot. All plots use a control bandwidth of 0.1 Hz. Each of the four plots shows similar
behavior; increasing PM focal ratio worsens the image quality metric. This makes sense for
these dynamic responses since a taller secondary tower would be expected to have greater
dynamic deformation in the presence of wind. For the Gregorian telescopes increasing the
final focal ratio magnitude shortens the telescope and improves image quality.
The four plots in Figure 4-27 show the relationship between mass and image quality.
Lines of constant PM focal ratio are drawn, and for each line the direction of increasing final
focal ratio (absolute value) is shown with arrows. As seen before, the case of the elevation
axis above the PM has a mass minima. The minima is much more obvious for the Gregorian
telescope, while the Cassegrain seem to be on that side of the curve where increasing mass
generally improves performance. Also apparent is that performance improves with lower
PM focal ratios and higher FFR. For the case of the elevation axis below the PM, lower
mass most often gives better performance.
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Figure 4-26: Detailed PM focal length versus image quality plots
The PM focal ratio curves in the Cassegrain plots show a saw-toothed variability. For
each PM focal ratio curve the only varying parameter is FFR. This variability can be
seen even in Figures 4-26(a) and 4-26(b), where the FFR-curves intersect each other. The
curves reinforce the result that FFR has less affect on the Cassegrain performance than
other variables.
Due to the simplified actuator/sensor model, the effect of increasing bandwidth on the
output metrics is always to improve the performance without consequence in terms of sta-
bility margins. This effect is not considered physical, and more detailed sensor/actuator
models together with advanced controllers are needed to show instabilities at higher band-
widths.
Full trade studies
Examination of the full trade space is performed to identify the architecture families that
best meet all of the system metrics. Each combination of design variable values, given
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Figure 4-27: Detailed mass versus image quality plots
in Table 4.7, is used to generate a unique integrated model. A total of 576 designs are
evaluated and key metrics are plotted against each other.
Mass versus cost is plotted in Figure 4-28. There is a very obvious curve of optimal
designs in the lower left of the plot, running between $420 and $500 million, and from
800,000 kg to 950,000 kg. By choosing different designs along this front, tradeoffs between
cost and mass can be made. Individual designs across the entire plot are identified to
determine which traits are superior in terms of these metrics. There are obvious differences
both in elevation axis and telescope type.
The elevation axis difference is most pronounced; all of the points above the optimal
front that rise to the upper left (high cost, high mass) quadrant of the plot have an elevation
axis below the primary mirror. These exhibit the behavior that mass rises with cost. Those
designs with elevation axis above the primary mirror lie on the arec on the lower half of the
plot, with a mass minimum of approximately 800,000 kg at $500 million. This minimum
was observed before, in Figure 4-27(a) and 4-27(c) for instance, and occurs as the SST
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Figure 4-28: Mass versus cost trade space results
increases in height, raising the structure center of gravity past the elevation axis, reducing
the counterweight mass to zero. The corresponding increase in total cost is likely due to
the larger dome structure needed for a taller telescope.
The other obvious trait from this chart is the dominance of Cassegrain designs over
Gregorian for both cost and mass across the entire trade space. While both are repre-
sented along the optimal front, the heaviest and most expensive designs are all Gregorian.
On average the PM-SM separation distance is greater for Gregorian telescopes than the'
Cassegrains. This results in greater mass since the structure CG is usually further from the
elevation axis and the counterweight mass increases. Costs also increase because a greater
dome diameter is needed for taller telescopes.
Total cost is compared to both image motion and image quality in Figure 4-29. Image
motion in particular shows large values on the order of 1 mm especially for the Gregorian
telescopes. The Cassegrain telescopes have much smaller values, most below 50 microns.
Image quality values are much smaller, but the overall trends are similar; the Gregorian
values are on the order of 10 microns, while the Cassegrain values are mostly less than
1 micron. The differences between the telescopes are likely the result of the Gregorian
telescopes being taller than the Cassegrains. Wind disturbances on the secondary mirror
have a greater effect on the taller SSTs, resulting in worse performance.
Mass versus image motion and quality are shown in Figure 4-30. The Cassegrain designs
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have better performance across all mass levels, often by an order of magnitude.
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Figure 4-30: Mass versus performance trade space results
The dynamics analysis shows that increasing FFR and decreasing PM focal ratio re-
duces cost and improves performance. Cassegrains show better results across metrics; the
shorter telescopes tend to be less massive, their dome costs are less and the dynamic wind
disturbance has less of an effect on the performance. Finally having the elevation axis above
the primary mirror usually led to a dramatic decrease in total mass.
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4.6 Conclusions
In order to examine alternative designs in the conceptual design stage, or to evaluate the
effect of off-nominal uncertainty parameters, methods of parameterizing structural finite
element models and integrated models are described. Different methods may be used based
on the parameters of interest. The linear fractional transformation (LFT) provides a fast
method of evaluating variations in parameters that enter the physical equations of motion
or integrated state-space model linearly. The example shown of the TPF-SCI model indi-
cates how the LFT can be used to vary potentially uncertain parameters such as Young's
modulus or modal damping, or design variables such as isolator corner frequencies or optical
bandwidths.
In order to parameterize design variables that determine the very shape and dimensions
of a structure, a parameterized modeling environment is created that automatically gener-
ates and evaluates finite element models and integrated models. An example automated
finite element model of the ground-based Thirty Meter Telescope is shown. As high-level
design variables such as location of the elevation axis or curvature of the primary mirror
change, completely new FE models are produced. Similar parametrization is demonstrated
on integrated model components such as the reaction wheel assemblies. The mass and dis-
turbance energy of the RWA varies as the inertia of the spacecraft changes and as spacecraft
slew requirement vary.
Lastly, an analysis of the parameterized TMT design is performed that indicates better
optical performance in the Cassegrain designs, and lower mass for those designs with the
elevation axis below the primary mirror.
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Chapter 5
Critical Parameter Identification
and Uncertainty Analysis
Along with trade space exploration, analyses in the conceptual design stage must include
the first steps to quantify the inherent uncertainty of a design. Uncertainty analysis of the
performance predictions is an important tools for the analytic validation of the designs. A
comprehensive uncertainty analysis must indicate by launch whether the mission will meet
its requirements even in the presence of remaining uncertainties. By initiating such analyses
at the start of the design lifecycle across design trade studies, robustness to uncertainty
can be used as a metric to compare competing designs. Even for point designs, an early
evaluation of the uncertainties can motivate further research that will lead to a more robust
design and, in time, provide the necessary data for a more complete uncertainty analysis at
later stages of the lifecycle.
This chapter focuses on the methods used to evaluate the uncertainty during conceptual
design trades of integrated models. At this design stage there are few details on the types of
uncertain models that describe the input parameters, and there is no hardware with which
to compare model predictions. Based on these conditions, the approach to uncertainty
analysis is illustrated in Figure 5-1. The approach concentrates on bounded, parametric
uncertainty analysis where a key concern is the identification of those parameters that most
contribute to the model outputs. The first section of this chapter considers methods of
identifying critical uncertainty parameters out of a large set of system parameters. These
methods include a sensitivity analysis and a simulation-based approach from the field of
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Figure 5-1: Approach to uncertainty analysis. Methods highlighted by blocks described in
this chapter.
Design of Experiments. An overview of factorial experiments and analysis of variance is
provided.
Following the identification of critical parameters, the uncertainty models of those para-
meters must be defined. These models are either bounded or probabilistic in form. Several
uncertainty propagation techniques based on the type of input model are described. These
propagation techniques either place bounds on the model outputs or define the probability
that an output will meet its requirement. In choosing which technique is appropriate to
use, the maturity of the design and the stage of the design lifecycle are considered. A para-
metric, bounded approach is ultimately used based on the available parameter information
and needs of the conceptual design methodology at this stage.
The final section shows an example critical parameter identification analysis on the Ter-
restrial Planet Finder, Free-Flying Interferometer (TPF-FFI) model. Critical parameters
are identified using Design of Experiment techniques, followed by a bounded parametric
uncertainty analysis.
5.1 Identification of critical uncertainty parameters
5.1.1 Sensitivity analysis
The sensitivity of performance outputs to system parameters provides information that is
used in several ways during design and re-design. For the present purpose of parametric
uncertainty analysis, the parameters evaluated are limited to those that most influence the
outputs. Even if a parameter is very uncertain, if it has no effect on the outputs those un-
certainties will not contribute to the performance uncertainty. In terms of system re-design,
the sensitivities indicate which parameters are the most useful "knobs" for changing the out-
puts toward a desired requirement. Sign information on the sensitivity values can indicate
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whether increasing or decreasing a particular variable improves the performance [26]. Also,
many design optimization techniques use sensitivities in the form of gradient information
to determine a search direction.
Because of the usefulness of parameter sensitivities for identifying critical parameters,
and since the DOCS toolbox already contains sensitivity tools, this approach is used first in
identifying critical uncertainty parameters. Methods of computing performance sensitivities
depend on the form of the model. Gutierrez [26] describes the governing sensitivity equation
that can be used when the system is driven by white noise. The method used here is
for a state-space model in which the final performance is computed using the frequency
response function and the disturbances are described by PSDs. After the derivation of the
analytic sensitivity method, an example will be presented using the TPF-FFI spacecraft
with 13 physical parameters and 140 damping values.
Frequency response function sensitivity
The PSD approach for performance prediction, described in Section 3.4, relies on the fre-
quency response function (FRF) of the system. The FRF for a system with disturbance
inputs w and performance outputs z is computed in Equation 3.43, repeated here.
Gzw = Cz (sI - A)-' B, + Dzw (5.1)
The PSD of the outputs is computed using Equation 3.44 with the FRF and the distur-
bance PSD Sww.
Szz(w) = Gzw(w) Sw,(w) GZ(w) (5.2)
The variance of the performance outputs, Ez, is found using the single-sided integral of
the performance PSD given in Equation 3.46 where the frequency w is in radians per second
(rad/sec).
Ez(w - Szz(w) dw (5.3)
- 1oj Gzw(w) S vw(w) GH
The root mean square performance values a,o for each output i are found by taking
the square root of each value along the diagonal of Ez. Of interest in a sensitivity analysis
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is how those RMS values vary with a given parameter, p. This is written as e, and is
found by computing the sensitivity of the variance ao2 to p, and applying the following
relationship.
- (5.4)Op 2ozi Op
The sensitivity matrix of the variance matrix, -, is found by differentiating Equation 5.3
with respect to p.
SGzw+ Sw, Gz dw) (5.5)
Op 5p -r 10
Since the differentiation with respect to p has no dependence on w, the differential operator
Sis moved inside of the integral, and the integrand expanded based on the dependence of
Gzw on p.
f +00 Sww G H + Gzw Sww "S Op zOp
Note that this assumes that the disturbance PSD Sww is not a function of p; only parameters
of the FRF are considered. Equation 5.6 is then solved by computing the partial differential
of Gzw, using Equation 5.1.
Gz = OCz (sI - A) - '1 B w  + Cz (sI - A) - ' OA (sI - A)-' B (5.7)
+ Cz (sI- A) -  Bw ODzOp ap
Note that this expansion makes use of the matrix relation
dX - 1  dX
=x- -X-1 X-
Op Op
to take the derivative of the inverse of (sI - A).
In solving Equation 5.7 all that is needed are the sensitivities of the original state
matrices to p, and these were computed back in Equation 4.13. The parameters p used here
make up the A blocks used in the LFT transformation.
Application of this sensitivity approach to the TPF-FFI spacecraft is demonstrated next.
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TPF-FFI sensitivities
A sensitivity analysis is performed on the TPF-FFI spacecraft integrated model, examined
in Section 3.4.2. The spacecraft model includes the two line-of-sight performance outputs,
as well as the wave front error determined by the root-sum-square of the weighted output
Zernikes. The wave front error metric is a non-linear combination of the outputs, and can
not be computed directly from the linear state-space model. This means that the general
sensitivity equations described in the previous section, while useful to investigate individual
Zernikes coefficients, cannot be used to determine the sensitivity of the wave front error.
Only sensitivities for the line-of-sight outputs will be examined here. A method to identify
critical parameters influencing non-linear effects such as wave front error will be described
in the following section.
The first step in a sensitivity or critical parameter identification routine is to determine
which parameters will be evaluated. Since the goal of the analysis is to identify the subset of
all parameters in the model that most affect the outputs, deciding a-priori which subset of
parameters to include in the sensitivity analysis necessarily requires engineering judgement
on the part of the designer. The goal of the pre-selection is to identify which parameters
may have an influence on the outputs or may have larger uncertainty bounds. While
these selections are obviously based on the knowledge and experience of the designer, it
is suggested that a large number of potential critical parameters be included in this first
screening process. This leaves identification of the most critical parameters, those that
influence the system most, to the analytical techniques described here.
In the case of the TPF spacecraft model, identified parameters include concentrated
masses for the secondary mirror and at mounting points on the primary mirror. Material
constants such as Young's modulus can be evaluated for different components of the struc-
ture, including along the sunshade booms and along the tower legs supporting the secondary
mirror. Other parameters include stiffness values of springs connecting appendages to the
structure, or corner frequencies of the low-pass filters representing vibration isolators. All
of the finite element parameters used in this uncertainty analysis are listed in Table 5.1,
along with the nominal values of the parameters. Parameters for other integrated model
components, such as the isolator corner frequencies and control bandwidth, are listed in
Table 5.2
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Table 5.1: Identified parameters from the TPF-FFI FE model
Component EID # element parameter units nominal value
SST legs 60003 - 60053 cbar E N/m2 1.15 x 1011
PM plates 70001 -- 70968 ctria3 E N/m2 8.96 x 1010
Sunshade booms 50000 -- 50005 cbar E N/m2 1.15 x 1011
50007 -- 50012
50014 -- 50019
50021 - 50026
Sunshade masses 50931 - 50934 conm2 M kg 39.1036
Light trays springs 95901 96901 cbush K1, K2, K3  N/m 1.75 x 10S
(translation)
Light trays springs 95904 96904 cbush K4, K5, K6  Nm 112985
(rotation)
Radiator springs: 11901 12901 13901 cbush K1, K2, K3  N/m 1.75 x 108
(translation) 14901 15901 16901
Radiator springs: 11904 12904 13904 cbush K4, K5, K6  Nm 112985
(rotation) 14904 15904 16904
SM 60054 conm2 M kg 19.4819
PM mounts 72011 --, 72019 conm2 M kg 0.79921
Table 5.2: Parameters in the TPF integrated model
Parameter units nominal value
RWA isolator corner frequency Hz 10
Bus isolator corner frequency Hz 2
Controller bandwidth Hz 10
Sensitivities are computed for all of the parameters listed. The results are plotted in
Figure 5-2, with a selection of damping results given separately in Figure 5-3. The results are
normalized based on the nominal parameter values. This allows sensitivities on parameters
with different units to be compared to one another on the same plot. Starting with the
sensitivities computed from Equation 5.4, the percentage change in performance due
to parameter variation is found using [26]
Pnom 0'zi _- .1om (z)nom % change in az, (5.8)
(azi)nom Op - P_ .•A" % change in pPnom Pnom
Negative sensitivity corresponds to an inverse relation between the parameter and the
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Figure 5-2: Output RMS sensitivity for 21 parameters
output. For example, as the parameter is raised 1%, the output decreases by the percentage
sensitivity. So, in Figure 5-2, as the isolator corner frequency for the RWA is increased 1%,
the filtered LOS-x should decrease 4%. Likewise, if the sensitivity is positive, a 1% change
of the parameter value would increase the output by the amount of the sensitivity.
An examination of Figures 5-2 and 5-3 indicates that the results appear to be fairly
insensitive to damping across all but a couple of modes, compared at least to the other pa-
rameters. Given the uncertainty of the modal damping model, especially at the cryogenic
temperatures that TPF will experience, this result should not be interpreted to suggest that
damping is not a factor. Rather, at small variations about the nominal results, other para-
meters dominate this particular model. Research in more appropriate damping models at
cryogenic temperatures is still a critical part of understanding the parametric uncertainties
of this TPF model. Given that damping is already identified as a source of uncertainty in
the TPF program, the role of the other parameters will be focused on in greater detail for
this analysis.
In Figure 5-2, several parameters stand out, including control bandwidth, mass of the
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Figure 5-3: Output RMS sensitivity for damping on first 40 flexible modes
secondary mirror, moduli of both the sunshade booms and SST, and both isolator frequen-
cies. The output also seems to be somewhat sensitive to the z-axis rotational stiffness of
springs connecting the stray light trays to the OTA ('K6-TrayBush' on the plot legend).
In nearly all of these cases, the sensitivities are negative. This indicates, not surprisingly,
that improved performance can come through higher control bandwidths and stiffer bars
for the sunshade and SST. Less expected, perhaps, is that increasing the mass of the sec-
ondary mirror is beneficial, particularly for LOS-y. Since the final masses for many of these
components may not be known at this stage of the design, the dynamic response would
actually improve should the final SM mass be larger than anticipated. Other parameters,
such as the masses placed at the primary mirror mounting points, most of the stray light
tray stiffnesses, and even the modulus of the primary mirror, do not affect the system out-
puts. Whether or not these parameters have large uncertainties associated with them, their
small influence on the performances means that these parameters are not retained in further
uncertainty analyses.
The isolator corner frequencies dominate the results in Figure 5-2. The 10 Hz reaction
wheel isolator has the largest effect, with a 1% increase in frequency providing between 2
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and 4% improvement in performance. A closer examination of the closed loop PSD curve
for this system, shown in Figure 5-4, provides some physical interpretation of the results.
A trio of critical modes is directly below the 10 Hz isolator. The largest mode at 8.55 Hz
contributes over half of the total RMS output for LOS-x. The isolator model (shown in
Figure 3-12) would provide amplification of the system for several hertz above and below
its 10 Hz corner frequency, so lowering the frequency closer to 8.55 Hz would further excite
these critical structural modes. The results from the sensitivity plot seem to agree with
intuition, in suggesting to raise the isolator frequency for improved performance.
10"  F100  10'
Frequency [Hz]
Figure 5-4: PSD and cumulative RMS curve for the closed loop TPF-FFI system
In terms of critical parameter identification, the results of the sensitivity analysis are
that out of the original 22 identified parameters (18 finite element, 3 integrated model-
ing, and damping), only 7 are shown to appreciably affect the final performance outputs.
The parameter space that must be explored for an uncertainty analysis has been reduced
threefold. The remaining parameters, roughly in decreasing order of importance, are as
follows.
* RWA isolator corner frequency
* Bus isolator corner frequency
* Modulus of the sunshade booms
* Controller bandwidth
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* Modulus of the SST legs
* Secondary mirror mass
* Stray light tray, z-axis rotational stiffness
The analytic sensitivity analysis method in DOCS is straightforward, but it still is
limited to the outputs of state-space systems. The non-linear wave front error performance
could not be included. This technique would not work on models requiring time-domain
simulations, or on thermal analyses not framed in terms of a state-space model. Since
designers for optical systems such as TPF are greatly interested in non-linear behavior
and thermal effects, an alternative approach is required to identify critical uncertainty
parameters for models that cannot be represented in state-space form. The next section
introduces methods of critical parameter identification, based on computer simulations, that
are applicable to both linear and non-linear models.
5.1.2 Computer simulations and analysis of variance
This section provides background on Design of Experiments methods, factorial designs and
the analysis of variance. The use of these techniques for critical parameter identification is
described.
Introduction to Design of Experiments
Design of Experiments (DOE) refers to the field of techniques used to gain maximum in-
formation out of a limited set of experiments. Since its inception in agricultural research
in the 1930s, experimental design has been used in fields from industrial process improve-
ment to scientific research. The field covers statistical experimentation such as Monte Carlo
sampling and its various derivatives [511, Taguchi methods of quality control [95], analysis
of variance (ANOVA) techniques to identify key contributors to an output metric [591, and
response surface modeling to create approximation models using the results from only a few
actual experiments [96].
While many aspects of experimental design have to do with actual physical tests in
which random errors between otherwise identical experiments can produce different results,
the area of computational simulation is unique since the experiments are deterministic.
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Repeating any simulation will give the exact same result. The elimination of random error
has led to a branch of DOE sometimes referred to as Design and Analysis of Computer
Experiments, or DACE [47, 51, 50]. These experiments use many of the same approaches
as traditional DOE, but the emphasis is on how to reduce the number of lengthly computer
simulations required in a study. Given a unique input vector p and output metrics a
related by some costly simulation a = f(p), computer experiments guide selection of the
inputs to produce either output statistics, response surface models, or to show which inputs
contribute most to the output. This final application, determining which inputs have the
greatest influence on the outputs, is used in place of the sensitivity analysis technique of
the previous sections for critical parameter identification.
The advantage of DOE for integrated modeling simulations is apparent as the models
grow larger and more complex. Linear models can be studied in the frequency domain where
advanced disturbance and sensitivity algorithms can be employed. In the cases of non-linear
or thermal models, frequency domain algorithms are either not valid or require simplifica-
tions and assumptions of the underlying system. If computationally intensive time-domain
solutions are required or if the desired model output include non-linear metrics such as
WFE, DOE methods can provide the means to identify critical parameters. Two experi-
mental techniques for determining the relative influence of input parameters are described
next.
Factorial Experiments
Given a system with one or multiple input parameters, or factors in DOE terminology, one
goal is to determine the effect of factors on an output metric. The 2k or full factorial design
is one approach to this problem. Given k factors, labeled A, B, C, etc., an experiment is
run in which each factor is set at low and high values. For a 2-factor design, this involves
4 runs as shown in Figure 5-5(a). A 3-factor experiment would require 23 = 8 runs, as
shown in Figure 5-5(b). The outputs from individual runs can be labelled based on which
factors are at the high values. The outputs from a run with A and B factors high and C
low, for example, would be labelled ab. The outputs when all factors are at their low value
are labelled (1). Table 5.3 shows the individual runs and the labels for a 23 design, with a
-1 representing low values and +1 representing high values
The factor efect can be computed as the difference between the averaged values of the
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(a) 22 factorial design with 4 runs (b) 23 factorial design with 8 runs. Each point is
labelled by which factors are at the high level.
Figure 5-5: 2k factorial designs
Table 5.3: 23 factorial design
Run # A B C output labels
1 -1 -1 -1 (1)
2 +1 -1 -1 a
3 -1 +1 -1 b
4 +1 +1 -1 ab
5 -1 -1 +1 c
6 +1 -1 +1 ac
7 -1 +1 +1 bc
8 +1 +1 +1 abc
factor at high and low levels. For example in the case of the 23 design, the effect of factor
A would be
S- a+ab+ac+abc (1)+b+c+bc O. c
\V../
-[a+ab+ac+abc- (1) -b-c-bc]4
1
- [-(1) + a - b+ab - c + ac - bc+abc]4
Similarly, the effects of factors B and C would be
1
B =- [-(1) - a + b + ab - c - ac + bc + abc]4
1
C = 1 [-(1) - a - b - ab + c + ac + bc + abc]4
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(5.10)
(5.11)
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Note that the terms in brackets, known as the contrasts, are merely the dot products of
the experimental outputs with the appropriate column of coefficients (+1, -1) in Table 5.3.
Once the factorial table has been generated for a design, matrix notation is used to compute
the factor effects.
The effects for individual factors like A or B are the main effects. Along with these
main effects are interaction effects which indicate the strength of the interaction between
two or more factors. A large interaction effect indicates strong coupling between factors.
The contrasts for interactions can be computed easily by multiplying appropriate columns
of the factorial table. The coefficients that would describe the AB interaction in the 23
design, for example, result from the multiplication of columns A and B of Table 5.3.
A:
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
*B:
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
The resulting interaction effect then would be
1AB = [+(1) - a - b + ab + c - ac - bc + abc] (5.12)
with the contrast in brackets. A full table of coefficients can be generated in this way, with
each column acting as a vector whose dot-product with the experimental outputs leads to
the appropriate effect. The entire coefficient table for the 23 design is given in Table 5.4.
Two-level full factorial designs such as in Table 5.3 can be created easily in MATLAB
using the statistics toolbox command ff2n.m. The full interaction coefficient table can be
generated using element multiplication of the appropriate columns.
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Table 5.4: Coefficient table for computing main and interaction effects
A B C AB AC BC ABC
-1 -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1
+1 -1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1
-1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1 +1
+1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1
+1 -1 +1 -1 +1 -1 -1
-1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1
+1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1
Fractional Factorial Experiments
Although the full factorial design provides a great amount of information regarding the
main and interaction effects, it requires a large number of runs as the number of factors
increases. To evaluate four factors requires 16 runs, five factors require 32 runs, ten factors
require 1024 runs, and so on. An alternative is a fractional factorial experiment. Using the
assumption that the higher interaction effects such as ABC are negligible, a fraction of the
experiments necessary for a full factorial design are run and the main effects computed.
A fractional factorial design is created based on a full factorial design for a lesser number
of inputs. For example, a one-half fraction or a 2 k- 1 design uses half the number of runs
needed in a full 2k design. If there are four parameters, k = 4, the full-factorial design
of a 24- 1 = 23 system (such as Table 5.3) is first created. The additional column for the
fourth factor is then built by equating it with a higher interaction term, such as ABC. The
factorial design in this case is given in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: 24-1 fractional factorial design
Run # A B C D=ABC output labels
1 -1 -1 -1 -1 (1)
2 +1 -1 -1 +1 ad
3 -1 +1 -1 +1 bd
4 +1 +1 -1 -1 ab
5 -1 -1 +1 +1 cd
6 +1 -1 +1 -1 ac
7 -1 +1 +1 -1 bc
8 +1 +1 +1 +1 abcd
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The equations describing factor effects can be written similar to those in Equations 5.9
through 5.11, but note that now not all of the interactions can be independently computed.
The effect computed using the D-column of Table 5.5 is the effect of the sum of D and
ABC. The interactions are aliased together, and the individual effects cannot be identified
without additional experiments. Likewise, in this example, each of the main effects is aliased
with other three-way interactions (A+BCD, for example), and each two-way interaction is
aliased with another two-way interaction (AB+CD, for example).
The alias structure determines the resolution of the design. Resolution III-V designs
are defined as follows [59].
1. Resolution III designs: Main effects are not aliased together, but are aliased with
two-way interactions. Two-way interactions may be aliased with other two-way inter-
actions.
2. Resolution IV designs: Main effects are not aliased with other main effects nor
with two-way interactions. Two-way interactions may be aliased with other two-way
interactions.
3. Resolution V designs: Main effects or two-way interactions are not alised with any
other main effect or two-way interaction.
Depending on the situation, lower resolution designs may be perfectly acceptable. If higher
order interactions can be assumed to be negligible, then the effects computed are approx-
imately the same as the true main order effects. If the goal of an analysis is to identify
several critical input parameters for further study, then a resolution III design on a large
number of parameters may be acceptable as a first shot. Additional studies using higher
resolutions design matrices can then be performed for the identified critical parameters.
If more factors are desired with still fewer runs, smaller fractions of the full factorial
design can be used. For example, given nine factors the 29-5 design yields 24 = 16 runs. A
sample is given in Table 5.6. This particular design is of resolution III, so main effects are
aliased with two-way interactions.
The generating sequence of letters that determine the aliasing structure (e.g. D=ABC)
for each design can vary based on the desired resolution, alias structure, and number of runs
desired. The MATLAB command fracfact .m in the statistics toolbox can create a design
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Table 5.6: 29/5 fractional factorial design yielding 16 runs
Run #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
A
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
B
-1
-1
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
+1
-1
-1
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
+1
C
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
D
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
E=ABC
-1
-1
+1
+1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
-1
-1
+1
+1
F=BCD
-1
+1
+1
-1
+1
-1
-1
+1
-1
+1
+1
-1
+1
-1
-1
+1
G=ACD H=ABD J=ABCD
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
+1
-1
-1
+1
+1
-1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
+1
-1
-1
+1
-1
+1
matrix based on such a generator. Select design generators given in Montgomery [59] have
been used in the TPF-FFI analysis at the end of the chapter.
Analysis of Variance
Once the simulations have been run and the results collected, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
methods can be used in order to determine the relative influence of the factors (parameters)
to the model outputs. ANOVA methods are used with empirical testing in order to decom-
pose the observed variations in the output into contributions from the individual inputs as
well as a contribution due to random errors in the system. Statistical methods are used to
determine whether the variations due to factors are statistically significant, or whether the
variation is caused mostly from errors. In the case of deterministic computer simulations
there is no experimental error and no random variation between identical simulations. All
of the variability in the outputs can be assigned directly to individual factors.
The contributions of factors to variations of the output are determined by computing
the sum of squares of the outputs. The total sum of squares of a set of data, y, coming
from N simulations is found using
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N (z-•i yi) 2
SSTotal -= N (5.13)
i=1
The individual factor sum of squares can be found using the factor contrasts (the brack-
eted values in Equations 5.9 through 5.12). The sum of squares are related to the contrasts
through
[Contrasti] 2SSi = (5.14)8
The summation of all the sum of squares of the factors and their interactions (along with
the sum of squares due to error, if the experiment had any) is the total sum of squares,
found in Equation 5.13. In the two factor case this resolves to:
SSTotal = SSA + SSB + SSAB + SSError (5.15)
where for deterministic computer experiments SSError = 0. The relative influence value [22]
for each factor can be computed as simply the ratio of each factor or interaction sum of
squares to the total sum of squares.
ssiRI = --- (5.16)
SSTotal
Those main factors with the largest percentage RI contribute the most to the final simu-
lation outputs. These methods can be used with any model, state-space or otherwise. The
steps involved are:
1. Select a range of parametric inputs (factors) in the integrated model simulation rou-
tine.
2. Create a fractional factorial experiment in which each of the inputs are varied between
low and high levels.
3. Run the computer simulations.
4. Use ANOVA techniques on the simulation results to identify which parameters most
affect the performance output.
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If this method is used to identify parameters for an uncertainty analysis, those factors
(parameters) with the largest RI values are identified as the critical uncertainty parame-
ters to be retained for the uncertainty analysis. Method of evaluating the uncertainty for
integrated models are described next.
5.2 Uncertainty analysis methods
All model-based predictions of system performance must be evaluated with the apprecia-
tion that there will be a discrepancy between the actual and predicted performances due
to uncertainties that exist in the model. Uncertainty is never entirely eliminated from
any model. Parameters such as material properties may vary from published values, and
even empirically identified parameter values may change over time or with environmental
conditions. Phenomena such as friction or damping are notoriously challenging to model
properly. Moreover all modeling techniques ultimately rely on assumptions that differ, how-
ever minutely, from the actual physics of a real structure. Even the existence of the finished
hardware will not eliminate the uncertainty in a system; the system can change over time
or through disassembly/reassembly, and measurements of the final outputs can always be
influenced by further uncertainties (noise) in the sensors.
The methods used in an uncertainty analysis are closely connected to the stage of the
design lifecycle. In later stages, when hardware and data are available, many uncertainty
tools exist to update models based on data. Just prior to launch, the final uncertainty
predictions must come from probabilistic methods that compute the probability of mission
success based on rigorous evaluation of all the possible uncertainty sources. In earlier stages
of design, such as during the conceptual and preliminary stages, other techniques must be
employed that rely less on hardware data and more on the propagation of uncertainties
through the model and on historical uncertainty bounds.
The aim of this section is to first consider sources of uncertainty, typically divided be-
tween parametric and non-parametric sources. This is followed by an overview of commonly
used uncertainty analysis methods, with particular emphasis on parametric propagation
techniques. Finally, the needs of the conceptual design methodology are considered to de-
termine which methods are most appropriate for comparing the robustness of conceptual
design models.
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5.2.1 Source of model uncertainty
Table 5.7 lists many typical sources of uncertainty for flexible optical structures, based on
SSL modeling and manufacturing experience. While some of the sources are not applicable
to a satellite in orbit (gravity effects, effect of moisture, etc.) they will be a factor for
testbeds or pre-launch tests. At the early stages of the lifecycle, only a subset of the items
listed in Table 5.7 can be evaluated.
A common approach to examining the effect of uncertainties in a model is to first par-
tition the uncertainty as resulting from parametric versus non-parametric sources. Para-
metric uncertainties stem from variations in the values of model parameters. Uncertainties
in parameters, such as material properties, can be propagated through the model given an
uncertainty description of the parameters. Non-parametric uncertainties refer to a much
larger group of possible uncertainty sources, since they include any source other than the
variation of parameters. Most of the sources listed in Table 5.7 are non-parametric in na-
ture. These include model error, which may involve simplifications in the model structure
(e.g. springs in place of complex joints) or incorrect choice of elements, or uncertainties due
to non-linear effects such as joint stick/slip. Model fidelity issues such as mesh density may
be a factor, especially for early, low-fidelity finite element "stick" models.
Starting from a list of uncertainty sources as given in Table 5.7, the first step in an
uncertainty analysis is to determine which sources may be a factor in the system, and
which of the model's uncertainties can be evaluated at a given point in the design process.
In practice, there are many more methods for evaluating parametric uncertainties than there
are for non-parametric, especially when only a model and no hardware is available. The
next step is an overview of methods to analyze non-parametric and parametric uncertainties
in the early stages of design, particularly when no hardware or data exist.
5.2.2 Non-parametric uncertainty analysis
Many methods in the literature quantify non-parametric uncertainties by relying on the
comparison of model predictions to hardware data. Paez, Hunter and Cafeo [97] describe
how variations among multiple data sets can be used to generate stochastic processes that
describe the output behavior. Campbell [16] compares the uncertainty between nominal
hardware and a nominal model (of a system in gravity, for example), and maps the results
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Table 5.7: Uncertainty sources
Material
Modulus
Density
Point mass
Damping coefficient
Composite ply orientation
Composite matrix chemsity
Model Error
Mismodeled loading
Modeling simplification
Rigid links
Rigid substructures
Beam approx. for truss
Element formulation
Model reduction
Boundary conditions
Cross-inertias
(bending, rotary)
Sensor misalignment
Rotation, translation
Interface compliance
Preload
(De)stiffening
Static deformation
Fastener preload
Eccentric loading
Joint rigidity
Gross incompetence
to a modified model of the structure (of the system on-orbit) to predict the uncertainty
bounds of the modified (on-orbit) hardware. While these methods are powerful tools for
evaluating the non-parametric uncertainties of structural models, they all require hardware
to exist. If only a model is available there are a limited number of tools available to place
bounds on the system due to these uncertainties.
Some of the non-parametric uncertainties listed in Table 5.7 can be evaluated using more
detailed models. For example, the effect of mesh fidelity can be evaluated by increasing the
mesh density and observing the resulting changes in model outputs. When the changes are
appropriately small, no further increases in mesh fidelity is required. Non-linear effects can
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Gravity
Joint pre-loading (locking)
Body forces
Pre-stiffening
Sag (coupling)
Gravity-sensor coupling
Suspension dynamics
Pendulum modes
B/C compliance
B/C damping
B/C energy leakage
B/C noise sources
Degradation
Fastener hole wear
Change in modulus
Cracks/crack density
Bearing wear
Manufacturing/Testing
Geometric tolerance
Material residual stress
Fastener torque
Preload
Environmental
Temperature varying E
Temperature varying v
Temperature varying d31
Preload (thermal strain)
Moisture
(mass, shape change)
Outgassing
Air dissipation
Density variation of air
Speed variation of light in air
Acoustic noise
Non-Linear
Modulus non-linearity
Bearing stiction
Bearing rattle
Bearing imbalance
Bearing shape irregularity
Joint stick/slip
Loose fastener
Policy
Cost
Mission goal
Miscellaneous
Optical effect of air
be addressed by building a non-linear model of a system. Other non-parametric uncertain-
ties are more challenging to identify and reduce. Model errors due to the incorrect use of
elements may not be apparent without comparison to data.
A tool to describe the total uncertainty in dynamic models is Hasselman's database of
aerospace structures [25]. This is a compilation of data gained from prior flexible structures
for estimating the uncertainty of new models. The differences between model and data
from the historical structures are collected in covariance matrices. These covariances can
then be used in a linear covariance propagation routine to estimate the uncertainty in a
new model of a similar structure. Bounds on the transfer functions of the new models are
produced. This approach is used by Bourgault [40] to examine model uncertainty for the
Space Interferometry Mission. The method is limited by the number of historical structures
in the database, and by the degree of similarity of those structures with planned future
missions. Given the efforts to make future space imagers increasingly lightweight, this
method may not be appropriate if their dynamic behavior is significantly different from the
structures in the database.
Another approach that also relies on historical trends in uncertainty is the use of model
uncertainty factors (MUFs). While there are few sources describing MUFs in the literature
(one is [41], which describes how to compute MUFs using data) they are suggested by
industry to be used in a similar manner to structural factors of safety typically employed
to multiply expected static loads. A frequency-based MUF, as shown in Figure 5-6(a),
multiplies performance PSDs, as shown in Figure 5-6(b), to produce an upper bound on the
system outputs. The MUF is frequency weighted to reflect the decreased confidence in the
model at higher frequencies or at higher modal densities. When applied by experts in the
field, the MUF may be an appropriate method of accounting for all sources of uncertainty in
the model. Its limitation is that it lacks any insight into the actual behavior of the model,
and provides limited guidance on ways of reducing the overall system uncertainty.
5.2.3 Methods of parametric uncertainty analysis
In a parametric uncertainty analysis, uncertain inputs are propagated through the model to
produce a bound or distribution of uncertain outputs. The type of propagation method used
depends on how the input uncertainties are modelled. Two classes of models are bounded or
probabilistic. Bounded models, also referred to as convex uncertainty models, are absolute
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Figure 5-6: Frequency-based model uncertainty factors
limits above and below the nominal values that a parameter value would stay within. These
models provide no information on the likelihood of a parameter being at any given value
between those bounds, but only that the parameter value would remain within the bounds.
Probabilistic models provide more information on the likelihood that a value is a certain
distance from the nominal and are based on probability density functions (PDFs). What
follows is a brief overview of popular methods used for each of these uncertainty models.
Bounded models
Bounded uncertainty models place upper and lower bounds on each of the parameters
(Figure 5-7) and propagate these bounds to produce upper and lower bounds on the final
system outputs (Figure 5-8). Bounded models may be considered to be more conservative
than probabilistic models; unlike PDFs, which describe the likelihood of a system output
meeting a requirement, bounded approaches can only describe whether or not the upper
bound exceeds the output requirement. If probability descriptions of the parameters are
not available however, bounded approaches provide a means of using the best available
information to describe system uncertainties. Many methods used for propagating bounds
involve running the simulation at multiple points across the bounded parameter space.
Alternative methods include exhaustive searches, Monte Carlo sampling, and examining
the corners (or vertices) of the bounded parameter space.
The exhaustive search method (described in [15]) divides each parameter space into a
range of values. A full factorial experimental design can be created so that every combina-
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tion of values across all parameters are used in the simulation. This allows the parameter
space to be covered uniformly, but requires a large number of simulations. Given k parame-
ters each divided into a range of n possible values, nk runs are necessary. For 10 parameters
each divided into only 10 values, this number is 1010 runs, which would be prohibitively
large for the dynamic simulations being run.
An alternative approach is Monte Carlo sampling, which treats the parameter bounds
as the limits of a uniform PDF. Instead of stepping through every parameter value like the
exhaustive search method, Monte Carlo takes random samples from the parameter space.
The simulation outputs are collected and the extreme values are the performance bounds of
the system. If the actual parameter PDFs were described by uniform functions, the results
could be interpreted as a discrete probability mass function (PMF), to which a continuous
output PDF could be fitted. In the bounded case however, it is still assumed that the
actual input PDFs are not known, and so the output points do not have a probabilistic
interpretation. If the nature of the system is such that the upper bound could result from
any combination of parameter values that are between the bounds, Monte Carlo allows the
parameter space to be investigated with fewer runs than the exhaustive search method.
Nevertheless, a large number of Monte Carlo runs may be necessary to adequately sample
the space and identify the upper performance bounds.
If it can be reasonably assumed that the upper bound performance of the system will
occur at the parameter limits, only combinations of parameters at their limits need to
be run in a simulation. This requires many fewer simulations runs than the exhaustive
search or Monte Carlo methods. This approach to uncertainty has been termed the vertex
approach, since it predicts bounds on the performance by checking each of the vertices
of the uncertainty space. Elishakoff and Ben-Haim refer to these methods as uncertainty
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using convex models [62, 61] since the method assumes that there are no combinations
of values from between the limits that cause a greater output response. If each vertex
for k parameters is checked, the number of simulations is now only 2k . For the case of
10 parameters, this reduces the simulations needed to 1024 - still a large number but a
significant improvement over the alternative methods. This number still grows quickly with
k, so for computationally intensive models it helps to limit the parameters to those which
influence the system most.
A related bounded approach described by Gutierrez [26] uses the first-order sensitivity
information between the output performances 0 and input parameters p to compute the
performance bounds based on small changes in p.
Bae Ap (5.17)
Once the sensitivities are computed, the performance uncertainty Au at different levels of
Ap can be determined. Since this approach relies on first order gradient information, its
validity is only as good as that of the gradient. Often this limits the approach to small
perturbations in p. If the sensitivities are not available, such as for the non-linear WFE,
this approach may not be practical.
Probabilistic models
Most often in engineering applications, the requirements must ultimately be met with a
given probability of success. Bounded approaches provide only an absolute answer to
whether or not an output meets its requirement, but provide no insight into whether an
output is likely to meet that worst-case bound. Probabilistic approaches give the likelihood
that an output will meet or exceed requirements. This reduces the conservatism of the
bounded uncertainty analysis.
A probabilistic uncertainty approach computes the probability density function (PDF)
for model outputs, given the input PDFs. The normal or Gaussian PDF is used in many
applications. Its basic form for a random variable x is [98]
1 1] (5.18fx(x)= exp 2 - (518)
with a mean value of m, and variance a 2. Many uncertainty techniques are based on the
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Gaussian distribution. The mean value is just the nominal response of the model given
the nominal values of the input parameters. All that remains of the uncertainty analysis
is to propagate the variance of the input parameters through the model, to determine the
variance of the outputs.
Reliability methods based on propagating variance are described in Melchers [99], includ-
ing the First- and Second-Order Reliability Methods (FORM and SORM), which determine
the probability of failure of a system with normal random variable inputs. The limit state
function, which defines the failure regions of the response, are approximated by either first
or second order functions. Examples are shown in References [100] and [101].
Linear Covariance Propagation (LCP) is an alternative approach that uses a Taylor
series expansion of the outputs and then assumes that Higher Order Terms (H.O.T.) in the
design objective function are negligible:
8J 8J
J(a) = Jo + + H.O.T. , Jo + (5.19)Ta Oa
where a is a vector of uncertain parameters and the sensitivities of the output to the
parameters a can be computed by the sensitivity method desribed in Section 5.1.1. Under
the assumption that a is a normally distributed vector random variable, a - N(1a, Laa),
the variance of the objective can be computed from the sensitivity,
E[J] , J(,a) (5.20)
E[J2 ] ••E a  T (5.21)Ta Oa
When the parameters are independent, the contribution of each parameter to the variance
of the output can be computed:
np _ 2 OJT (5.22)E[J2]l • Z - -
i=1 a a
where np is the number of parameters. Given the sensitivities of the system to the input
parameters, this method quickly evaluates the uncertainty due to many input parameters,
but it assumes that all of the parameter uncertainties are described using Gaussian PDFs.
If parameter uncertainty models are described by any probability density function other
than Gaussian, propagation techniques can quickly become more computationally inten-
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sive. Instead of solving for just two numbers: the mean and variance of the normal curve,
it may be necessary to compute every point on the output PDF. There are some references
that recommend transforming non-Gassian PDFs to Gaussian, and then using the tech-
niques just described to propagate the Gaussian distribution. References such as Rackwitz
and Fiessler [1021 and Thoft-Christensen and Murotsu [103] present a basic transformation
approach that is presented in Appendix A.
Transformation of PDFs into Gaussian is only an approximation. Especially when a
high probability of success is required and the tail of the cumulative distribution function
(CDF, integral of the PDF) curves must be accurately modeled, or when the Gaussian
transformation no longer captures important higher order behavior of the actual PDF, it is
necessary to turn to direct methods of propagating PDFs. Monte Carlo sampling is perhaps
the best-known propagation technique, in which random samples based on the input PDF
are run through the model. Once enough output data points have been collected, their
mean and moments can be taken to form the output PDF. Reference [51] provides a good
overview of Monte Carlo sampling, along with other sampling techniques that try to reduce
the large computational time. These include Stratified Monte Carlo sampling, Quasi-Monte
Carlo sampling, and Latin Hypercube sampling.
An alternative propagation technique relies on the analytic PDF transformation equa-
tion [82].
()= fp(p) (5.23)
The Change of Variables method based on this equation is described in Appendex B. Al-
though this approach does provide greater detail of the distributions tails, it can also be
computationally expensive, especially if the function is non-monotonic, leading to a singu-
larity in the sensitivity O.
Disadvantages of probabilistic uncertainty techniques include the computational time
required for these approaches, especially for very large models. The other key problem is
the accuracy of input distributions. While the Gaussian distribution is often chosen because
of its simplicity, it may not be the appropriate distribution for a given input. More accurate
distributions for the many parameters that make up a dynamic integrated model are not
readily available in open literature. They can be difficult to determine empirically because
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of the large number of tests required for confidence in the distribution. These problems in
terms of using probabilistic approaches for early-stage integrated modeling analysis will be
discussed next.
5.2.4 Integrated modeling uncertainty analysis
The choice of uncertainty analysis method for spacecraft integrated models depends both
on how the results would be used at the current design stage, and on the availability and
quality of uncertainty models that describe the input parameters. In the conceptual or
early preliminary stages of the design lifecycle, the goals of the analysis are not necessarily
to confirm that the requirements will be met to a particular percentage probability. The
conceptual models themselves are low-fidelity (stick model FEM, simplified or approximated
integrated model components, lack of testbed data for component validation) that they
are not expected to be able to very accurately predict the final flight performance of the
mission. The benefit of these early stage integrated models are more to provide insights into
the design, and when multiple models are available to indicate which design will give better
performance relative to the other. Uncertainty analysis at this stage can indicate whether a
design is robust to parametric uncertainty, but for this purpose a bounded analysis may be
as valid as a probabilistic one. In any case, methods such as Monte Carlo which give very
accurate output distributions but at a high computational cost may be too computationally
limiting at these early stages, when quick design studies of potential architectures are being
evaluated for feasibility.
The other issue is that of availability of parameter uncertainty models. Probabilistic
descriptions of all of the inputs to a model may be difficult to come by. Unless this data
is stored in databases for future use, it may be costly to procure samples and run tests to
characterize all of the inputs. A data set for modulus of a lexan strut was acquired by the
author [104], but only a limited number of samples were available, so the statistical signifi-
cance of the data may be questioned. Simonian [105] has tried to produce distributions of
modal damping based on data sets from a number of surveyed satellites. Generally however,
probabilistic descriptions of material properties or other tolerances are not available. An
option is to assume a Gaussian distribution, since a standard deviation may be available
from either data sheets or corporate knowledge, but then validity of the assumption is at
issue. Ben-Haim and Elishakoff in [611, and Elishakoff in [621, suggest that in the absence
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of a valid probability distribution, non-probabilistic methods may be just as applicable.
"Models of uncertainty of both sorts - probabilistic and non-probabilistic -
are relevant in appropriate circumstances."
"... where the necessary information to formulate a stochastic model is at
hand, it is fully justifiable to apply probabilistic methods. ... The situation is
different if we do not possess sufficient probabilistic information. Often only very
limited knowledge is available and appropriate mathematical tools are needed."
The point is made that incorrect probability inputs can in some cases skew the results.
This can fool the analyst into believing incorrectly that the given probability of success was
met. Especially given the lack of probabilistic parameter models at early stages of design,
bounded methods may provide just as valid information as to the robustness of the system.
For these reasons: the general immaturity of the integrated models and the lack of
empirically-based parameter distributions, a bounded approach is recommended for the dy-
namic analysis using conceptual integrated models. At the very least, it is presupposed that
lower- and upper-bounds on each parameter are available. The vertex method will be used
to examine each corner of the parameter space. This method was used by Masterson [15],
who shows on a simplified version of the Terrestrial Planet Finder, Structurally Connected
Interferometer that the vertex search provides an upper bound on the response compared
to 500 Monte Carlo runs. A similar validation exercise is shown in the next section, which
suggests that although the response space is not entirely convex (i.e. there are isolated
cases in which parameters inside the bounds exceed the vertex responses), convexity is an
appropriate assumption for this stage in the analysis.
5.3 Example: TPF-FFI
An example of the critical parameter identification method and bounded uncertainty analy-
sis is shown with the TPF-FFI integrated model assembled in Chapter 3. The nominal
results of the model were given in Section 3.4.2, which showed that the closed loop line-
of-sight jitter performance met the requirement of 10.48 mas, while the wave front error
failed to meet its requirement of 12.08 nm by several orders of magnitude. While additional
analysis of the wave front error is certainly recommended for the nominal model, a critical
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parameter analysis is still appropriate at this stage. By identifying parameters that most
influence the outputs, additional studies can begin to better characterize those parameters
and determine how to reduce their influence. An uncertainty analysis at this stage also
provides the first indication of how wide the uncertainty space is about the nominal values.
5.3.1 Critical parameter identification
The critical parameter identification technique using design of experiments to guide the
simulations is demonstrated. This technique is first compared to the sensitivity analysis from
Section 5.1.1. While the relative influence results from Equation 5.16 are not themselves
sensitivities, both methods should be able to identify the parameters that most influence
the outputs. Note that since wave front error is not directly output from the state-space
model, sensitivities to it can not be computed using the analytic method described. The
relative influence values of parameters to WFE can be evaluated however, and are shown
in the following results.
All of the parameters given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2, except for optical control bandwidth,
were included in the critical parameter identification. Damping was also included, for a
total of 13 parameters. Instead of the full factorial design with 213 = 8192 runs, a fractional
factorial design of resolution IV was generated requiring only 32 runs. The resulting relative
influence (RI) values are illustrated using bar charts in Figure 5-9. Since the total sum of
squares of the responses include interaction effects along with the parameter main effects
(Equation 5.15), the bars will not necessarily sum to 1.0. The RI values in percentages are
also given in Table 5.8. For each parameter, the RI values are given for the outputs LOS-x,
LOS-y and WFE, with boxes drawn around RI values greater than 10% to highlight the
parameters that most effect the outputs.
The two plots in Figure 5-9 (and results in Table 5.8) represent two levels of parameter
variation about the nominal values. Different levels were examined to judge their effect on
the critical parameters identified. In the first, 5-9(a), each parameter is varied 0.01% about
its nominal value, and in 5-9(b) each parameter is varied by 0.5%. Obvious differences
in the final RI values can be seen between these two plots. In 5-9(a), the modulus of the
sunshade booms strongly influence the LOS and WFE outputs, and the modulus of the SST
bars influence LOS-x. Other than these parameters however, nearly all of the variation in
outputs is caused by the isolator corner frequencies. Their effect is even greater in Figure 5-
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Figure 5-9: Initial ANOVA results for two levels of variation
9(b), where they dominate the response of LOS-x and WFE with an RI value of over 96%.
That the RI value is nearly 100% also indicates that there is very little interaction between
parameters; all of the variations are main effects of the isolators. In Figure 5-2 isolator
frequency was already shown to influence the performance more than parameters such as
modulus; these ANOVA results support that trend, especially at greater variations from
the nominal parameter values.
These results also suggest that such dominant parameters as the isolator corner fre-
Table 5.8: TPF-FFI ANOVA results: percentage relative influence values including isolators
Parameter
SST bar modulus
PM plate modulus
Sunshade boom modulus
Sunshade mass
Tray trans. stiffness
Tray rot. stiffness
Radiator trans. stiffness
Radiator rot. stiffness
SM mass
PM mount masses
Damping
RWA isolator freq.
Bus isolator freq.
A= 0.01%
LOSx LOSy WFE
27.9 3.2 -
- - 0.2
0.2
0.1 0.5
0.2
F610.9 I
0.1
6.3
0.3
0.5
0.4
185.11
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WFE
A = 0.5%
LOSy
0.8
138.71
LOSx
1.9
0.7
0.3
2.6 0.5
0.3
F16.81
0.7
0.3
0.8
0.7
197.11
I ~ ~ JI g I I
quencies are not appropriate to include in this critical parameter identification routine. To
begin with, the values can be changed by the designer, so the corner frequency is more a
design variable than an uncertainty parameter. Further, because the frequency is a variable
specifically chosen to influence the performance, it should be expected to have a high RI
value. By dominating the ANOVA results, the effect of any other parameter that is not
known by the designer (the exact value of modulus, for example) is reduced or eliminated,
potentially hiding an important uncertain parameter. A second round of critical parame-
ter identification is recommended, using only those parameters that are not also design
variables.
The results from this analysis are still useful in that they can be qualitatively compared
to the sensitivity analysis of Section 5.1.1. Both techniques identify the greatest contributors
as from the RWA and bus isolators, followed by the sunshade and SST moduli. (Note that
the ANOVA analysis did not include optical control bandwidth, which was an important
parameter identified in the sensitivity analysis.) Each technique also identified the lesser
influence of SM mass, as well as the still lesser influence of damping and the stray light tray
rotational stiffness. All of the other parameters have negligible influence on the outputs.
This initial run verifies that the same information can be obtained using an analytical
sensitivity analysis as with an ANOVA analysis of computer simulation results. The simula-
tions did require many more computer runs: 32 runs at each of the two levels, compared to
a single analysis in which the partial differentials of the state matrices were computed with
respect to the parameters. The advantage of using computer simulations is that the results
do not depend on having a state-space representation of the system, and the outputs need
not be the outputs of that system. Wave front error is not directly calculated from the state
matrices, so a sensitivity to it cannot be found; it is trivial to include such outputs in the
ANOVA analysis when the simulation itself is being re-run. DOE-driven computer simula-
tions followed by ANOVA provides a means of identifying critical uncertainty parameters
when sensitivity analysis techniques are not appropriate.
Given the results from the first analysis, it is obvious that the isolator corner frequencies
are swamping the influences of the other parameters. A second analysis is run without
varying the isolators, but including additional parameters such as material density of the
PM plates, modulus of the truss elements connecting the bus to the payload, and modulus
and density of the optical bench supporting the PM and associated optical instruments.
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These additional parameters were chosen based upon engineering judgement of which system
parameters are likely to have a large influence on the outputs. Fifteen parameters were
selected for this case:
* SST bar modulus
* Modulus of primary mirror plates
* Density of primary mirror plates
* Sunshade modulus
* Payload-Truss bar modulus
* Optical bench modulus
* Optical bench density
* Stiffness of stray light tray springs in translation
* Stiffness of stray light tray springs in rotation
* Stiffness of radiator springs in translation
* Stiffness of radiator springs in rotation
* Sunshade mass
* Secondary mirror mass
* Primary mirror mount masses
* Modal damping
Since a vertex-search uncertainty analysis on so many parameters would take pro-
hibitively long (215 = 32,768 runs) the critical uncertainty parameter identification tech-
nique is run again. A fractional factorial experiment of resolution IV with 32 runs is
generated. The system is run at multiple parameter levels about the nominal. Figure 5-10
shows the relative influence results with variations A of 0.01%, 0.1%, 0.5%, 1%, 5% and
10%. The results are also given in Table 5.9. There is not nearly the difference between
these plots as is seen in Figure 5-9. In that case, the isolators dominate the results at
higher levels of variation and swamp out the effect of all other parameters. The plots in
Figure 5-10 show a greater degree of uniformity, and, while there are differences across the
plots, the same parameters tend to contribute to the variations for each A.
In Table 5.9 relative influence values above 10% are boxed in order to highlight the
largest contributors. It is clear that three of the parameters: density of the PM plates,
modulus of the sunshade booms and modulus of the optical bench plates are important
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Table 5.9: TPF-FFI ANOVA results: percentage relative influence values at varying levels
of parameter variation. Values above 10% boxed and values below 0.5% not included.
Parameter
SST bar modulus
PM plate modulus
PM plates density
Sunshade boom modulus
Payload-truss modulus
Optical bench modulus
Optical bench density
Tray trans. stiffness
Tray rot. stiffness
Radiator trans. stiffness
Radiator rot. stiffness
Sunshade mass
SM mass
PM mount masses
Damping
A = 0.01%
LOSx LOS, WFE
147 2
7
5
9
F6-4
3
62
2
F31
5
R-10
A = 0.1%
LOSZ LOSV WFE
6 1 -
2 5- 1 l
4 1 -
501 32 5
1 - -
- 2
2 8
A = 0.5%
LOSx LOSY WFE
4 1
34ý F221 8
1 25 -
2 1
51 42 6
2
6
F1-4ý
A = 1%
Parameter
SST bar modulus
PM plate modulus
PM plates density
Sunshade boom modulus
Payload-truss modulus
Optical bench modulus
Optical bench density
Tray trans. stiffness
Tray rot. stiffness
Radiator trans. stiffness
Radiator rot. stiffness
Sunshade mass
SM mass
PM mount masses
Damping
LOS,
4
3
-
LOS, WFE
3 -
F28 7
7 -
7 -
28]
1 3 -
- 1 -
- 5 2
- - 7
1 2 1
LOS
3
-34
2
53
1
A = 5%
x LOSY WFE
1 1
1 1
13 9
6 19
1 -
481 4
- 1
- 2
- - 1
- 1 2
- 3 4
1 3 6
A = 10%
LOSx LOS, WFE
2 - 6
- 1 4
- - 1
2 1 -
F52ý F33 3
- 1
- 1
- 1
- 1
- 1
2 4
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contributors across all of the experiments. The wave front error output is sensitive to more
parameters than are the line-of-sight jitter outputs. In particular, variations in damping
and mass of the secondary mirror contribute more to WFE than to either LOS metric. The
effect of the secondary mirror mass is surprising, since WFE is computed based only on
displacements of the primary mirror (through the PM zernikes). This suggests an interaction
between the secondary mirror mass and the PM displacements. Since most of the WFE
contribution comes from a rocking mode of the entire spacecraft, it is possible that changes
in the secondary mirror mass influence that rocking mode and thereby the wave front
error output. The relative influence plots in Figure 5-10 also suggest that the effect of
parameter interactions is larger for WFE than they are for LOS, since the sum total of main
effect contributions is much less for WFE. From Equation 5.15 this indicates that, with
the absence of error in these deterministic computer experiments, the remaining relative
influence contributors that would cause the bar plots to sum to 1.0 must be interaction
effects.
Based on the relative influence results the number of uncertainty parameters that con-
tribute significantly to the system outputs can be reduced. Parameters such as the stiffness
of the radiator springs, mass of the primary mirror bipod mount, and density of the optical
bench are shown to have only negligible contributions to the outputs and can be excluded
from further analysis. Ultimately of the original 15 parameters, only eight are retained for
an uncertainty analysis:
* SST bar modulus
* Density of primary mirror plates
* Sunshade modulus
* Payload-Truss bar modulus
* Optical Bench modulus
* Sunshade mass
* Secondary mirror mass
* Modal damping
A vertex-search uncertainty analysis with eight parameters will require 256 evaluations
of the model. This number, while still large, is significantly less than the 32,768 runs that
would have otherwise been necessary, and is well within the computational ability of a fast
desktop computer. The uncertainty analysis and its results are described next.
5.3.2 Uncertainty analysis
This TPF-FFI analysis is performed on a lower-fidelity model of the structure in the very
early stages of mechanical design. No measurements have been performed (or are available)
to describe the probabilistic distributions of the identified critical uncertainty parameters.
Even if a complete probabilistic description of the parameters were available, the nature of
many of the model sub-components (filters for isolators, geometric description of the optical
outputs, etc.) will result in non-parametric uncertainties due to differences between the
approximations and actual hardware. Until these uncertainties are also assessed (through
higher fidelity models or testbed data) it is not possible to provide a probability that the
mission will meet its requirements. At this stage of this analysis, it is possible to identify the
trends due to parametric uncertainty and to begin research on creating better uncertainty
models of the identified critical parameters.
Bounds on the outputs are found using the vertex-method search across the bounds of the
parameter inputs. Table 5.10 gives the bounds for each of the eight uncertain parameters.
Note that even these bounds are based on engineering judgement, and not on empirical data.
The bounding values were found by assuming a 5% variation for the modulus of the SST
legs, sunshade booms and payload truss bars. A 1% variation was assumed for the density
of the PM plates and modulus of the optical bench. The bounds for the sunshade and
secondary mirror masses are guesstimates, and the damping bounds are based on common
values used for modal damping in flexible systems.
Parameter
SST legs modu
PM plate densi
Sunshade modi
Payload-truss b
Optical bench
Sunshade mass
Secondary mirr
Modal dampine
Table 5.10: Uncertainty bounds on critical parameters
units Lower Bound Nominal
lus N/m 2  1.09 x 1011 1.15 x 1011
ty kg/m 3  2507 2532.08
ilus N/m 2  1.09 x 101 1.15 x 1011
ars modulus N/m 2  1.09 x 1011 1.15 x 1011
nodulus N/m 2  1.98 x 1011 2.00 x 1011
kg 35 39.1036
or mass kg 19 19.4819
- 0.01% 0.01%
Upper bound
1.35 x 1011
2557
1.35 x 1011
1.35 x 1011
2.02 x 1011
45
23
0.1%
Simulations of the model were run at each corner of the uncertainty space for a total of
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28 = 256 runs. All of the results are plotted in Figure 5-11. The nominal results are marked
with a circle, and the limits of the performance bounds are marked with horizontal bars at
the top and bottom of each column of points. Note that even though this plot resembles
a probabilistic distribution centered around a mean value, it should not be interpreted
probabilistically. The inputs to the analysis are not probabilistic, so neither are the outputs.
The relevant information is that, based on simulations at each of the 256 input bound
vertices, the worst-case performances are no greater than the upper limits of the simulation
results.
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Figure 5-11: Simulation results from the uncertainty bounds vertex-search. The nominal
output is denoted with a circle.
A line is draw on Figure 5-11 to represent the LOS jitter requirement of 10.48 mas. Even
with uncertainty, LOS jitter about both the x- and y-axes remains below the requirement.
This good news is tempered by the fact that non-parametric uncertainty is not accounted
for in this analysis. Especially in the case of LOS-x, there is not much margin left between
the performance upper bound and the requirement line. Compared to a 8.8 mas margin
for the nominal response, the upper bound of the uncertain response only leaves 0.50 mas
of margin. LOS-y is better, in that parametric uncertainty accounts for less than half the
margin between the nominal performance and the requirement. Compared to the 8.96 mas
margin in the nominal system, 5.12 mas remains between the LOS-y upper bound and the
requirement. These results are good, in that even the presence of uncertainty the mission
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meets its LOS requirement. However, the results also suggest that more analysis of the
actual parametric bounds and of the non-parametric sources of uncertainty is necessary to
ensure that the requirements are met in the final hardware. The wave front error output
is on the order of microns, where the requirement is on the order of nanometers. The
requirement line is not drawn on Figure 5-11 because it is never met across the uncertainty
space.
For each of the three performances, it is of interest to note that besides indicating the
worst-case results, many of the simulations are actually better than the nominal outputs.
This suggests that the design could still be optimized for performance.
Although a probabilistic analysis is not attempted for this system due to the lack of
probabilistic parameter distributions, a Monte Carlo analysis is performed to verify that
the vertex search bounds are capturing the true worst-case performance of the system.
The concern is whether there exist combinations of uncertainty parameter values between
the limiting bounds that lead to worse performance outputs than at the bounds. If the
worst-case results occur at the extremes of the bounded uncertainty space, the model is
described as convex. Masterson [15] examines this problem for a simplified model of the
TPF-Structurally Connected Interferometer concept. Using a Monte Carlo analysis with
500 samples, she shows that all of the Monte Carlo results are below the worst-case outputs
from a vertex search, supporting the argument that the model is convex.
The convexity of the TPF-FFI model is testing by running a Monte Carlo analysis with
700 samples through the simulation. A different set of parameters is used in this example.
The parameters and their bounds are given in Table 5.11. Note that the isolator is allowed
to vary and wave front error is not included.
Table 5.11: Uncertainty bounds on critical parameters for comparison of vertex search to
Monte Carlo results
Parameter units Lower Bound Nominal Upper bound
SST legs modulus N/m 2  1.0925 x 1011 1.15 x 1011 1.2075 x 1011
Sunshade modulus N/m 2  1.0925 x 1011 1.15 x 1011 1.2075 x 1011
Sunshade mass kg 35 39.1036 45
Secondary mirror mass kg 19 19.4819 23
Stray light tray rotational stiffness Nm 101690 112985 124280
RWA isolator corner frequency Hz 9 10 11
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The parameters are sampled by assuming a uniform distribution between the lower and
upper bounds. The resulting probability mass functions (PMF)' for LOS-x and LOS-y are
given in Figure 5-12. The PMF is obviously slewed toward the lower end of the output
values, and in fact falls off very sharply below the nominal results (1.7 mas and 1.5 mas for
LOS-x and LOS-y, respectively).
Figure 5-13 compares the worst-case bounds from the vertex search to the results from
the Monte Carlo simulations. Note that this figure shows that for these parameters the
baseline results from the vertex search actually are worse than the results given in Fig-
ure 5-11; LOS-y has less than 1 mas of margin, and the upper bound for LOS-x is above
the requirement. Comparing the vertex search method to Monte Carlo, for both perfor-
mance outputs, there are clearly a small number of points that exceed the vertex search
bounds limits. It is thought likely that in a modally dense system such as TPF, there are
combinations of parameter values, not necessarily at the bounds, in which several modes
lie on top of each other with the combined effect of adding significantly to the final RMS
result. Luckily however, this seems to be a very rare occurrence. For LOS-x, there are
'The probability mass function (PMF) is the discrete counterpart to the continuous probability density
function (PDF) [98]
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Figure 5-13: Comparison of results from worst-case vertex search (bars) to Monte Carlo
samples (*). Nominal results indicated by (o).
only four instances out of 700 trials of the Monte Carlo results exceeding the vertex search
bounds; 99.4% of the trials were below the vertex search bound. Only one point exceeded
the LOS-y bound, so that 99.9% of the trials were below the vertex search bound. These
results tend to validate the assumption that the vertex search method captures nearly all
of the parametric uncertainty in the system. Especially given the time savings between
the methods, the vertex search method is considered an appropriate tool for early-stage
uncertainty analysis. Any remaining uncertainties due to the method could be grouped in
with non-parametric sources of uncertainty, and accounted for at this stage using model
uncertainty factors.
5.4 Conclusions
Methods of critical uncertainty parameter identification and uncertainty analysis for inte-
grated models in the early stages of design are described. The results from a sensitivity
analysis are compared to a method based on Design of Experiments techniques. The DOE
approach is shown to identify the same critical parameters as the sensitivity analysis for a
state-space system. The advantage of the DOE approach is that by using only simulation
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outputs, the technique is not limited to states-space systems. Any simulation: linear or
non-linear, frequency or time domain, can be used in the DOE approach.
Application of the mature field of DOE, with tools such as factorial experiments and
analysis of variance, has benefits for analysis of opto-mechanical structures. Especially given
the increasing importance of non-linear and thermal studies for spacecraft such as TPF,
DOE provides established techniques for getting the most information out of a limited
number of expensive (in time and computer resources) simulations. The need for these
techniques is only increasing as computer become faster; now that design and analysis
using simulations is practical for large models, techniques are still needed to direct the
computer experimentation for the most efficient use of resources.
An example is shown using Design of Experiments and a bounded uncertainty analysis
on the TPF-FFI integrated model. A large field of uncertain parameters was reduced to the
eight parameters that most influence the outputs. The simulation-based approach to critical
parameter identification is able to analyze not only LOS, but also the non-linear WFE which
can not be included in an analytic sensitivity analysis. The resulting uncertainty analysis
indicates that while LOS requirements are still met even with parametric uncertainty, there
is not much margin remaining for non-parametric uncertainty. WFE was not met even in
the nominal case. The vertex search method for propagating input uncertainty bounds is
compared to the results of Monte Carlo sampling and is shown to be an appropriate tool
for determining preliminary parametric uncertainty bounds of a model.
The uncertainty framework is summarized in Figure 5-14. For each design point, the
design can be optimized to ensure that the nominal results meet the performance require-
ments. Once this is complete, engineering judgement can be used to survey the system
parameters and choose all that may contribute to the parametric uncertainty of the system.
From this larger group, the subset of parameters that quantifiably influence the outputs
are identified through either a sensitivity analysis, or by running simulations based on a
fractional factorial design matrix and analyzing the results using ANOVA. Once the crit-
ical uncertainty parameters are identified, bounded uncertainty models of the parameters
are set, and output performance bounds can be computed using either the vertex search
method, or by Monte Carlo sampling if time permits.
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Figure 5-14: Uncertainty characterization framework
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Chapter 6
Modular Optical Space Telescope
Example
All of the tools and methods described in the previous chapters are applied to a new tele-
scope design. The Modular Optical Space Telescope (MOST) is meant to represent the next
generation of large optical space systems, in which lightweight mirrors, sparse or segmented
apertures and the increased use of control are brought together to achieve high performance
using larger mirrors (3+ meters in diameter) for greater optical resolution. 1 The challenge
of these missions is that they must not only meet the optical science requirements, but also
meet a range of other system metrics such as cost, mass, time to market, and availability
on-orbit. The designs must be robust against uncertainties in the outputs and uncertainty
analysis should begin at the start of the design cycle to support analytical validation of the
design. Given that there is no heritage of flight-tested architectures, the designer is free to
explore across the design variable trade space for architectures that best make use of new
technologies while meeting the often conflicting requirements. The methods outlined in this
thesis will be used together to support this multi-disciplinary conceptual design study.
The chapter will first describe the MOST modeling process, which is validated at a
single design point with a comparison to the TPF-FFI structure. Figures of merit for both
optical performance and system metrics will be defined. Using the free design variables,
single- and double-parameter trades are first run to identify initial trends in the outputs.
A larger trade space is then run and the results plotted to highlight the effect of individual
1In comparison, Hubble's primary mirror is 2.4 meters in diameter, and segmented mirror for JWST is
planned to be 6.5 meters.
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variables. Finally, for the identified optimal designs, the critical parameter identification
technique is employed and a bounded uncertainty analysis run to judge the robustness of
the designs. The final outputs are the identified superior architectures as well as feedback
to the designer on which design variables are appropriate "knobs" for moving along the
optimal front.
6.1 MOST model
The MOST parameterized finite element model and integrated dynamics model are con-
structed following the approaches used for TMT and the TPF spacecraft. An overview of
the model is followed by results for a sample design realization.
6.1.1 Overview
Figure 6-1 shows three sample realizations of the MOST finite element model.2 The basic
spacecraft architecture includes a primary mirror and secondary mirror on the payload side
of the spacecraft, and a separate bus containing subsystems such as reaction wheels. This
basic architecture is similar to the TPF-FFI collector design described earlier. Whereas
TPF was a single point design however, the MOST model is fully parameterized. Similar
to the TMT design described in Section 4.5, optical parameters such as curvature of the
mirror can be varied, leading to a shortening or lengthening of the PM-SM distance and ap-
propriate changes in the secondary support tower (SST) height. Beyond these dimensional
changes however, the TMT design was static in terms of design. MOST expands upon the
TMT modeling process using modular functions in which individual components are built
independently, and can be swapped to create new architectures. Figure 6-1 illustrates this
modular concept by swapping out the type of aperture. Figure 6-1(a) shows a monolithic
mirror. By changing a single top-level parameter a new mirror module is called, and in
the place of the monolithic mirror a segmented mirror such as in Figures 6-1(b) and 6-1(c)
is used instead. The use of modularity in the modeling effort allows a much wider range
of spacecraft forms to be created and evaluated against each other than was possible with
TMT.
The MOST model follows the parametrization rules formulated in Section 4.3. Every pa-
2The MOST finite element model was build by a collaboration of graduate students in the MIT SSL.
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(a) 3 meter f/1.0 monolithic mirror (b) 3 meter f/2.0 segmented mirror with crossbars
on the SST
(c) 5 meter f/1.5 segmented mirror
Figure 6-1: Sample MOST architectures
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rameter in the system is collected into a high-level Parameters function. These include high
level discrete variables, such as which aperture or secondary support tower to use3 . Contin-
uous variables include diameter of the mirror and optical parameters such as f-number and
final focal ratio that define the overall height and dimensions of the spacecraft. Individual
components such as a ribbed primary mirror (Figure 6-2) require inputs such as the num-
ber of rings of ribs, and aspect ratio of the ribs. All material properties (modulus, material
density, Poisson's ratio, etc.) and element geometry (plate thicknesses, bar cross-sectional
areas and area moments of inertia) are stored and can be updated as materials change, or
as new values are obtained from either vendors or material testing. Identification numbers
for Nastran grid points, elements, properties and materials are even defined at the highest
level so that as new Nastran cards are added, or if any identification numbers overlap,
the numbers can be changed without the need to edit the lower-level functions. Beyond
the finite element parameters, additional parameters for the integrated dynamics model or
analysis routines are used, including modal damping, isolator filter corner frequencies, and
slew rates.
Figure 6-2: Sample finite element models of the rib-stiffened mirrors used on MOST [106]
The view shows the backs of the mirrors with ribs standing up from the facesheet. Several
finite element plate elements are visible in each cell.
The individual components of the structure and of the integrated model are created in
separate modules that communicate with one another to assemble the components into a
complete spacecraft. A block diagram of the modules that build the finite element model
is shown in Figure 6-3. Each line drawn between blocks (which are individual MATLAB
functions) represents data being passed into and out of the function. Choices of architecture,
dimensions and relevant Nastran material and property identification numbers are passed
3Although not shown in this work, additional designs of the SST have been implemented besides the
tripod tower shown here. Changes in the aperture are also possible, including using multiple mirrors in
a Golay-type of arrangement, or creating an off-axis system with non-symmetric curvature of the primary
mirror.
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down to lower level functions. Data passed upward to higher level functions include grid
points used to connect components together (for example to connect the primary mirror to
the optical bench) or element identification numbers needed to define the inputs and outputs
of the state-space model. As long as these data structures are maintained, the components
modules themselves can be updated or even replaced entirely, with new functions seamlessly
integrated into the structural system. In this manner, additional mirror, bus or secondary
support tower designs can be quickly generated, connected to the spacecraft and evaluated
with the full suite of analytical tools.
Figure 6-3: Block diagram showing MOST finite element modules. MATLAB function
names given in italics.
For the MOST spacecraft as it is currently modeled, key design variables and typical
values are given in Table 6.1. Some of these will be varied in the next sections.
6.1.2 Output metrics
Figures of merit for the MOST project include both optical performance outputs as well
as mission metrics. For the optical performances, line-of-sight (LOS) jitter and wave front
error are both computed under steady-state dynamic excitation from reaction wheel distur-
bances. The harmonic structure of the disturbance models (harmonic numbers and relative
amplitudes of the coefficients) are based on the Hubble reaction wheels. The absolute am-
plitudes of the coefficients are scaled by the slewing needs of the model, as was described
in Section 4.4.1. The broadband reaction wheel model is used.
Line-of-sight is computed based on a variation of Equation 3.9 for a focal telescope, and
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Table 6.1: MOST design variables with nominal values or ranges
Parameter
Mirror type
SST type
PM diameter
f-number
Final focal ratio
Conic constant
Mirror areal density
Mirror rib aspect ratio
Radius of SST struts
Solar panel fundamental frequency
Modal damping
RWA isolator corner frequency
Bus isolator corner frequency
Slew profile
Nominal values
Monolithic vs. Segmented, Flat vs. Ribbed mirrors
Tripod, with and without horizontal crossbars
3 or 5 meters
1.0 - 2.0
20
-1
10 - 20 kg/m 2
4
7.4 cm
0.5 Hz
1%
10 Hz
2 Hz
5 degrees in 10 seconds
includes tip and tilt of a fast-steering mirror (FSM) that can be used for closed-loop optical
control:
1 (M - 1) 1 2 2LOS, = py + Mf S, + f6 +2aP M+1as - M+ aF (6.1)f MfI M-f  ÷1 + 1
1 (M - 1) 1 2 2LOS~y = 1 . - Js. 6 + 2apl aS -a,LOS f M fl - Mf 3  M + 1 M+1aF
where fi is the focal length of the primary mirror, f2 the focal length of the secondary
mirror and M is the secondary mirror magnification. The translations 3 and rotations a
are of single grid points on the primary mirror (P), secondary mirror (S), and fast steering
mirror (F).
Along with line-of-sight, an approximation for wave front error (WFE) is found by
computing the root sum square of the z-displacements (out of the plane of the mirror) of
20 sample points across the face of the primary mirror.
WFE = ((zi)2 (6.2)
This method is only a substitute for a Zernike-based computation of wave front error, but
will still provide a response that varies in a manner similar to the outputs of an optically
modeled wave-front error.
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Requirements are set for both of the performance outputs. For diffraction limited per-
formance, LOS jitter is constrained to be less than
OLos < 1.22- (6.3)
D
where A is the wavelength of light, and D is the mirror diameter [70]. To ensure that the
science requirements are met, this is treated as a 3a bound, so the la requirement is one
third of this [24]. For a 3-meter mirror observing visible light at a wavelength of 600 nm,
the resulting LOS requirement is 16.8 mas. Since performance degradation is due to more
factors than just the dynamic disturbances investigated here, it is assumed that dynamics
is only budgeted 10% of this requirement. This means that the final LOS requirement for
dynamic jitter of a 3-meter mirror is 1.7 mas.
The requirement on wave front error based on surface displacements of the primary
mirror is given as
WFE < - (6.4)
- 20
Again treating this as a 3a requirement and allocating only 10% to dynamics results in a
requirement of 1 nm for a visible telescope.
Besides these performance metrics, MOST is also evaluated based upon mission metrics
that involve costs and mission effectiveness. The outputs include mass and settle time after
a slew. Mass is always of critical concern in any aerospace application because of the high
launch costs per unit mass. One of the goals of MOST is to examine how larger telescopes
can be built without prohibitively massive structures. To evaluate the effect of design
variables on mass (and, implicitly, launch costs) the final mass as computed by Nastran is
saved for each design. 4
Settle time is computed to represent one aspect of the availability of the telescope to
take science images. The availability should be maximized, to make the most use of the
telescope, but is limited by several factors. These could include the selected orbit, and how
much time an earth-observing imager has over any one location, or downtime required for
communication with a ground station. In terms of dynamics, flexible modes excited by a
slew to a new target must damp out before the telescope can resume taking images. These
4 While mass is being used as a surrogate for cost in this chapter, it is understood that other factors
such as technology development, complexity of integration and test, operations, etc. are also significant
contributors to cost.
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transient dynamics cannot be evaluated using the steady state analysis routines that give
optical performances. Rather, the model is excited with a representative slew maneuver and
a time history of the response is produced. The time between the termination of the slew
and the time at which the envelope on the optical jitter finally decays below the requirement
is recorded as the mission settle time. The total of slew time plus settle time is output as
the amount of time the telescope is not available. For this MOST analysis, the slew and
torque profiles used are shown in Figure 6-4. The torque profile starts and ends at zero
torque and with zero slope; this excites fewer modes than the bang-bang profile shown back
in Figure 4-14. The slew maneuver shown here is 5 degrees over 10 seconds, and the settle
time is recorded once the line-of-sight jitter envelope is below the requirement of 1.7 mas.
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Figure 6-4: MOST slew angle and torque profiles
6.1.3 Dynamic response
The MOST finite element model is run through Nastran for a normal modes analysis5 , and
the results used to construct a state-space integrated model as was described in Section 3.3.
The block diagram of the model is shown in Figure 6-5. It includes two layers of vibration
isolation, modeled as low-pass filters. The first, between the reactions wheels and the bus
has a nominal 10 Hz corner frequency, and the second between the bus and the optical
5Nastran solution 103
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telescope assembly has a nominal 2 Hz corner frequency. Rotational rigid body modes are
stabilized using an attitude control system, and translational rigid body modes are removed,
as they are not observable by the outputs. The outputs include the LOS and the relative
z-displacements of sampled nodes (which are root-sum-squared for the WFE).
RWA Bus
Figure 6-5: Block diagram of MOST integrated model
A sample realization of the design is prepared for a 3-meter segmented mirror with an f-
number of 1.5 and mirror areal density of 10 kg/m 3 . Nastran solves for the first 200 modes,
which include modal frequencies up to 100 Hz. Since the frequencies which contribute to
the output RMS values are well below 100 Hz, the number of modes is more than adequate
to describe this system (Figure 6-6). The modeshapes are visualized using FE pre- and
post-processing software; some critical modes are shown in Figure 6-7. The first flexible
mode (mode #7 after the six rigid body modes) is the anticipated flapping of the solar
panels at 0.49 Hz, very close to the desired 0.5 Hz that was set as a design variable of
the system. Over 60% of the 200 modes turn out to be only solar panel modes with no
discernable motion of the payload or bus. The first structural modes are of the mirror petals
bending on their attachment points at 9.31 Hz. This frequency is lower than expected, and
suggests that further stiffening of the connections is necessary. The aluminum mirror petals
are themselves deformed in torsion about their attachment points at 19.67 Hz. This is much
lower than the 100 Hz fundamental frequency that is desired for the hexagonal segments;
other mirror models using different materials have a 100 Hz fundamental frequency.6 A
20 Hz minimum fundamental frequency was levied on the SST to account for launch loads,
6While aluminum mirrors may be used as a mass surrogate in a MOST testbed, material properties
representing silicon carbide are used for the mirrors in the larger trade space plots later in this chapter.
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while the actual first bending mode of the SST is at 38.75 Hz. This result suggests that the
tower is actually overdesigned, and that mass could be saved by reducing its stiffness. In any
case however, these frequencies are believable for flexible structures, and the modeshapes
show no anomalies.
Mode #
Figure 6-6: Modal frequencies for a sample MOST realization
The response to reaction wheel disturbances is computed with power spectral densities
(PSD). PSD curves for the LOS outputs are given in Figure 6-8. At low-frequencies the
ACS system drives the outputs to zero. Within the flexible regime, three significant modes
contribute to most of the RMS LOS, as are observed in the cumulative RMS curves of
Figure 6-8. The first is a solar panel mode at 0.497 Hz that includes rocking of the spacecraft
about the line-of-sight. The second, smoother contribution is the RWA-bus isolator mode
at 2 Hz. The third is the mirror petal bending mode at 9.31 Hz, visualized in Figure 6-7(b).
In later designs, these mirror modes are stiffened. In particular, replacing the material
properties of the mirrors, from aluminum to silicon carbide, dramatically increases the
frequency of the mirror modes from tens of hertz to nearly 100 Hz.
The final RMS outputs for this design are 0.0506 mas for LOS about the x-axis and
0.0517 mas for LOS about the y-axis; these values are much lower than the 1.7 mas LOS
requirement. There are several likely reasons for this apparent good fortune. The first is
that the reaction wheels were sized for the torque profile, but with no margin for momentum
storage; taking this into account the actual reaction wheels and their ensuing disturbances
would likely be larger, degrading performance. The other likely reason is the stiffness of the
SST. Bending of the tower and motion of the secondary mirror was identified as a prominent
cause of line-of-sight jitter for TMT, whereas the first mode for MOST's SST (at 38.75 Hz)
does not contribute at all to the final performance. This adds to the argument that the SST
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(a) Mode #7, 0.49 Hz: solar panel (b) Mode #25, 9.31 Hz: mirror ring
bending bending
i
(c) Mode #55, 19.67 Hz: deformation (d) Mode #92, 38.75 Hz: SST bending
of mirror petals
Figure 6-7: Modeshapes for a sample MOST realization
is likely too stiff, and that mass could be saved by allowing the tower to be more flexible.
The approximated wave front error for this design is 6.17 nm, which is above the 1 nm
requirement but at least on the same order of magnitude. Different design realizations will
show an improvement in this value. The settle time for this system is 548 seconds, or over
9 minutes. Lastly, the total spacecraft mass is predicted to be 522 kg. This is a definite
improvement over Hubble, which has a smaller monolithic mirror (2.4 meters) but weighs
11,000 kg. The mass value is closer to a TPF collector spacecraft which weights 1622 kg
with a 4.2 meter mirror.
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Figure 6-8: Line-of-sight performance PSDs for a sample MOST realization
6.1.4 Validation against TPF-FFI
As a means of validating the MOST parameterized model, a single design realization is
compared to the TPF-FFI collector spacecraft, created by Ball Aerospace and provided
by JPL. This validation is meant to increase confidence that the designs produced by the
MOST parameterized modeling environment produce a realistic model, and that when the
MOST structure is set to the same dimensions as a similar structure, similar results in terms
of fundamental frequencies and mass values are obtained.
A MOST spacecraft realization is created with a 4.2 meter monolithic mirror, having an
f-number of 1.19, the same as TPF-FFI. The mirror areal density is set at TPF's 37 kg/m 2
(although the final areal density is slightly off of this value).
The first 140 modal frequencies are plotted against each other in Figure 6-9. Because
TPF has many more appendages than MOST (such as long sunshade booms, stray light
trays, radiators and solar panels), it has more low-frequency modes where the appendages
are rocking about the joint that connects them to the spacecraft. After the first 40 modes
however, both sets of frequencies rise uniformly. The first flexible mode for both systems
are the appendages: for MOST it is the solar panel mode at 0.487 Hz and for TPF it is
the sunshade boom at 0.363 Hz. The first MOST mirror mode is the 3 1st mode at 10.8 Hz
(Figure 6-10(a)), and involves bending of the primary mirror on its mounts. A similar mode
for TPF is the 2 5 th at 4.06 Hz (Figure 6-10(b), with only the telescope assembly illustrated),
which involves the mirror rocking on its mounts. These values are in the same frequency
region if not identical. TPF's mirror seems to be stiffer than MOST's, and the frequency
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that the mirrors rock on their mounts is off by 6 Hz.
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(a) MOST 31" mode: 10.8 Hz (b) TPF 23 rd mode: 4.06 Hz (radiators re-
moved for clarity)
Figure 6-10: Comparison of mirror modes for MOST and TPF-FFI
Table 6.2 compares mass properties of the two spacecraft. The total masses are only
125 kg apart (<9% difference), and the mirror masses only 32 kg apart (<7% difference,
resulting from the larger areal density for the final MOST mirror). The mass fraction of
primary mirror to total spacecraft is larger for MOST, but this may be a result of MOST
lacking additional components such as TPF's appendages. Difference are found between
the location of the center of gravity (CG) and the moments of inertia about the CGs. For
MOST, the CG is immediately below the primary mirror and the moment of inertias are
smaller and close in value, suggesting a more compact spacecraft. TPF's center of gravity,
on the other hand, is a meter below the mirror, suggesting that the mass is more distributed
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between the mirrors and the bus. The moments of inertia are an order of magnitude larger
than MOST, with a pronounced difference in the z-axis (along the line-of-sight) versus the
x- and y-axes. Since the total spacecraft mass is approximately the same as MOST, the
difference in inertias must be due to the location of mass. TPF has many more appendages
than MOST, including solar panels, radiators, two 3 meter long stray light trays and four
10 meter long sunshade booms.
To consider the effect of these appendages on the TPF model, the mass and inertias
of TPF were computed for the structure with the sunshade booms and stray light trays
removed. In this case, the mass dropped to 1055 kg, and moments of inertia dropped to
2673 kg/m 2 about the x-axis, 2686 kg/m 2 about the y-axis and 1760 kg/m 2 about the z-
axis. These values are even smaller than for MOST, but all on the same order of magnitude.
This suggests that if anything, MOST may be overly bulky for its size. Generally however,
these results suggest that the basic MOST structure has similar mass properties as TPF.
Table 6.2: Mass properties of MOST versus TPF-FFI
MOST TPF-FFI
S/C mass (kg) 1497 1622
PM mass (kg) 540 508
PM areal density (kg/m 2) 39.1 37.2
Mirror mass fraction 36.0% 31.3 %
PM-CG distance (m) 0.305 1.025
Moment of Inertia (x) (kg.m2) 4104 22431
Moment of Inertia (y) (kg.m2) 4091 22755
Moment of Inertia (z) (kg.m 2) 4469 56030
These two spacecraft, while exhibiting some differences, still match each other well in
terms of component and spacecraft masses, and modal frequencies. These results sug-
gest that the MOST modeling effort has been successful at creating a realistic spacecraft
structure. Although validation to additional design points is always desirable, this single
comparison nevertheless increases confidence in the process.
6.2 Uni- and bi-variate parameter trades
An initial examination of the design space should be first run across key design variables
individually. These single (or at most double) axis trades can provide insights into the
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system, and suggest useful ranges of the design variables, before a much larger and more
computationally intensive full trade space is run. The nominal design is of a 3-meter mirror
with an f-number of 1.5, mirror areal density of 15 kg/m 2, mirror rib aspect ratio of 4, no
crossbars on the SST, and a SST strut radius of 7.4 cm.
6.2.1 Single axis trades
A single axis trade study is run first to identify system response characteristics while varying
individual design variables. If a single design variable is of particular interest (perhaps if all
other design variables have been set), the resulting plots may be useful by themselves. But
even assuming that the larger multi-variate trade space will eventually be run, these plots
can begin to suggest trends in the data, and can be used to identify regions of behavior
that warrant greater study. Since running a single axis study often involves fewer computer
simulations, these insights can be obtained quicker than with the full trade space. Three
single-axis trades are shown here, for f-number (Figure 6-11), mirror areal density (Figure 6-
14) and mirror rib aspect ratio (Figure 6-15). In each, the variable of interest is discretized
into 51 values between the limits of the design space. Both monolithic and segmented
systems are examined, and plotted against each other.
The first plot, Figure 6-11, shows the effect of varying f-number on the four outputs:
mass, settle time, wave front error and line-of-sight jitter (about the x- and y-axes). As
f-number increases, the primary mirror becomes less curved and the distance between the
primary and secondary mirrors increases (leading to a taller telescope). As anticipated, mass
increases monotonically (6-11(a)). The few small blips on the curve likely result from errors
in the fit that is performed on the mirror (with the rib height and face sheet thickness) to
get the desired mirror areal density. Similarly, wave front error also increases monotonically
(6-11(c)). At low f-numbers the effect of increased curvature is to stiffen the mirrors. As
the mirrors become less curved, they become more flexible and WFE increases.
The settle time (6-11(b)) and line-of-sight jitter (6-11(d)) plots are more interesting.
In particular, the settle time response goes off the chart between an f-number of 1.56 and
1.72. The system fails to settle by 2000 seconds, at which point the transient response
analysis is ended. Since the settle time is based on the line-of-sight response, a comparison
with the LOS plot shows that it too jumps at those parameter values, particularly LOS,.
This warrants a closer examination of those systems. The simulation results for a monolithic
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Figure 6-11: Variation of outputs with f-number. "Nominal" points with f-number of 1.5
circled
telescope at f-numbers of 1.56 and 1.64 were examined. These points represent the response
immediately before the LOS jump, and at the top of peak. Comparing the cumulative RMS
curves for both designs (shown in Figure 6-12 for the relevant frequency regions) one sees
that the main difference is the jump in RMS output that occurs between 40 and 41 Hz.
In the f/1.56 design, there are two modes in the neighborhood of those frequencies; in the
f/1.64 design those two modes seem to have fallen on top of each other.
Physical understanding of the behavior comes from visualizing these two modeshapes,
which are identified as fast steering mirror displacement modes and SST bending modes.
For both systems, the fast steering mirror is translating and rotating just above 40 Hz
(40.48 Hz for the f/1.56 system, 40.92 Hz for the f/1.64 system). In the f/1.56 system
two SST bending modes are at higher frequencies, at 43.11 and 43.17 Hz. In the f/1.64
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Figure 6-12: PSD response curves showing FSM and SST modes falling on top of each other
at an f-number of 1.64
system however, SST modes at 40.52 and 40.55 Hz lie nearly right on top of the FSM
mode. Since LOS is defined using displacements and rotations of the both the FSM and
SST (from Equation 6.1), the effect of these modes on top of each other excites the output
and causes the large peaks observed in the single axis trade plots. Because both monolithic
and segmented apertures use the same FSM and SST grid points, this effect is seen in both
systems.
Besides this effect, the settle time plots seem to have more variability with f-number than
the LOS, which rise smoothly except for the region around f/1.6. Looking across all four
plots an obvious tradeoff makes itself evident: mass, WFE and LOS have superior values
at low f-numbers, while settle time is shortest at larger f-numbers. This conflict will have
to be resolved based upon which metrics are most important to the ultimate needs of the
mission.
The next variable examined is areal density of the primary mirror. In the model, areal
density changes based on the number of ribs, rib height and width, and face sheet thickness.
Since setting the areal density requires balancing all of these parameters, the actual density
of the actual mirror model may vary from the desired value. This effect is shown in Figure 6-
13, which shows that the actual model for both the monolithic and segmented mirrors have
higher densities than are desired. In the segmented case, the areal density is set for the
individual segments, but the final reported value also includes the mass of the connecting
ring; as a result the reported areal densities are on average 8 kg/m 2 higher than the set
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parameter value. In any case, both curves increase nearly parallel with the line of symmetry.
The single axis trade plots are drawn with the actual areal densities for each mirror type.
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Figure 6-13: Comparison of desired to actual mirror areal density
Figure 6-14 shows the outputs as they change with areal density. Mass (plot 6-14(a))
increases at higher density values, as it should. The mass curve is less steep for segmented
systems, suggesting that for these systems mirrors can be made heavier without paying as
large a mass penalty as with the monolithic designs. Settle time (plot 6-14(b)) again shows
the greatest variation of all the outputs. The sawtooth patten between 25 and 34 kg/m 2
implies that settle time is very sensitive to small changes in the system. This suggests that
it may be difficult to make settle time robust to uncertainties.
The optical performances (plots 6-14(c) and 6-14(d)) both show the characteristic that
monolithic systems are superior to segmented systems at nearly every value for areal density.
The two systems exhibit different trends across areal density, with the best segmented results
at lower areal densities and the best monolithic results at larger areal densities. This result
likely is a factor of the dominant modeshapes of each system. For the monolithic aperture,
bending of the primary mirror (as is seen in Figure 6-10(a)) causes optical degradation. This
can be improved by stiffening the mirror through increases in the rib cross-sectional areas
and the face sheet thickness, as occurs at higher areal densities. The segmented systems
are affected more by the flapping of the hexagonal petals on the connecting rings (shown
in Figures 6-7(b) through 6-7(d)). This motion becomes more pronounced as the mirrors
become heavier, so lighter mirrors with lower areal densities are preferred.
It is also obvious based on these results that the monolithic systems on the whole give
better performance than the segmented systems. In order to reap the mass and launch
storage benefits of the segmented systems, control of the mirror petals and optical surfaces
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may be necessary to match the performance levels of the monolithic system.
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Figure 6-14: Variation of outputs with mirror areal density (kg/m 2). "Nominal" points
with desired areal density of 15 kg/m 2 circled (actual areal density values differ).
Figure 6-15 shows the effect of changing the aspect ratio of the mirror rib cross sections.
The ribs have a square cross-section when the aspect ratio is 1.0, and are tall and slender
at higher values. The nominal design point is 4.0. The mass curves (plot 6-15(a)) show
a relationship between aspect ratio and mass. As aspect ratio increases, rib thickness is
kept constant and the rib height increases. This results is a heavier mirror, so that along
with increasing aspect ratio, areal density of the mirrors is also effectively increasing. Areal
density is not held constant as was desired for this trade. For a single-axis trade where areal
density remains constant with changing rib aspect ratio, the rib thickness would need to
be reduced as rib height increases. These results suggests that further modifications to the
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Figure 6-15: Variation of outputs with mirror rib aspect ratio. "Nominal" points with
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The mass curves are also interesting in that at lower aspect ratios, the segmented mirrors
are actually more massive than the monolithic. Just as with the areal density versus mass
curves (plot 6-14(a)), the slope of the monolithic mass curve is higher than the slope of the
segmented. In this case, the difference in slopes actually results in the lines crossing each
other, specifically at an aspect ratio of 3.45.
The three other plots each indicate that as the aspect ratio falls below 2, the perfor-
mances of the system degrade quickly. The settle time, still erratic as in the previous figures,
increases by minutes, the line-of-sight outputs reach their maxima, and the wave front error
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sharply increases for the segmented system. Since stiffness provided by the ribs decreases
as the ribs become squatter, at smaller values of aspect ratio the mirrors are closer to thin,
un-stiffened plates.
Interestingly, most of the line-of-sight and wave front error curves exhibit a minima
between 1.5 and 2.5. Above these values the performances grows steadily worse, even with
taller (and stiffer) ribs. This implies that there are higher order interactions between the
aspect ratio, rib height and mirror facesheet thickness. For example, in the areal density
single-axis trades, facesheet thickness increases with areal density and the performances
improve for monolithic systems. In these aspect ratio trades, face sheet thickness remains
constant, even as areal density is increasing (due to the taller ribs), and performance grows
worse for all systems. Another higher order interaction may involve the larger spacecraft
system. As rib aspect ratio increases, plot 6-15(a) shows that spacecraft mass increases.
This results in larger spacecraft moments of inertia, which drive the reaction wheels to
larger sizes. As the reaction wheels grow larger, their disturbances increase, resulting in
worse performance outputs. Further examination of the interaction of mirror parameters
with spacecraft performance is recommended.
Besides using these single axis trade plots to identify trends across individual design
variables, the plots can also be used to guide a larger multi-variate trade space examination.
The smoothness of the curves indicate what discretization level is necessary for variables
in the trade space analysis. The smaller step size used in the preceding plots allows fine
characteristics of the single axis curves to be seen, but this level of discretization across
many variables in a full factorial search would lead to an excessive number of simulations.
The plots shown here indicate that larger step sizes would be appropriate to explore the
limits of the MOST design space. Most of the curves are fairly smooth and either rise or fall
monotonically (except for the settle time, which seems to be particularly sensitive to inputs).
Exceptions, such as the f-number versus LOS plot of Figure 6-11(d), are identified that may
require a finer step size. In that plot, there are three distinctive regions in the curves: the
curves rise monotonically until an f-number of 1.6; between 1.6 and approximately 1.8
there is an obvious jump in the response, and the curves gradually rise again above 1.8.
This recommends a step size for f-number of at most 0.2. This is implemented in the next
section.
A final point should be made that the single axis trades do not give a complete picture of
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how the system will behave when multiple variables are still being changed. As an example,
the f-number versus wave front error plot in Figure 6-11(c) shows smooth, monotonically
increasing curves for both monolithic and segmented systems. Figure 6-16(a) shows the same
plot, but the mirror material has been changed from silicon carbide (with a Young's Modulus
of 375 x 109 Pa) to aluminum (with a Young's Modulus of 70 x 109 Pa)7 . The change to
aluminum, which may be used in a planned testbed of MOST as a mass substitute for optical
mirrors, has a large effect on the response; the basic trends observed with the silicon carbide
mirror (in Figure 6-11) no longer hold true. There is much greater variability across both
curves. Successive points are nearly a nanometer apart, where before the average change
was less than 0.07 nm. More striking is that whereas with silicon carbide both curves were
monotonic upward, there are definite non-monotonic trends in the new data. For monolithic
aluminum mirrors the WFE has noticeable dips and local minima at higher f-numbers. The
overall trend of the segmented system is not to trend upward; rather, for the first half of
the curve, performance actually improves with increasing f-number, and it worsens for the
second half. An optimum can be discerned at an f-number of approximately 1.5. Similar
trends can be seen by comparing the line-of-sight plots with silicon carbide (Figure 6-11(d))
versus aluminum (Figure 6-16(b)) mirrors. The peak response due to the FSM/SST modes
is seen in both plots, showing that this particular characteristic is common across design
variables.
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Figure 6-16: Alternate single axis trade results with an aluminum mirror
7Areal density has also changed from 15 kg/m 2 to 10 kg/m 2 , but by itself that does not cause as large a
change in response as does changing the material properties.
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6.2.2 Isolator frequency trades
A bi-variate trade study is also performed that shows the effect of trading isolator frequencies
on the MOST performance outputs. The integrated models developed for MOST use two
stages of isolation to attenuate disturbance vibrations. The main source of vibration, the
reaction wheel assembly, would sit on one isolator. A second stage of isolation would then lie
between the bus and the optical telescope assembly. The isolators themselves are modeled
using low-pass filters (from Section 3.2.3) with variable corner frequency. Double axis trades
of corner frequency can be run to investigate the interaction between the isolators.
Initially, a trade is run comparing the effect on performance of using only a single stage
of isolation versus two stages. The results are shown in Figure 6-17. The example system
is of a 3-meter diameter segmented mirror. A thick line represents the response of LOSx
versus the corner frequency of only a single stage of isolation ("RWA"). Plotted against
this are curves of the response using two stages of isolation. It is interesting to note that
not all two-stage isolator combinations show improvement over a single stage. If the second
("bus") stage is above 7 Hz, then part or even most of the response is worse than if only
a single stage had been used. Below 7 Hz however, all remaining combinations of corner
frequencies do provide greater attenuation at most frequencies (the only exceptions are
where the frequencies lie on top of each other, or on a system mode). In fact, using a
second stage can provide up to two orders of magnitude performance improvement, with
the correct selection of frequencies. If the bus isolator can be built with a 1.2 Hz frequency
there is a wide range of frequencies for the RWA isolator that give the best response.
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Figure 6-17: A comparison of single-stage versus two-stage isolation, for a 3m segmented
mirror
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The full bi-variate trade space response is shown in Figure 6-18, in which the line-of-sight
and wave front error responses are plotted against both bus and RWA corner frequencies.
These plots map the response surfaces of a structural dynamic system to variable inputs.
The ridge that can be seen running up the diagonal of each plot represents designs in which
the isolator frequencies lie on top of one another. The peaks build upon one another and
contribute more to the response. Another obvious effect is when an isolator frequency
lies close to or on top of a structural frequency. The isolator will in this case excite the
structural mode. These situations are observed in both plots as ridges parallel to the axes.
In Figure 6-18(a), excitation of a mode at 11.3 Hz creates ridges running up the sides of the
response space. For Figure 6-18(b), a 5 Hz mode creates a strong peak right in the middle
of the response space. The worst performance in both plots occurs when both isolators lie
together on top of a mode.
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Figure 6-18: Examples of trading isolator corner frequencies for two design realizations
These plots indicate which combinations of frequencies should be avoided, but also
which combinations provide robust attenuation to the disturbances. In Figure 6-18(a),
valleys between the ridge lines indicate frequencies that provide superior performance. The
steepness of valley floor indicates the sensitivity of the response. The flatter regions are
more robust to variations in the isolator, but perhaps more importantly allow flexibility in
the isolator design. Within these regions the two isolator stages can be traded against each
other based on additional figures of merit, such as cost or complexity. In Figure 6-18(b),
for a 5-meter monolithic system, a bowl-shaped region in the rear of the plot seems to
provide a local minima robust to variations, however the response is nearly two orders of
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magnitude higher than other regions of the trade space. The regions of greatest attenuation
are where one isolator is as low as possible and the other only must avoid the 5 Hz mode,
but these locations are on steep slopes. If the performance response has very little margin
for uncertainty, the sensitivity to the isolators could become an issue.
Similar to the single axis trade plots, these response surfaces provide a great deal of
information about how a particular design variable influences the system. In the next
section, the larger trade space evaluation will investigation how changing many variables
leads to the identification of superior families of architectures.
6.3 Multi-parameter trades
The real power of the parameterized spacecraft modeling approach is demonstrated with
a multi-variate trade space evaluation. All architectures across a range of design variables
can be created, analyzed, and evaluated against the other architectures. This type of
design space exploration has been performed before; Jilla evaluated spacecraft architectures
across a large trade space, comparing competing system-level metrics such as cost and
mission reliability obtained by algebraic relationships from input variables such as orbital
altitude, number of apertures, and failure rates [22]. The advance in this work is to show
a similar type of trade analysis, but with fully integrated structural, optics and controls
models. These results can drive the mechanical design of the structure by identifying how
key variables interact with each other.
These trades, each of which require complete finite element models to be run, are cer-
tainly more computationally intensive than the algebraic models created in [22]. Increases in
computing speed allow this type of simulation-based design, that was not possible even five
years ago, with standard desktop computers. The models, which average around 4000 nodes
(24,000 degrees of freedom), take approximately 5 minutes per design realization for model
creation and analysis. The analyses were run on Dell Optiplex GX620 desktop computers,
using 3.6 GHz Pentium processors with 3.5GB of RAM. Even given the increases in com-
puter speed, it is important to consider which parameters to choose and how the design
space should be explored in an efficient manner. For exploration of the design space, a full
factorial evaluation of every combination of design values is run. Alternative techniques not
explored here include optimization approaches as described in [221. Heuristic optimization
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approaches such as generic algorithms or simulated annealing could easily be incorporated
into the MOST analysis codes to explore the space. The full factorial approach does not
necessarily drive the design to the optimal architecture, but does allow the complete design
space to be sampled so that general trends can be identified.
In choosing which parameters to vary, especially when using a full factorial design ma-
trix, the number of parameters should be limited to high-level variables that define the
architecture. Table 6.3 lists the variables chosen for the MOST analysis. Many of these
were investigated in the single-axis trades. The variables define the type of telescope and
dimensions of the entire structure, through the f-number. Parameters used to define tech-
nologically advanced components like the rib-stiffened mirrors are included, such as areal
density and rib aspect ratio. Methods of stiffening the secondary support tower are ex-
amined, including changing the radius of the tower struts, and adding horizontal crossbars
between each leg (as illustrated in Figure 6-1(b)).
Table 6.3: Design variable ranges for MOST multi-parameter trades
Variable range
Mirror type Monolithic vs. Segmented
f-number 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0
PM areal density (kg/m 2) 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
PM rib aspect ratio 2, 4, 6
Use of SST crossbars yes, no
Radius of SST struts (cm) 5, 7.4, 10
The design ranges for the continuous variables are based on the single axis trade studies.
In the previous section, an f-number step size of 0.2 was decided upon to capture effects
that varied on that scale. Since the effect of mirror areal density on a telescope is of special
interest for many telescope designers, a finer grid is selected using a step size of 5 kg/m 2 .
In the case of the other variables such as rib aspect ratio and SST strut radius, the single
axis results showed smooth variation across the range boundaries. In order to gage trends
across these parameters, a minimum number of values are acceptable for a preliminary
study. Given the number of design variables and values given in Table 6.3, a full factorial
design matrix of 1296 designs is created and the simulations are run. All of the simulations
were run over a weekend on two of the Dell Optiplex computers.
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6.3.1 Design trends
Methods of visualization and means of interpreting the results are further contributions to
the MOST project. The 1296 design realizations are evaluated based on the four model
figures of merit, so a series of two-axis scatter plots are produced to compare the designs
against often competing metrics. Figure 6-19 compares the two system metrics: mass versus
settle time. Figure 6-20 compares the two optical performance metrics: wave front error
versus line-of-sight, and Figure 6-21 compares a systems metric, mass, to the line-of-sight
performance. The useful information for design is how the design variables change across
these plots. In order to visualize these changes, each figure includes six copies of the exact
same scatter plot color-coded based on the different design variable inputs. In Figure 6-19,
for example, every plot 6-19(a) through 6-19(f) shows the same data points against the same
axes. The circled point on each plot in Figure 6-19 represents a single design realization;
looking across the plots it can be seen that the design is a monolithic aperture of f/1.4,
with a mirror areal density of 15 kg/m 2, rib aspect ratio of 6, strut radius of 10 cm, that
uses crossbars on the SST. The colors and markers change to represent the range of values
of the different variables. Plot 6-19(a), for example, compares monolithic versus segmented
systems, while 6-19(b) compares values of f-number.
Several plots in Figure 6-19 immediately jump out with clearly distinguished differences
between parameter values. Plot 6-19(b) shows a clear stratification of f-number, where
higher values provide progressively better settle times. (Note also the absence of values
for f/1.6; as was indicated on the single axis trade plots, these did not settle before the
slew/settle time simulation ended.) Even though larger f-numbers result in taller telescopes,
the effect on mass with increasing f-number is less pronounced. There are obvious effects
on mass in plots 6-19(e) for strut radius and 6-19(c) for areal density, in which both show
a strong relationship between mass and parameter value. The other three plots: mirror
type, aspect ratio and the presence of a SST crossbar are not nearly as clear, and there
are no obvious trends that dominate. The overall shape of the scatter plot indicates that a
pareto-optimal front exists. The pareto-front, defined as the set of designs where improving
one metric requires degrading another [107], is the line of points closest to the optimal
point of lowest mass and shortest settle time. Mass can be reduced only by allowing settle
time to lengthen, and settle time can only be reduced by accepting a heavier spacecraft.
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Figure 6-19: Trade space results for MOST mass versus settle time. The circled point on
each plot represents the same design realization.
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Requirements on these outputs (which are not set) would be needed to determine what
designs along that front are allowable. If multiple allowable design points exist, then trades
can be made between these metrics based on other system costs.
The stratification of f-number in plot 6-19(b) is also seen in Figure 6-20, plot 6-20(b),
which compares the two performances. In this case however, lower f-number is obviously
superior. This conflict, between performance and settle time, was identified from the single
axis trades. The very shape of the performance scatter plot is unusual, in that there is a
strong bifurcation of the designs. Plot 6-20(a) shows that this bifurcation obviously results
from choice of mirror type. Monolithic apertures tend to have a smaller variation in WFE,
but much larger (by several orders of magnitude) in LOS. The opposite is true for segmented
apertures, which vary more in WFE. Since the segmented mirror petals are cantilevered out
from their holding ring, they are more prone to out-of-plane bending on their struts, leading
to degraded wave front error (modeled in this system as overall z-displacement of sampled
points). A monolithic mirror does not have this issue, since it is supported from below by
bipods. Rather, the large, stiff mirror may be more likely to tip and tilt on those bipods,
causing both the mirror and the optical bench below it to bend. Since LOS is determined
partly from rotations of both the PM and fast mirror mirror, which is mounted on the
optical bench, these rotations cause a worsening of the line-of-sight jitter that is not seen
in the segmented system.
In plot 6-20(c), larger mirror areal density seems to be preferred, and in fact the smallest
areal density (5 kg/m 2) leads to the worst performance extremes for both mirror types.
Similarly, the very worst designs also have a mirror rib aspect ratio of 2 (plot 6-20(d)).
However, focusing in on the optimal corner of plot 6-20(d) suggests that an aspect ratio of
2 also leads to the very best designs. This is a prime example of how viewing these plots
side-by-side facilitates an understanding of the higher level interactions between variables.
For both types of aperture, monolithic and segmented, the effect of rib aspect ratio on
performance depends on the areal density setting. Increase the areal density, and for the
same value of rib aspect ratio, the designs go from some of the worst performers to some of
the best.
The other plots in Figure 6-20 do not show such obvious differences between parame-
ter values. The overall shape of this scatter plot indicates that there is no pareto-front.
There are only a small set of designs in the lower-left corner of the plot that have the best
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performance. Moving away from these designs will degrade both performance metrics.
Figure 6-21 compares mass versus line-of-sight performance. Just as was seen in the
previous f-number plots, 6-19(b) and 6-20(b), the variation of f-number in plot 6-21(b)
shows clearly defined strata at low LOS. The strata are very flat, meaning that for any
value of f-number improving the line-of-sight will very quickly produce a heavier spacecraft.
Other results, such as the effect on mass of changing the strut radius or areal density have
already been noted. It is perhaps more useful for this series of plots to examine the shape
of the pareto-front, and to determine which design variables are efficient "knobs" to move
along the front. A pareto-front does exist and the scatter plot suggests that improving
performance will be costly in terms of mass. To move along a curve, f-number is obviously
not a useful variable; all of the optimal designs have an f-number of 1.0 and changing that
will only degrade both metrics. Rather, the plots recommend both strut radius and areal
density as appropriate knobs. Changing either of these will have an appreciable effect on
mass, and a more limited but still discernable effect on LOS.
These results are some of the most useful that come out of these plots. They not only
provide an indication of the level of performance that can be achieved across the design
space, but also recommend to the designer which variables will be the most efficient levers
for moving through the design space.
6.3.2 Identified optimal designs
The general trends that were identified using the design plots included improved perfor-
mance with low f-number and low rib aspect ratio, the effect of strut radius and areal
density on mass, and an indication of appropriate variables to move the designs along the
optimal front. Exploring the trade space in greater detail involves identifying the specific
designs that are along the optimal fronts, and comparing the results to requirements to
determine which families of architectures meet the requirements.
Given the collection of results from a trade space simulation, MATLAB tools were devel-
oped to query individual points on a scatter plot. Two examples are shown in Figure 6-22,
which zoom into the optimal corners from plots 6-19(b) and 6-20(a) and pick out promising
design points. The number next to each selected point represents the index number of the
design in the design matrix.
Plot 6-22(a) highlights five points along the mass-settle time pareto front. These points
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Figure 6-20: Trade space results for MOST wave front error versus line-of-sight jitter
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Figure 6-22: Sampled points at optimal corners of two scatter plots
were chosen to span across the f-number values in this plot. The actual design values and
figures of merit outputs are given in Table 6.4. All of the designs are of monolithic mirrors
with areal densities of 5 kg/m 2 and smaller rib aspect ratios. The smallest strut radius is
used and there are no SST crossbars. These variable choices all lead to low-mass systems,
and the mass values are certainly some of the lightest across the design space. Problems
with these designs arise when one examines their optical performances. The LOS values
are all still many orders of magnitude below their requirements (the LOS values shown are
given in micro-arcseconds, where the requirement is in milli-arcseconds), but the wave front
error outputs, especially for points 9 and 11, are large compared to many other points in
the design space. It is useful to consider the requirements of the system in order to identify
which designs are allowable. There are no requirements yet set for mass or settle time, and
the LOS requirement is met in all cases shown here. Only the WFE requirement of 1 nm
need be considered, but as shown in plot 6-22(b) it causes the majority of the design points
- including the five identified in Table 6.4 - to be thrown out.
Ultimately only 14 designs meet the wave front error requirement of 1 nm. Those
14 designs are identified in Table 6.5. Several observations can be made about these designs.
They are all monolithic apertures with an f-number of 1.0 and do not use SST crossbars.
The low f-number suggests that the settle time may be poor for all designs, although
the actual settle time values are not much worse than those identified in Table 6.4. The
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Table 6.4: Details from design points identified in plot 6-22(a)
Design numbers
Parameters 73 3 77 9 11
Mirror type Mono Mono Mono Mono Mono
f-number 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.8 2.0
Areal density (kg/m 2) 5 5 5 5 5
Rib aspect ratio 4 2 4 2 2
SST crossbar No No No No No
SST strut radius (cm) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
Outputs
Mass (kg) 350 338 362 370 385
Settle time (sec) 675 667 657 624 604
LOSX (Cpas) 4.8 24.5 11.2 60.3 70.6
LOS, (Asas) 5.7 32.8 14.8 91.5 118.0
WFE (nm) 1.1 2.5 3.4 6.0 6.5
mirror rib aspect ratios are 2 for 12 of the 14 designs, and the areal densities are mostly
above 15 kg/m 2 . Despite interest in much lower areal densities to decrease spacecraft mass,
5 kg/m 2 is not represented at all, and there is only a single design (#445) that utilizes
10 kg/m 2 . The SST strut radius varies across its entire range.
What is surprising is how quickly the field of designs was reduced. All segmented sys-
tems, any architecture with an f-number greater than 1.0, and alternate SST architectures
were eliminated. Based on the current models and requirements, mirror areal density and
strut radius are left as the only free variables to trade. The dominance of monolithic versus
segmented systems was expected, especially given that there was no control of the seg-
mented mirror petals to account for their increased flexibility. Since the MOST program is
interested in investigating segmented architectures, both for mass purposes as well as their
ability to be folded into a launch fairing, the best 14 segmented designs are also identified
and listed in Table 6.6. These show the same results as with the best monolithic designs: an
f-number of 1.0, no SST crossbars, low rib aspect ratios and higher mirror areal densities.
Areal density and strut radius are again the only free parameters within this design set.
The final results from this particular analysis identify the best MOST designs as shorter
telescopes (low f-number) with no crossbars on the tripod secondary support towers. The
rib-stiffened mirrors have squat ribs and are preferably heavier for a given area, although
the results do show that lower areal density mirrors (less than 15 kg/m 2) are acceptable for
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Table 6.5: Designs satisfying WFE requirement (all monolithic apertures)
Parameters Outputs
f/# Areal Rib Cross- Strut
density aspect bars radius
(kg/m 2) ratio (cm)
1.0 30 2 No 7.4
1.0 30 2 No 10.0
1.0 25 2 No 7.4
1.0 25 2 No 10.0
1.0 20 2 No 7.4
1.0 20 2 No 10.0
1.0 15 2 No 7.4
1.0 30 2 No 5.0
1.0 25 2 No 5.0
1.0 20 2 No 5.0
1.0 10 2 No 7.4
1.0 15 2 No 10.0
1.0 30 4 No 5.0
1.0 25 4 No 5.0
Mass Settle LOSx LOSy WFE
(kg) time (Aas) (pas) (nm)
(sec)
635 855 1.5 1.6 0.75
735 832 1.4 1.5 0.79
594 671 1.6 1.7 0.79
693 663 1.5 1.6 0.84
552 670 1.8 1.9 0.83
651 670 1.7 1.8 0.90
510 671 2.0 2.3 0.89
543 666 2.8 2.8 0.87
502 724 2.8 3.1 0.91
460 671 2.9 3.4 0.95
469 817 2.6 3.0 0.96
610 667 1.8 1.9 0.97
633 671 3.0 2.4 0.98
576 669 2.4 2.3 1.00
some designs.
These results should motivate several additional lines of research into these systems,
particularly concerning the rib-stiffened mirrors. Although low aspect ratio (and shorter
ribs) have been shown here to be better for performance, taller ribs would generally be
preferred if actuators were used on the ribs to change the shape of the mirror. This is
of particular interest since introducing active wave front error control may increase the
number of valid designs. Also, the segmented mirrors were not able to compete as well
against the monolithic circular mirror, but applying tip-tilt control of the hexagonal petals
may improve the results significantly. Finally, the mass savings expected for segmented
mirrors were never fully realized. This may result from the design requirement that the
baseline hexagonal petals have a 100 Hz fundamental frequency, compared to only 20 Hz
for the large, circular mirror. If this 100 Hz requirement could be relaxed, there is likely to
be a mass savings that would benefit the segmented architectures.
All of these results assume that the individual point designs are distinguishable from each
other. If the uncertainty of each design is so large that two or more design points are within
the bounds of an uncertainty bounding box, any statements made about the uniqueness of
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Design #
493
925
481
913
469
901
457
61
49
37
445
889
133
121
Table 6.6: Best designs with a segmented aperture
Parameters
f/# Areal Rib Cross- Strut
density aspect bars radius
(kg/m 2) ratio (cm)
Design #
62
494
926
50
482
914
38
902
470
890
458
26
950
938
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
5.0
7.4
10.0
5.0
7.4
10.0
5.0
10.0
7.4
10.0
7.4
5.0
10.0
10.0
Outputs
Mass
(kg)
519
612
714
488
582
684
458
653
552
623
521
427
612
572
Settle
time
(sec)
671
673
673
967
673
664
673
677
691
760
728
678
758
674
LOSx LOS,(pas) (pas)
2.6
2.2
2.2
2.6
2.2
2.2
2.6
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.3
2.8
2.7
2.6
2.8
2.1
2.2
2.9
2.2
2.2
2.9
2.3
2.2
2.3
2.3
3.1
2.7
2.6
a particular design or family of designs may be questionable. The next sections will apply
the uncertainty parameter identification and bounded analysis routines on the trade space
results. This will be done to determine the size of the design point uncertainty space, and
to compare the robustness of different designs to parametric uncertainty.
6.4 Uncertainty analysis across the trade space
The MOST design approach is aimed particularly at high-performance, high-risk missions
which need to employ novel new technologies and spacecraft architectures to achieve their
goals in terms of both performance and system costs. The large, flexible structures that are
being proposed for MOST face the same situation as missions such as the Terrestrial Planet
Finder, in that full systems tests before launch may not be possible for design validation.
Given this situation, it is necessary to consider how to validate the designs through analytical
means. An aspect of that validation is running uncertainty analyses throughout the design
lifecycle. This starts with the identification of critical sources of uncertainty that require
additional analysis, and ends prior to launch with the probability that the mission will meet
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1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
WFE
(nm)
1.46
1.49
1.50
1.52
1.54
1.55
1.60
1.60
1.61
1.70
1.73
1.79
1.86
1.86
its requirements.
The same approach to uncertainty that was described in Chapter 5 is now incorporated
into the MOST analysis framework. This intersection of uncertainty analysis with parame-
terized modeling provides a powerful design tool that examines the conceptual design space
for both nominal performance results and robustness to uncertainty. Along with identifying
superior designs on the basis of their nominally meeting requirements, designs can also be
identified and categorized based on their susceptibility to parametric uncertainty.
This analysis provides useful information first on the robustness of the designs, but it
also guides how design variables can be used. If, for example, the uncertainty bounding
box for a particular design is so large that many alternative designs with different design
variable values are within its limits, it is questionable whether changing the design variables
being considered (f-number, areal density, etc.) would actually influence the system in the
way the nominal results suggest. On the other hand, if the bounding boxes are tight about
each design point, there is increased confidence that varying the design variables is a valid
means of improving the design.
An example of the uncertainty technique proposed in Chapter 5 is shown applied across
the MOST design space. Critical uncertainty parameters are first identified from a larger
set of parameters. After that, uncertainty bounds about many design points are generated
based upon a bounded description of the parameter uncertainty.
6.4.1 Critical parameter identification
A list of parameters likely to contribute to the performance uncertainty was selected from
the "Parameters" module. These parameters are separate from the design variables used to
compare different architectures. The values for the design variables (f-number, areal density,
etc.) are all chosen by the designer and, for the purposes of the uncertainty analysis, may
be considered fixed for each design point. Ten parameters are selected based on engineering
judgement that they may contribute to the system uncertainty. They are:
* Mirror plate density
* Mirror plate modulus
* Bus mass
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* Solar panel density
* Solar panel modulus
* Optical bench density
* Optical bench modulus
* Mirror bipods modulus
* SST strut modulus
* Modal damping
Of the four mission figures of merit, only line-of-sight is directly output from the state-
space system and could be evaluated using an analytic sensitivity analysis. In order to
also gage the effect of these uncertainty parameters on outputs such as wave front error,
settle time and mass, the analysis of variance approach using computer simulations from
Section 5.1.2 is needed.
The ANOVA results from the TPF-FFI analysis (from Table 5.9) show that even when
different levels of parameter variation were used (0.1%, 1%, 10%) many of the same para-
meters are identified in each run. As a result, the computer simulations for MOST are run
at only a single level of variation: 10% of the parameter nominal values. For each design
point investigated, the 10 parameters are varied using a resolution IV design matrix (main
effects are not aliased with other main effects nor with 2-way interactions) of 32 runs.
This critical parameter analysis technique is applied to a set of the design points across
the MOST trade space. It is run on four of the designs identified on the pareto-front from
Figure 6-22(a) (designs 3, 9, 11, and 77) and on four of the performance-optimal designs
from both monolithic and segmented systems in Figure 6-22(b) (458, 493, 494 and 925).
Two representative ANOVA plots from this group are given in Figure 6-23, and all of the
results are presented in Tables 6.7 and 6.8. The relative influence values greater than
10% are highlighted using boxes. It is obvious looking across the tables that of these 10
parameters, there are only six that have a strong influence on the model outputs. These
six are density and modulus of the primary mirror material, mass of the bus components,
density of the solar panels, modulus of the SST struts and modal damping.
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Figure 6-23: Relative influence plots for two MOST design realizations
These results may have a direct influence on future modeling efforts for the MOST
spacecraft. The influence of the mirror and SST strut material properties could be antici-
pated, given the importance of these structural components in the optical outputs. If the
current values for density and modulus were general values obtained from look-up tables, it
would be advisable to decide upon specific materials and to find their material properties
directly from industrial sources. Similarly, modal damping is an often-targeted source of
uncertainty given the great many questions about the nature of damping and appropriate
ways to model its effect. Since values of modal damping have been suggested to change
dramatically based on the anticipated thermal environment 8, an understanding of the orbit
and spacecraft environment for MOST could guide selection of a damping value.
The solar panel density, which is related directly to the mass of the solar panel, could
have been expected given the contribution of solar panel modes in the cumulative RMS
output curves (the 0.497 Hz mode from Figure 6-8). Their apparent importance in the
system warrant either more detailed modeling, or a re-designed isolation system to attenuate
their effect.
Perhaps the most surprising result is the large influence of bus mass on the system.
Currently, bus mass is estimated just from a curve-fit of mirror mass to bus mass across
several legacy space systems. Since this parameter is identified as such a large influence
in the system, it would be advisable to commit research resources to better modeling the
8 Very low modal damping of 0.01% or less has been recommended by engineers at JPL for infrared
telescopes with optical instruments kept at cryogenic temperatures.
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Table 6.7: Relative influence percentages for MOST: designs 3, 9, 11 and 77
Parameters
PM density
PM modulus
Bus mass
Solar panel density
Solar panel modulus
Optics bench density
Optics bench modulus
Mirror bipods modulus
SST strut modulus
Modal damping
Parameters
PM density
PM modulus
Bus mass
Solar panel density
Solar panel modulus
Optics bench density
Optics bench modulus
Mirror bipods modulus
SST strut modulus
Modal damping
LOSx
1291
9
5
Design point
LOS, WFE ti
N38 4[31 5
9 179
4 6
3
me mass
3 4
4 -
2 76
5 19[
7 -
5 2
8 -
5 -
l -3 3 2
Design point 11
LOSx LOS, WFE time mass
29 13 - 4
48648 26 38 -
7 8 46 - 7
2 2 6 5 21
- - - 2 1
9 4 2 1 -
5 5 4 14 -
LOSx
30
41
2
7
6
LOSx
2
6
Design point 9
LOS, WFE time
31 16 2
43 25 3
10 42 3
2 5 26
- - 1
- - 2
- - 1
- - 1
4 1 1
6 6 F26
Design point 77
LOS, WFE time
1 -
- 1
93 -
2 5 52
9 - -9
6 - I
spacecraft bus components. Individual components should be identified and effort taken to
determine the total anticipated mass for each design realization.
Since the critical parameters are similar for all of the eight investigated design points,
no further simulations are performed for critical parameter identification. The next step
is to perform an uncertainty analysis across the design space using these six uncertainty
parameters.
6.4.2 Design point uncertainty analysis
A bounded uncertainty analysis is performed by searching the parameter range vertices
for the worst-case values. Example uncertainty bounds for the six parameters are given
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Table 6.8: Relative influence percentages for MOST, designs 458, 493, 494 and 925
Parameters
PM density
PM modulus
Bus masses
Solar panel density
Solar panel modulus
Optics bench density
Optics bench modulus
Mirror bipods modulus
SST strut modulus
Modal damping
Parameters
PM density
PM modulus
Bus masses
Solar panel density
Solar panel modulus
Optics bench density
Optics bench modulus
Mirror bipods modulus
SST strut modulus
Modal damping
LOSx
2
-91
3
2
1
LOSx
5
92
1
1
Design point 458
LOSY WFE time mass
2 8 7
- 3 2 -
E87- 83-
3 3 48[ 10
- - 1 -
- - 1 1
- - 1 -
1 38
Design point 494
LOSy WFE time
3 5 2
- - 6
86 931 2
1 1 -
- - 4
- - 1
- - 3
- - 4
7 - 2
- - 5
mass
S14
F80ý
5
1
LOSx
2
3
2
3
1
Design point 493
LOSY WFE time mass
3 4 - 23
9 - 1
~-
F591 F92_ - F74_
2 1 26 3
- - 1 -
1
1
Design point 925
LOSx LOSy WFE time
6 7 4 1
- 1 - 1
F921 F906 I 95_ 8
1 1 1 10
-
-
- 8
-
-
- 3
- - - 10
- -
- 2
mass
21
F761
3
in Table 6.9. 9 These values were not obtained from any empirical testing, but rather are
estimated values from engineering judgement.
A full factorial design matrix is prepared for the six parameters. Although 26 = 64
performance simulations are required, evaluating modal damping does not necessitate a
finite element analysis, so only 32 FE models must be generated and evaluated. The worst
values for each model output are retained. Boxes can be drawn about each design point on
the scatter plots to represent the uncertainty bounds of each design point.
All of the designs from the critical parameter identification analysis along with a selection
of designs along the mass-LOS pareto-front and at the optimal corner of the WFE versus
LOS scatter plot were investigated. Twenty-two design points were evaluated in all. The
9Note that the nominal bus mass is calculated separately for each design.
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Table 6.9: Uncertainty bounds on MOST critical parameters
Parameter (FE element) units Lower Bound Nominal Upper bound
PM density (ctria3, cquad4) kg/m 3  3100 3200 3400
PM modulus (ctria3, cquad4) N/m 2  350 x 109 375 x 109 400 x 109
Bus masses (conm2) kg 0.95 x mnom mnom 1.05 x mnom
Solar Panel density (cquad4) kg/m 3  2816 2916 3000
SST strut modulus (cbar) N/m 2  170 x 109  189 x 109  208 x 109
Modal damping - 0.4% 0.5% 1.0%
collection of results can be used to evaluate the robustness of the design, but also illustrate
the power of parameterized modeling combined with non-deterministic analyses to guide
conceptual design. This will be discussed in the next section.
6.5 Discussion of uncertainty results and design approach
The traditional approach to structural modeling in early phases of the design lifecycle was
to build and analyze a point design. Consider the example of Figure 6-24, which focuses
on a "nominal" design for MOST: a monolithic aperture with f-number=1.0, rib-stiffened
primary mirror with areal density of 5 kg/m 2 and rib aspect ratio of 4, no crossbars on the
SST and SST struts with a radius of 7.4 cm.10 A static structural and integrated model
can be analyzed in terms of nominal performance (indicated by stars), uncertainty (the
bounding box), and sensitivity to material or geometry parameters. Model-based analy-
sis of alternative architectures and telescope forms would not traditionally occur however.
Running finite element analyses for many modes, evaluating slew/settle time histories, per-
forming PSD-based disturbance analysis and re-running the simulation multiple times for
this type of bounded uncertainty analysis has historically been too computationally inten-
sive for rapid design studies. Even a small finite element such as MOST still has tens of
thousands of degrees of freedom, and a model with higher finite element mesh densities may
easily have hundreds of thousands of degrees of freedom. Obtaining modal frequencies and
modeshapes from this system would take significant time, as would running dynamic analy-
ses with state-space systems of hundreds or thousands of states (MOST typically outputs
200 modes, for a 400-state system). More than anything else, the methods of analysis used
"1Note that there is no such point design for MOST; the design point (#505) was selected for illustrative
purposes only.
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on MOST have benefitted from increases in computational power; the finite element and
dynamic analysis routines run fast enough to make multiple analysis runs practical for these
design studies. The conceptual design space has opened up from that one, single design
point (Figure 6-24), to a multitude of unique structural realizations (Figure 6-25), each
comprised of an independent finite element model, and each subject to a suite of analysis
tools.
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Figure 6-24: A single point design with uncertainty bounds
Compared to the single point design, other designs are identified which either make up a
pareto-optimal front along with the point design (Figure 6-25(a)), or whose nominal values
are superior to the point design (Figure 6-25(b)). New regions of the design space can be
explored, and alternative architectures identified using model-based, quantitative analysis
techniques.
Once a selection of superior nominal designs are identified, the question arises as to
whether these designs are unique. If the uncertainty bounds of an optimal design encom-
pass many other points, it is not possible to say with confidence that the chosen design is
actually superior to any of the others. There is always a chance that the optimal design,
once realized in hardware, would fall into a corner of the uncertainty space with worse
performance than other designs, as illustrated in Figure 6-26(a). Also, if the uncertainty
bounds encompass designs across a variable's range, it calls into question whether changing
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Figure 6-25: Opening up the design space using parameterized structural modeling tech-
niques combined with non-deterministic analysis. The "nominal" design is indicated with
a star.
that particular variable actually will have the anticipated effect. If, however, the uncertainty
bounds are tight about each point, as drawn in Figure 6-26(b), confidence increases in both
the uniqueness of the design and in the ability to reach a particular level of performance
using particular design variables.
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Figure 6-26: Illustration of the role of uncertainty bounds in choosing between conceptual
designs
The uncertainty bounds of the MOST results in Figure 6-25 show examples of both
situations, but generally are tight about the design points. Especially along the mass
versus LOS optimal front in 6-25(a), the bounds are small enough to enclose only the single
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design point. These points exhibit greater robustness to parametric uncertainty, and are
unique compared to the other designs across the trade space. It can be observed that the
variability of the LOS output (height of the bounding box) increases to the left side of the
optimal front, at lower mass designs. This shows that besides an optimal front in terms of
mass versus LOS, there is also an optimal front in terms of mass versus design robustness.
If the robustness of these points will drive the design, there is a trade-off between how heavy
the spacecraft is allowed to become versus how much expense and effort will be expended
to reduce those uncertainty bounds.
The bounds about the optimal points in the WFE versus LOS scatter plot of Figure 6-
25(b) tend to be larger and more varied in shape. There is a noticeable difference in the
bounds between the monolithic and segmented systems; the aspect ratio of the bounds for
monolithic apertures tend to be tall and narrow, while for the segmented apertures they
tend to be shorter and wide. This follows the trends of these systems first identified in the
full scatter plot from Figure 6-20(a); segmented systems showing greater variability across
WFE and less in LOS, and vice versa for the monolithic systems. The size of the uncertainty
space also varies amongst the optimal designs for each type of system; the optimal monolithic
design points actually have the smallest bounds in the plot. This is positive news for the
designer, in that it suggests that the designs with best performance also are the most robust.
The collection of the six best designs at the lower left corner of Figure 6-25(b) (designs 493,
925, 481, 913, 469 and 901, in which only the areal density and strut radius change) are
distinguishable from all of the other design points in terms of performance (although there
is some overlap of bounding boxes within this cluster). The same cannot be said of the
best performing segmented systems. The uncertainty bounds for these systems tend to
be larger than the bounds about the optimal monolithic designs, and the bounding boxes
enclose many monolithic systems. The segmented systems are not distinguishable from the
monolithic, meaning that even if the segmented nominal performance was superior (which
it is not) to the monolithic mirrors, the actual hardware could have worse performance. Or,
to put it another way, it is not possible to choose between the selected segmented designs
versus any of the enclosed monolithic designs for a unique outcome. The design choice may
lead to multiple outcomes, where one possibility is that the chosen design will have worse
performance than the abandoned designs.
Figure 6-27 compares the same plots, but color coded as a function of f-number.
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The exact same bounding boxes are shown. This plot illustrates the uniqueness of f-
number amongst the optimal designs. Especially in 6-27(a), but also amongst the best
designs in 6-27(b), the uncertainty bounds only enclose f/1.0 designs. While f-number is
not a promising design variable that can be used to move the design along the optimal
front, these plots increase confidence that an f/1.0 system (or at most an f/1.2 system) is
appropriate to obtain the desired mass and optical performance results.
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Figure 6-27: Uncertainty bounds across varying f-number
Variation of mirror areal density is shown with the uncertainty bounds in Figure 6-28. It
was suggested before that areal density would be an appropriate design variable to change,
in order to move along the optimal front. Plot 6-28(a) confirms this by indicating that even
with uncertainties, a change of areal density in 5 kg/m 2 increments will cause a unique
movement along the LOS versus mass pareto-front. The uncertainty boxes of the WFE
versus LOS plot (6-28(b)) enclose many more areal density values, and of the evaluated
points every value in the range is represented. This suggests that an attempt to improve
the performance outputs by changing areal density may not always result in a better design,
based on the actual hardware values of the uncertain parameters. At the least however,
this plot does suggest that those six optimal points at the very bottom left of the scatter
plot are still the best performers at any areal density greater than 20 kg/m 2.
The last uncertainty plot examined is Figure 6-29, which plots mass versus settle time.
Even in the single-axis trade plots, settle time seemed to exhibit great variation across
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Figure 6-28: Uncertainty bounds across varying mirror areal density (kg/m 2)
ranges of design variables. Across the uncertainty space, the bounds on settle time are even
greater than the variation of design points. This result indicates that predicting settle time
in the presence of uncertainty will be challenging. Since the source of this great variation is
likely the system damping, more effort should be made in determining an appropriate level
of modal damping and in reducing the uncertainty bounds on the modal damping value.
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Figure 6-29: Uncertainty bounds for the mass versus settle time scatter plot
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6.6 Conclusion
The design of the Modular Optical Space Telescopes is used as an example of how para-
meterized modeling and uncertainty analysis of integrated opto-mechanical systems allow
a much broader examination of the conceptual design trade space and can drive the de-
sign to particular architecture families that exhibit superior performance and robustness to
uncertainty. This model-based approach to design provides the same information that a
single low-fidelity finite element "stick" model does, but whereas traditional approaches in
early stages of design would build only a single model, the approach used for MOST shows
how any number of separate, unique structural realizations can be generated. Instead of
using analysis tools such as dynamic performance prediction or uncertainty propagation to
merely determine whether a single point design meets its requirements or not, these analysis
techniques are used at the beginning of the design lifecycle to drive some of the key design
decisions that define the spacecraft.
The approach outlined in this chapter emphasizes the multi-faceted nature of the design
evaluation. Once the parameterized model is developed, with access to the design variables
of interest, single axis trades should be run first to understand the basic behavior of the
system across variable ranges. Any interesting or unusual characteristics identified at this
stage can be investigated by examining the individual designs. The single parameter trade
curves can also motivate design variable step sizes to be used in a larger trade space analy-
sis. This larger analysis is undertaken next. A full factorial evaluation of every variable
combination is used on MOST, although it is recommended that optimization schemes be
applied in the MOST environment. The results from the full factorial trades can be visual-
ized to highlight particular design variables, and the optimal designs can be identified. Once
a selection of promising nominal design points are found, critical parameter identification
techniques reduce a large collection of uncertain parameters to those parameters which most
influence the system. Non-deterministic analysis techniques such as a bounded uncertainty
analysis are run to gage the robustness of the selected designs. All of this information is
used first to identify superior, robust architecture families. The plots can be used to identify
the pareto-optimal fronts, along which figures of merit can be traded against each other.
And finally the simulations point out those design variables that even in the presence of
uncertainty can be used to trade between competing figures of merit.
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These results do not come without a price. To begin with, construction of the parame-
terized model requires more effort than would a single point design FE model. Instead of
building a single model using finite element pre-processing software, MOST is created by
writing MATLAB m-files that construct all of the appropriate Nastran input cards. Care
must be taken that each component is built appropriately, given the unique dimensions,
shapes, and mesh fidelity parameters that may be input into the file. Similarly, the assem-
bly of the individual components into a single spacecraft must occur in a completely generic
fashion, where attachment points must be designed to accept different mirrors, secondary
towers, or spacecraft buses.
Once the parameterized model is complete, there is an acknowledged computational
expense to running the simulation. The 1296 initial design realizations took a weekend
running on two computers. After that there were nearly as many simulation runs for the
critical parameter identification across eight design points (each requiring 32 runs) and the
uncertainty analysis across 22 points (each requiring 64 simulations, although half as many
FE solutions).
This being said, the simulation took half the time on computers newly bought in 2006
as they did on the second fastest available computer. Since the simulations do not de-
pend on each other, the entire batch job could be given to a cluster of computers and run
overnight. The computational power available to today's engineers makes this method of
simulation-based analysis practical where even five years ago it might have been considered
too computationally and time intensive to use in actual design studies such as MOST
Ultimately, superior architectures were identified for the MOST spacecraft. All designs
met the line-of-sight requirement, but only 14 out of 1296 designs met the wave front
error requirement of 1 nm. These 14 designs all used monolithic circular mirrors with an
f-number of 1.0. The areal densities of the mirror tended to be heavier, mostly above
20 kg/m 2. The rib aspect ratios were small, and crossbars were never used on the SST. No
alternative SST designs were examined in this study, although others have been created for
a larger analysis of MOST. Similar results were shown when the 14 best architectures using
a segmented primary mirror were examined. In both cases, monolithic and segmented, the
only free variables remaining for the designer were the areal density and the rib aspect ratio.
Next steps for the MOST spacecraft should include the application of controllers on the
segmented mirror petals, to improve the performance of the segmented designs relative to
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the monolithic. Also, optimization routines can be used to explore the design space. It may
be that superior designs exist between the design points examined in this full factorial eval-
uation, and optimization routines may do a better job at identifying these points. Finally,
further study of how long it takes the performance to settle after a slew is needed to first
reduce the nominal settle times (currently around 10 minutes), and to determine why the
settle time is so sensitive to uncertainty in the system.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Contributions
7.1 Thesis summary
This thesis proposes a methodology using parameterized structural and integrated dynam-
ics models, coupled with non-deterministic analysis tools, to identify robust designs for
opto-mechanical systems in conceptual design. This is motivated by the need for the next
generation of space telescopes to meet ever more stringent optical performance requirements,
while at the same time satisfying systems metrics such as low mass and cost, availability of
the spacecraft to take science images and robustness of the design to uncertainty. Being ro-
bust to uncertainty is ever more important, since these mission will not be validated using a
full systems test prior to launch. Instead, design validation is dependent upon model analy-
sis supported by data from testbeds or prototypes. Example lightweight, high-performance
space telescopes include upcoming NASA missions such as the Terrestrial Planet Finder
spacecraft, which will use combinations of advanced optical designs and active control to
push the boundaries of science and technology. Optical requirements for these missions
are on the orders of milli-arcseconds for pointing, and nanometers for optical pathlength
control. Meeting these requirements on flexible structures that must remain lightweight for
launch will require new methods of design.
Given these challenges, this thesis proposes moving the initial structural modeling and
dynamic analysis from the preliminary design stage, at which point a single point design has
been already selected, to the conceptual design stage. During the conceptual stage, many
competing designs are still being considered and compared to one another. These designs
may use completely different approaches to meeting science requirements; for example,
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either a coronagraph telescope or an optical interferometer (or perhaps both) may be used
for the Terrestrial Planet Finder mission. The designs will also vary based on the type of
aperture, dimensions of the spacecraft, and combinations of passive or active disturbance
attenuation techniques. Since design decisions made at the start of a program have a strong
effect on the ultimate costs of a mission, greater insight into the relative performance and
robustness characteristics of competing designs would be a powerful tool in driving the
design decisions toward an optimal design. This greater insight is provided in the conceptual
stage through quantitative, model-based analysis across a large design space. Models of the
spacecraft are automatically created and analyzed based on a vector of design inputs.
Chapter 1 introduces the methods used in this thesis, including design analysis using
parameterized finite element and integrated models, followed a parametric uncertainty eval-
uation. This approach follows closely on work such as Jilla [22], in which a large trade space
is sampled using optimization routines to choose high-level design variables. The models
in that work were based around design variables such as orbital altitude and reliability of
components. Those design variables focus on system metrics such as performance, cost
and survivability for distributed satellite systems, and were related to the model outputs
by algebraic relations. The design variables considered in this thesis are focused on the
physical spacecraft. The designer can vary parameters such as the type of primary mirror
or secondary support tower, the dimension and shape of the optics, or values that define
vibration attenuation approaches such as isolation and active control of the optical path-
length. This allows a unique structural and dynamics model to be built for every set of
design variables. Although optimization routines are not used in this work, the design
space for the parameterized opto-mechanical model can be explored to identify trends in
performance and robustness across the design choices.
Chapter 2 motivates this approach to conceptual design by comparing it to the tradi-
tional method of using experience or evolution of existing architectures to choose a single
point-design, before any models are built. While that approach has worked well on past mis-
sions, the challenge of the newest generation of space telescopes is that the architectures and
technologies being considered (e.g. lightweight, rib-stiffened mirrors and adaptive control of
optical surfaces) have not been flown in space before, and there is no heritage of experience
to draw upon. In [31], Baker and Hoffman make the point that when "unconventional con-
figurations are being designed," relying on traditional approaches in the conceptual stage
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may lead to designs with "show stopping structural issues." To counter this, and to support
validation of designs through analytic means, the parameterized modeling approach allows
evaluations of many architectures, each with unique combinations of design variables. This
allows superior designs to be identified that meet the performance requirements, but also
that make best use of technologies to satisfy the system-level metrics such as mass and
cost. Since evaluation of many unique structural designs is computationally challenging,
an example is shown of the dramatic increases in computer speed just within the last six
years. Where formerly it took over two hours to run a mathematical operation common
in dynamic analysis, on computers purchased in 2006 the same operation takes just over a
minute. This speed increase allows for simulation-based trade space analyses, where before
such an approach would not have been practical.
An overview of the integrated models used in this work is given in Chapter 3. These
include structural finite element models, from which modal frequencies and modeshapes are
obtained using Nastran. Optical performances are derived, based either on approximations
using the displacement of optical elements or on a Zernike decomposition of primary mirror
deformations. The effect of isolation and optical control is approximated using filters. A
frequency-based disturbance analysis is run by propagating power spectral density curves
of reaction wheel disturbances through the state-space model, to obtain PSDs of the perfor-
mance outputs. An example using the TPF-FFI spacecraft shows that using a broadband
disturbance model, the line-of-sight (LOS) jitter outputs meet their requirement while wave
front error (WFE) exceeds its requirement by several orders of magnitude. A 1 Hz mode of
the TPF-FFI spacecraft is identified as causing the WFE degradation; since reaction wheel
speeds can be tuned to avoid that particular frequency, additional analysis is recommended
to determine WFE when that particular mode is not excited.
A necessary component of the conceptual stage trade space analysis is the parameterized
model, allowing the designer to evaluate the effect of changing design variables. Chapter 4
presents two methods of model parametrization. The linear fractional transformation (LFT)
is used in the DOCS toolset to create parameter dependent state-space models. Examples
of its use on the TPF-structurally connected interferometer are shown. In order to evaluate
the effect of changing design variables such as dimensions, that require moving grid points
and changing element connectivities, an environment is developed for the automatic gener-
ation of new finite element models given a set of high-level parameters. The rules for this
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parametrization approach are described. They include keeping all parameters for the entire
model in a top-level module, so that any parameter can be varied without the need to edit
lower-level functions. A module hierarchy is recommended, in which parameter values are
passed down to lower-level functions that create separate components of the larger finite
element model. Information such as connection grid points is passed up to high-level mod-
ules which then assemble the FEM, interface with Nastran, create the integrated model,
and run the analyses. Additional aspects of the parameterized modeling approach include a
reaction wheel sizing algorithm that bases the size of the flywheels on the spacecraft inertias
and slew requirements, and scales the reaction wheel disturbances with flywheel inertia.
An example of this parameterized modeling approach is shown with the Thirty Meter
Telescope, a ground-based telescope whose actively controlled primary mirror aperture is
created using many smaller mirror segments. A trade space analysis is performed varying
parameters such as telescope type, location of the elevation axis and focal ratio (f-number)
of the mirror. The results suggest that a Cassegrain telescope with smaller f-number and
larger final focal ratio and with an elevation axis above the primary mirror will provide the
best combination of performance, mass and cost.
Once superior designs are identified based on their nominal performance, it is just as
important in conceptual design to evaluate their performance under uncertainty. As long as
performance requirements are met, the designs' robustness to uncertainty should be a key
distinguishing characteristic that drives which architectures are selected for further study.
Chapter 5 describes techniques for identifying sources of uncertainty and for propagating
uncertainties through the model. In the case of parametric uncertainty, several methods
of identifying the critical uncertainty parameters are described. The first is to compute
the analytic sensitivities of the outputs of a state-space system to the parameter inputs.
This approach, built into DOCS, is shown to identify critical parameters for the TPF-FFI
spacecraft. The issue with this method, as with the LFT parametrization technique, is
that it is only valid for state-space systems. The influence that parametric uncertainties
have on outputs such as mass, settle time or wave front error (which is computed as a
root-sum-square of displacement outputs) cannot be computed in this manner.
An alternative approach is proposed, in which the mature field of Design of Experiments
is applied to the spacecraft design problem. The values of a large selection of spacecraft
parameters are varied based on fractional factorial design matrices. The simulations are run
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and the results are evaluated using the analysis of variance to indicate which parameters
most influence the simulation outputs. Using DOE techniques, it is possible to get informa-
tion on the effect of the parameters in fewer runs than would be necessary if a full factorial
experiment were attempted. This approach is also shown using the TPF-FFI model, where
15 initial parameters are reduced to eight parameters that strongly influence the system.
The identified parameters were the same as with the sensitivity analysis for line-of-sight
jitter (the only output the sensitivity analysis can evaluate), verifying the results of the
technique. The DOE/ANOVA approach was run several times, changing the level of para-
meter variation from 0.01% to 10% of nominal. For the designs that were not dominated
by any one single parameter, the results were similar across levels of variation.
Once the parameters that actually influence the outputs are identified, a parametric
uncertainty analysis is run. Several approaches to uncertainty are described, including
the change-of-variables approach that analytically propagates a probability density func-
tion through a model to determine the PDF of the output. For integrated modeling in
the conceptual design stage however, the lack of empirically-based parameter uncertainty
models recommends a bounded approach to uncertainty. For the TPF-FFI model, bounds
are placed about the eight remaining critical parameters and a vertex search is employed
to determine the worst-case performances based on simulations run at the vertices of the
uncertainty space. The results for TPF-FFI show that both LOS outputs still meet their
requirements with uncertainty, however the margin between the worst-case bound and the
requirement is greatly reduced. Uncertainty results from 700 Monte Carlo samples show
that although there are isolated cases in which parameter values between the bounds cause
an exceedence of the worst-case vertex search bounds, these cases are rare. The vertex
search method is an appropriate tool for parametric uncertainty propagation at this stage
in the design lifecycle.
Finally, the entire approach to conceptual design is implemented in Chapter 6, with an
analysis of the Modular Optical Space Telescope. The MOST example brings together all
of the concepts developed in this thesis, and shows how their combined use can guide the
design to specific architecture families that exhibit both superior and robust performance.
Once the parameterized model is generated, single-axis trades are first run to identify trends
in the response. For the MOST model, this identified a range of f-numbers (between 1.6
and 1.7) in which overlapping fast steering mirror and secondary support tower modes
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cause a jump in the response. The single axis trades were also instrumental in highlighting
an issue with the rib-stiffened mirror model, in that rib aspect ratio could not be varied
separately from mirror areal density, as desired. Bi-variate trades allow an examination of
the response across changing isolator corner frequencies, and illustrate the benefits of two
layers of dynamic isolation.
Multi-parameter trades are run next, with variable step sizes based on the shape of
the single-parameter trade curves. Nearly 1300 simulations were run over a weekend. The
DOE/ANOVA critical parameter identification technique was used on designs that either
showed the best performance or were along pareto-optimal fronts of interest. Of ten para-
meters identified in the model, only six significantly influence the outputs and are retained.
An uncertainty analysis using the vertex search method is performed to bound all of the
model outputs including line-of-sight jitter, wave front error, mass, and settle time after a
slew.
The methods outlined in this thesis provide valuable information that can be used
to guide architecture selection during conceptual design. Visualization functions that were
developed along with the MOST model provide a powerful means of comparing designs. The
effect of the design variables can clearly be seen in scatter plots that compare competing
outputs. Results such as the dominant role of f-number in all of the outputs stand out
in these plots. The shapes of the scatter plots provide information on whether different
metrics can be traded against each other; there are obvious pareto-optimal fronts for mass
versus settle time and mass versus line-of-sight jitter. Examining the plots shows which
variables are useful knobs for moving along these pareto-fronts. The uncertainty analysis
bounding boxes indicate whether varying these knobs should have the desired effect, or
whether changing a variable could likely worsen the performance compared to alternative
designs.
All of these results are useful insights into the system, and they all are based on the
same level of analysis that is given to a point design model such as TPF-FFI. The size of the
MOST finite element models is comparable to the first TPF, SIM or JWST models that were
produced. The simulations were run on commercially available computers, over a period
of days rather than weeks or months. While development of the parameterized models
does require more time and resources than for a single point design finite element model,
it allows designs to be compared in a way that was not possible before. The methodology
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proposed in this thesis should reduce mission risk and increase the probability of design
validation and success by allowing more informed design choices to be made earlier in the
design lifecycle.
7.2 Contributions
This thesis makes contributions to the field of design and analysis of opto-mechanical space
structures by proposing the combination of trade space analysis using parameterized models
and non-deterministic analysis techniques in the early stages of design. Specific contribu-
tions to the field follow.
* Developed method to identify superior architectures of high-performance structural
concepts using parameterized structural and dynamic models subject to uncertainty.
Used uncertainty bounding methods to show which high-level design variables can be
used to move along the trade space pareto-front.
* Incorporated Design of Experiments (DOE) techniques with dynamic analysis of space
telescope opto-mechanical integrated models to guide critical parameter identification
of such models.
* Characterized the modular software environment needed to automatically generate
finite element models and dynamic integrated models from an input design vector,
allowing models to be generated by multiple people in a team-based environment.
* Identified appropriate uncertainty tools for the conceptual design stage, when no
hardware or input parameter models are available
* Developed software tools in MATLAB for running a large trade space analysis given
a design matrix. Formulated basic user inputs so that generic systems could be eval-
uated. Created MATLAB tools to visualize the effect of varying each of the input
parameters.
* Applied uncertainty identification techniques to a real program being developed by
NASA (TPF-FFI). Compared DOE-based critical parameter identification to direct
computation of parameter sensitivities; showed agreement between techniques for LTI
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models. Compared vertex-search uncertainty analysis bounds to Monte Carlo propa-
gation, and demonstrated usefulness of worse-case bounds approach in terms of com-
putation savings and accuracy. Created and provided software tools as requested by
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory for uncertainty analysis of non-LTI systems.
* Implemented the integrated modeling and trade space tools for two high-performance
optical systems: TMT sponsored by the NOAO, and MOST.
* Implemented the uncertainty characterization tools across the MOST trade space.
Illustrated how the resulting uncertainty bounds guide the design to use certain design
variables for balancing requirements.
7.3 Future work
Recommendations for future work are made for the areas of trade space analysis, parame-
terized model creation, and uncertainty evaluation.
* Trade space analysis
- Apply optimization routines to explore the design space. The multivariable trade
space exploration method used here was a full factorial search across the design
space, where only six design variables were varied, and continuous variables such
as f-number were discretized into a limited set of values. The number of simu-
lations increase rapidly as more design variables are added, and it may be that
superior designs exist between the design points examined in evaluation. Many
optimization routines are described in the field of multi-disciplinary optimiza-
tion and design, and these may do a better job at identifying optimum points
across more variables. Methods used by Jilla [22] are a starting point for using
optimization with the parameterized structural models developed in this thesis.
- Apply ANOVA tools across the simulation results to determine the relative in-
fluence of the design variables (where in the thesis ANOVA was used on only
uncertainty parameters). Interactions between design variables can be identified
by running a full factorial experimental design, or appropriate fractional factorial
designs.
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- Validate the parameterized model results through hardware data. A reconfig-
urable testbed should be developed in order to validate the trends identified
using the parameterized models. While absolute performance predictions may
not be accurate, the models should be able to identify trends as design variables
such as the curvature of a mirror (or mirror blank for a testbed), height of the
secondary support tower, or even type of aperture are changed. These changes
can be implemented by allowing components of the testbed, such as the mirror
blank, to be swapped out.
- Consider methods of developing subsystem requirements from the trade space re-
sults. Since all parameters may be accessed by the designer, once the high-level
design variables are chosen the model would still be useful in terms of explor-
ing lower-level parameter trades. Values that are held constant in this work,
such as first mode of the mirror, could be traded against competing subsystem
parameters in order to identify requirements for those parameters.
* Parameterized spacecraft dynamic models
- Include optical control both for wavefront sensing and control as well as tip/tilt
pointing stability.
- Stiffen or implement tip-tilt control for the mirror petals of a segmented aperture,
to eliminate the low-frequency "flapping" of the petals on their mounts.
- Since the mass savings expected for the segmented mirrors were never fully re-
alized, consider reducing the fundamental frequency of the individual segmented
mirror petals from 100 Hz, in order to reduce mass.
- Update the rib-stiffened mirror model so that rib aspect ratio can be traded
under fixed constant areal density, so that the effect of rib aspect ratio alone can
be analyzed.
- Low aspect ratio mirror ribs were identified as superior for performance, but taller
ribs would generally be preferred if actuators were used on the ribs to change the
shape of the mirror, improving wave front error. Examine the tradeoff in greater
detail, and determine if there is an optimum rib height.
- Additional study of how long it takes the performance to settle after a slew is
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needed to first reduce the nominal settle times (currently on the order of minutes),
and to determine why the settle time is so sensitive to uncertainty in the system.
* Uncertainty evaluation
- Investigate identified sources of parametric uncertainty in order to place realistic
bounds on the parameter values.
- Consider methods of evaluating non-parametric uncertainty on conceptual de-
sign models. Specifically consider whether applying model uncertainty factors
(MUFs) across the trade space provides useful information.
- Validate trends identified by vertex-search bounded uncertainty method using
a reconfigurable testbed. Determine whether uncertainty bounds are accurately
predicted with vertex search, and whether the relative sizes of the uncertainties
across multiple testbed configurations tracks with the model predictions.
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Appendix A
Transformation of PDFs into
Gaussian
Methods of transforming generic probability density functions (PDFs) to Gaussian are de-
scribed in Rackwitz and Fiessler [102] and Thoft-Christensen and Murotsu [103]. The basic
idea is to match both the probability density functions and the cumulative distribution func-
tions (CDF) of both the original, non-normal random variable and a new, normal variable
at a given design point.
F (s*) = 4 -( x* (A.1)
fx(*) = 1 (* - u) (A.2)
where •'C and ax are the mean and standard deviation of the new, normal random variable.
The PDF (fx) and CDF (Fx) of the original, non-random variable are matched at the
design point x* to the standard normal distribution and density functions, given by Q4 and
cp, respectively.
While the choice of the design point is up to the user, a useful starting point is
x* = tx + aax (A.3)
where jx and ax are the mean and standard deviation of the original, non-normal variable.
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The multiplicative factor a can be selected as desired, although Reference [103] suggests
that a = 3.0 is often appropriate.
Once the design point is selected, the mean and standard deviations of the normal
random variable are computed via:
I- p ( I - 1 (Fx(x*)))fx (x*)
'x = x* - a- -1 (Fx(x*))
(A.4)
(A.5)
As an example of the technique, consider the transformation from a log-normal random
variable to normal. A random variable X is log-normal if the natural logarithm of X is
Gaussian [108].
InX - N(A, () (A.6)
where A is the mean of In X and C is the standard deviation of In X. The PDF of the
random variable X itself is
1 xexp 21 (nx- A)2 1fx (x) = ep 2 (A.7)
Figure A-1 shows a sample of log-normal distributions for various values of C and with a
median value of Xm = 1.0, related to A by
A = In xm
variable x
Figure A-1: Log-normal probability density curves
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3X
The transformation to normal variables is performed by first selecting the design point
x*. Following the steps above, this is done using the mean and standard deviation of the
log-normal distribution. These quantities are related to A and C through:
px = exp (A+ 2) (A.8)
ax = Ax Vexp (( 2 ) - 1 (A.9)
Examples of the function for different values of a and C are shown in Figure A-2.
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Figure A-2: Log-normal PDF transformed into a Gaussian approximation
From the figures, it is obvious that there are differences between the log-normal and its
transformed Gaussian normal approximation. For instance, negative values are not admis-
sible for the original log-normal function, but are present in the Gaussian approximation.
Also, the CDFs exhibit large discrepancies at values far from the design point. The use-
fulness of this approximation will obviously depend on the degree of difference between the
Gaussian and original PDFs, and on the level of accuracy needed in the application.
The functions are equal at the design points, and a can be chosen to shape the rest of
the function as desired. If the tail of the CDF distribution, where it approaches 1.0, must
be accurately modeled, then the larger values of a should be used. Likewise, if it is more
important to match the entire log-normal CDF, then a = 0 is more appropriate.
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Appendix B
Change of variables probabilistic
propagation method
The Change of Variables method computes the probability density function (PDF) of the
output a given an input p related by some function a = g(p). The method uses the PDF
transformation [82]
fE(a) = I f (p) (B.1)
to obtain the joint output PDF fr(a) given the joint PDF of the inputs fp(p), along with
the sensitivity of the input to the output, P. Solving Equation B.1 generally requires the
functional relationship be inverted, p = h(a), so that
Oh(u)f (a) =I a ff p[h(a ) ]  (B.2)
For systems analysis, a is often a performance found using frequency domain methods, with
the inputs p buried in the process. In such situations is can be difficult to explicitly form the
inverted relationship p = h(a) and the sensitivity Op/Oa. Most often only the sensitivity of
the output to the input 2 is known. However, when the function is known implicitly, the
PDF transformation can be applied numerically to sample the PDF of a . The approach
rewrites the differential relationship as
p fr,(oU) = fP(p) (B.3)
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This is an algebraic relationship that can be solved for fr.
f(a)= fP() (B.4)
Solving for fr (a) now only requires the computation of the more common gradient of a with
respect to p. In the case of multiple input-multiple output systems, this is the determinant
of the Jacobian J.
J = det (B.5)
Note that an equal number of inputs and outputs are required so that the Jacobian remains
square. If there is a smaller number of outputs, "dummy" outputs must be included at this
stage, to be removed from the results later.
This approach to solving for the distribution of an output is often described in text-
books on the subject of random variables, but is not found in research literature. Textbook
examples most often include simple single input-single output functions that can be solved
analytically, with pencil and paper. In order to apply this procedure to much larger prob-
lems such as model parameters inputs to state-space outputs, it is necessary to sample the
functions, instead of attempting to perform the inversion. Given a range of values across the
inputs p, it is possible to compute the output a, the input PDF fp(p) and the determinant
of the Jacobian J. Equation B.4 is then used to compute the output PDF at each point.
Finally, the output PDF values are mapped from the input p-space to the output a-space.
Since the points mapped across the input range are not necessary equally spaced across
the desired output range, the output PDF values must be binned across the appropriate
output grid points. This procedure is described next, using inputs x and outputs y for a
relationship y = g(x).
1. Grid the input space x
2. Choose a point in the input space xz
3. Compute the value of the input PDF at xz, fx(xo)
4. Compute yo = g(xo)
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5. Compute the Jacobian I at xo
6. Compute the value of the output PDF fy(yo) = fx(xo)
7. Repeat steps 2-6 through the x-grid range
8. Grid the output space y
9. Find all yi in each Ay bin
10. Sum together all fy(yi) that correspond to those yi in the bin for the final output
distribution
Monotonic Example
This procedure will be demonstrated with two simple examples. First consider a system
of equations described below, in which the inputs and outputs are related monotonically,
meaning that through the sample space the gradients are never zero.
y1 = x - x2 (B.6)
y2 = 4X1 + X1X2
This procedure makes no assumption on the distributions of the input parameters. For
these examples, the Gaussian distribution is used to model the input PDFs.
1 - (X, - •xi) 2  (B.7)fx,'(x) = -exp (B.7)
If the inputs are independent, their joint PDF can be formed by multiplication. The result-
ing distribution is plotted in Figure B-1.
fx 1 ,X2 (xl,X2) = fX1(xI) - fX 2 (x2) (B.8)
The gradients for a state-space system can be found using the sensitivity tools described in
Section 5.1.1. For this simple example, the determinant of the gradient is quickly calculated
analytically.
Jana = X + X2 + 4 (B.9)
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Figure B-1: Joint PDF for two independent Gaussian inputs
And finally the output distributions in the x-space are computed via
(B.10)fx (,x2 (X1, x 2)fy,,y, (Y1, 2) = IJ
This output PDF is shown in Figure B-2(a). Once the PDF values are mapped from the
input x-space to the output y-space, the PDF looks like Figure B-2(b).
If.'
(a) Points mapped to the input grid, (xl, x2) (b) Points mapped to the output grid, (yl, y2)
Figure B-2: Output PDF mapping onto the input and output grid spaces
The resulting PDF surface is the joint PDF for both outputs. If one of the outputs is a
"dummy" output, the undesired output can be removed by integration. For instance, if Y2
is the "dummy" output, the PDF of yl is
fy (yl) = fYI,vY 2(yl,y2) dy2.
-OO
(B.11)
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The integration is performed numerically. The resulting individual PDFs and associated
cumulative distribution functions (CDF) are shown in Figure B-3. Both CDFs asymptote
to 1.0, guaranteeing that the output distributions are legitimate PDFs.
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Figure B-3: Output PDF and CDF curves for the change-of-variables monotonic example
Non-Monotonic Example
The second example is of a similarly simple set of equations, but in this case the equations
are non-monotonic. This results in gradients that go to zero. This will cause difficulties in
Equation B.4, with J in the denominator.
The example system of equations is
Yl = 2 + x 2 (B.12)
Y2 = 2X1 + X1X2
plotted in Figure B-4. The Jacobian J of this system is
J = 2x 2 - 4x 2 - 2x 2  (B.13)
plotted in Figure B-5.
The difficulty is that a singularity appears in the output PDF in Equation B.4 as the
Jacobian J goes through zero. In Figure B-5, this singularity is a line across the (x 1 , x2)
input space as the surface of J passes through zero. The result of this singularity is seen as
the PDF is plotted against the input x points in Figure B-6(a), and again as the PDF is
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(a) Function yl(xl, 2)
Figure B-4: Example non-monotonic s'
(b) Function y2(xl, X2)
ystem of equations.
-3
Figure B-5: Determinant of the Jacobian. Note that in the non-monotonic example, a line
of the surface passes through zero.
plotted against the output y points in Figure B-6(b). About this singularity line the output
PDF "wraps" around itself, creating two surfaces which must be summed together for the
final output. It is also necessary to create a much finer mesh around the singularities, in
order to capture the complete PDF; a coarse mesh will produce much higher values than
actually exist. A Change-of-Variables function in DOCS allows for variable meshing, and
provides the binning capability for non-monotonic systems such as this. The final resulting
PDF for this example is shown in Figure B-7.
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(a) Output PDF gridded in x-space
B
(b) Output PDF gridded in y-space, before binning.
Note that the surface from plot (a) is wrapped about
itself in this grid system.
Figure B-6: Output PDF samples of the non-monotonic system of equations
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Figure B-7: Binned output PDF for the non-monotonic system of equations
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